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for~ i ng 8 I r ?T OXY . . ·ri·a~go~ . rnli<tu;e, b~twee.n the 'sP~ci.men.". "'rhe 
. ) . . . 
vibration i'n the machine Is measured~ . 
..... . , . 
· -~- · ~ . Wear: debr'(s :a~tlcle~-~re · ~~e~tJf~ed by x-ray diffracil.on · 
and the 1 r. s 1~1 buti on determIned. \lear s ur.faces ~r~tud i ed 
'on a~~ Opt i ~ ·and a Scarfo in~. E lect.ron Mi crosc6pe • . · 
' v 
it 't ik~~y t~hat wear. r.~te is governed by_ oxidation of. 
' -· ... , 
• • •• ' ' .. • ' .. • ' ' • ' ' ' • ., oQ 
an .area_ a • a _ ltttle. di~~anc.~. f~~m the hot spot_. _A ~~rrel~tion ~s.-.!~_- ·: 
.' been f~un 
1 
~~twe~n .. he ~II dJ~g :-~e':dwhi ch In tu.~n; ~-:-the Sur- : 
face -tern rature ~·th the wear rate • .Jhe surfoa-c~topograp~y · is . . 
• 1- ~< ' I ' 't ' • 
- . ~~- ' ' ' . . , · -
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.. _· In .an - ~~~~·~--~~{ or Inert· gas~ the wear- Is of a severe ~YP~· .. ·~ 
. . . ~ . · . . 
. .1 ' < ' - . 
When d i:ff~rent ml xtures of oxygen and ~rgon gas a.-re . forced through 
.• . . . . . \'· . : . #. " ( . 
the . ~pe'cfmens, a signiflca~t change In th~ ~~a·r-. ra~e:'ts ~bserved. · 
. . . .· . . - . " . . . I • 
' . 
The d i fferenc~ In mean temperature of the tWo rubb f ng Spf7C 1- . 
. ' ! \ mens influences "the wear rene. Tile ~·pee imen~ ht.·ghe~ _.temp~ra.t.u.re •' 
- .. 
_ ~ shows· l~er w~a·r . rat~ . .. ' 
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I NTRODUCT (ON AND ~OBJECTIVES Ot 
, THE CURRENT 'RESEARCH 
)The majority of -problems. encountered in sltuatio!'ls where 
·. ... ' .. 
0 
.two surfaces s1Jde.,agal,n$t ea_cr £\her; under the actlon of a 
,. . \ 
~ormal .Joad, are. ~tt~i'buted tO' poor Ju.br.icat.lon prac·~-ice, wrong 
• ; . . 1 ~ . 
s_elec.~ ion of. materials, beatings a~d ' l"mprdper. u~·CJ._e~;taDding of 
- ··/ 
I ~ ' , • 
the s 11 dIng mechan i,sm. Usua 11 y 'the br~~kdown of the s 1 i di n,g " · 
. components .takes place! through wea·r, which manlf~~ts itself In 
. ' - . .. 
. '\ : 
; ,..... a variety of ways-!J'EI forms. The cost ·of.repladfng ,.t_he worn 
. ; · ··.1-t • - - '>:"' • - : ..It • 
components,. thei ~ frequency ol r,.e'place~n. t and dow~tlmE7 of :a 
"'l~c~i -ne beca~se/of wear. p~o~(ems ~r·e. ma"'t.ters. of ... se~ious cc:>ncern · 
& for . ~ vartety of Industries. 
' - '. ' I . • • 4 f.l 
The. need for machine components capable of_ withstanding 
~uch hI ~her pi-es s u r~s , s I ! d I n~' ~p/eds 1 a old tempe.ra tu~re s ca M'O t be .' 
•. 
fuJfi fled unti , . a proper understandin-g of the mechanism of ' wear 




a~d its contro11t"ng '" fa~tors h~s been de~el;ped. It ~fll .. be true 
•• __. ": · f • • , : "' ' ' I ' 
to. say. that_. for_ s 1 i_d i n_g' ~mponents, some k t nd of_ t"ubri cant ts .. 
0 'I 0 • ' ' , \ ~ • ' •' I o • • ~ 
of~en · prese~t bet:ween the two ~.ubblng sur.~aces. However, deta,i)s 
' ~f · this w~~· r:. pr~ces'~, b~·~a~se . of· ~he l n~eract ion bet\oleen rubbing ·. · 
, . . ' . . . . " 
.j 
... .... 
surfa-ces and the J"ubricant,Q are complicated and ·' Jn order . to deve)op 
' • I _ _ , ... "- ' "'\. , , • t , 







var~ables af'fecting the we'ar mtkh<p~ tsm · be red~ced to· a minimum·~ 
• ' ~ • I • o ' 
If the. mechaentsm of .wear, without b~fngln~ .the tompl_lcat'fons ~-
. - . ,. • ~ • • • ' I • ,. ~ I • •• 
the ·lubr'ieant'performance and . Its interaction "to the 'sliding . 
I ~ ' ,. • t 
r t , 
' ,. 
,_ 
, .. ' · 
•I' 
_ ___ ... ;
. .r 
, . ' (l 
' . . 
,> ' : I 1 ~· 
.. . 
~. r • ( . ~ . . . 
.. ," ' 






:: ' . 
•• r ....... •• ·- • 
.·) I .,, 
0 
. , . 
' ' ;: ~ ' . 2. b 
.. I 
\surface, can be es tab 1 t shed t the p rob 1 ems of 1 ubrl cated wear wi 11 
be easter to solve . . For the current investigation' It was decide-d 
- - . ' 
' ' 
to concentrate on· the s·tudy or the Unlubricated (or Dry) Wear. 
) 4 . 
' .. ; ( 1 • ...... • , . • • .' 
, \In most sliding _sl tuatfons the- envi rc_>nment of the sliding 
surfaces contains oxygen and a reaction of oxygen wt~h the metal ls 
. 
par.t of the wear process. The frictional heat ~ener~ted at the 
. . .• - . 
rubbing surfaces floWs from the pol~t of contact Into both of the 
• • • • y ' ' • 
I • I ' 
contacting' bpdles an~, consequently ' a temperature .r'le1d , is ' ~ev~1oped ' 
4 
·at the' rubbing surfaces a~d wl thin the ~ubblng.) bodf~s •. · The tempera .. ·, 
. ~ , '.. . . . •' f . - . 
ture field influences parameters 1 r'ke, the structure qf "thEt rubbing 
' . ) . ' . 
' . 
' -
·materials, the Interaction between t~e surfa~es, topography and ··the 
. . 
formation of oxfde'at the rupbfng surface. 
"\ _,-'" ' I , ' ' ()I . 
As d.l scus.sec( f n- the fo t_lowl ng \:wo c~apte~s, , it . seems necessary 
f/ 
v •' ' I 
orde-r. ,tJJ/ deve to~ 
. ·, 
.. , ' 
"J n an ~nders· tam:ti'ng of the we~r pro·cess, ·to pursue · 
/ I • 
t!1e 'ft?-.U~wi ng specJ f I c ·questions.. . ' 
I ~ . 
' Is the wear rate gover ~ed by the hot 'spot oxidation or the 
·. ' 
general surfac~oxtdatlon? . . .e 
,, ' . 
, . . 
. Is there a · corre,t'atton · between the mean.lsurface temperature, . 
_-: 
• f ' • I 
the c __omposltfon of .~ear debrl.s 'partfc ~ es' an? the composi.tfori and 
"'' 






• I How does the partial p'ressure of oxygen, In an oxygen;.tn~rt 
' . 
gas ·ml xture, I nfl uel"!ce the wear ,rate? · • · . 
,. ' • • • • ' ,I • • 
. . · \ 
.. ' ' 
- How d.o·es the wear . r·ate of. the rubbing specl~ns depend ~~ 
. i 
• .. . . -#: 
the access I b 11 i ty of ·gas? _ 
'· ' 
' I .. 
' ' 
' .. ' 
. \ 
0 . • ' ·. 
: ·, . I ',: 
I · 
, ' 
: ~I ' , I •' . ' . ,·' ~ 
'I ' 




' ' .. 
' ' 
. 
~ . ..··.,.. -~ 
•. 
: I , . . , 
: rt· ' I 
. .... 
,• .. 






I ' • 
. • 
,; 
! , ·, 
.-... . 
0 .. . 
3 
Does the d t fference In mean surface temperawre of the two , , 
, 
rubbing speCimehs influence the wear .. ra.te7.,.,.lf 
( I 
It, does·, what is 
• I 
t he exte~t of this effec~? I 
r' 
or6\ ttil~ research \ \ In _the fo11owlng chapters; ·. the. background 
.: ' . . : 
wlll be 




discussed in some .deta p _ .and. the 
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2.1. General ! 
4 
I I ' , 
CHAPTER 2 
CHOICE· 0~ THE PROBLEM 
., 
·, 
. ./) . 
In situations where interacting ~urfaces . ~ye relative to 
I I • •,,.._. 
• I .,. • 
!.<> 
.... . ' 
( 
,1 each other~ breakdown of the sliding ~omponents is ~.he ITI?jor · c!ause 
·-· II , • limiJ:ing the life and performance of the machinery. The· breakdown, 
I I 
often, takes plate through wear* which may be catastrophic, fast, 
' , .(.. ' ,1 
slow, or very slow but ft·nite. Thus, wear may bel~it.he,r destractlve 
:.,,"!'- - ;,~ t' ' r:1 
. ~ , 1 - - · . · 
or acc:ptable within a given design, ~ut even when acceptable, it 
. e 
may ~e more seyere than des ir'ab le because -of the · frequency of part 
. . -~ 
rep 1 acemen t. -
. . 
Breakdowns, due .to wear, can be avoided by sound lubrication 
design .and practJce. However, there ar~· no es'tab'j ished codes for 
·• 
• . J . 
the design of all sliding components: T~e de~ign criteria for select-
Ing standard sliding components come from the manufacturers of these 
I . • • 
components. who maintairf guides' for the se_lection of the components. 
' ' 
The manufatturers 'guides are based on faboratory experiments' per-
' 
' 
formed u~der co~'trol led conditions o~· ·test ,var'i ~ldes~ These com-
· ' 
ponents, when used In ~he actual se}:vi.ce. condi.t fons, may unde.rgo pr·e-
. I ' . , ' ) . . . ' . 
"!at~r~ failure, an_d Jn ' appHc.!!_tlons with coptinuous and/or auto~ted 
. . . .. . 
.. r 
• r production or operation 'of plant's, the- breakdown of 'the single com- -
'' I 





* · Wear'is defined as change in dimenstons of .ttie rubbing body ~nd/ ,·. 
or change In compos I tlon where chan'ge . occurs. ··at the matmg 
surface. ~ · .· : - ';: ·· 
.. 
')' • / 
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Wear i.s ' a des:lgn and maintenan.ce· problem in most industries • 
• H~ever, in the foJ.Iowing sections, It~ 'relationship to .Ocean 





" 2. 2. · · 'Breakdowns In the Auxi llary ,, 
Machines of ShiES 
' I ·• 
. . 
Sh lps :, when at_..Jsea, are isolated from their major sources 
of mech'anic'al parts. ~~·breakdown of prime movers, running gears 
. { . . 
· of· the engi -ne proves to .be serious. Many · mechanj~a 1 components· 
\ . ' 
. l ) 
related to ocean trade .are spec-laJly designed to meet the pecular-
' ' 
' _. I , w., I 
·Ft I es of ship • s en,vi ronment. tn the design and practice or the 
i 
. . . 
m·ar i ne 1 upr I cation, . parameters l[ke the ocean .envf ronmen t and· sea-
. ·. 
I 
varl.ables whic.h water must be considered in addition to the other , 
' 
') 




• 1 . 
I 
\ , .. 









Examples of Bearing Falfures in 
Marl ne Egufpment 
( 
. . 
. I. I. ~ 
.Jn the area of 11.Be~~ing-FaiJu~~s11 \three .reports have been 
published by the Naval Engineering ~est _Establl.sh.ment, {NETE), . I 
t ' 0 ... . • . • 
. "tasalle :· ~uebec·. : '(Reports N<?· t,. 2 and. 3): .These repor~ts resulted 
• I I ~ , r' 
I . 'from .a p.Fojec~ r al sed by Canadl an ~orFeS Headqu'a~t:ers '(CFHQ) _for 
- I r t , • " • • • .' ' • I . " :f~it/'1 ,  . 




~ • • 7 
fai I u'res. 
i 
' 
... l . A 
. t t was found that the facto·r which ·contri'buted th~ mos.t to~ 
I . 
.. 
a high unreltabil ity fa~tor • • • I in bearing performance was an inadequate 
' _knowl'edge of• the technQlogy of the · bearing~ ~~~ ·their - lubrication. 
. . I . 




, I ,. 
'J 














. 2.2.2. Piston _Ri"ng and Cyl tnder Liner Wear 
' The 'last de'cade has been one of the. intensive d'evelopment in 
t • I ~~ • 
the marine eng•neer1ng. ' It has seen the virtual disappearance of 
·' the F~aturally-aspira.ted - dlrect drive diesel eng·i·nes as propell'ing 
machine~y for new ship;; th~ emergence of direct driven sup~rcharged· 
' • , _.,# ' 
. -
_- ~iesel engines a~ predominant prl~ mover, a_nd an ever increasing 
. ' . 
demand, 8"· .the , pa.rt .'?f . us~rs, for higher efficie'ncy and output power. 
• • .... f ' \ 
A variety of scavenging sys'tems are employed in conjunction 
I 
wl th exhaust g~s dri.ven' turbp ch-argers · ope rat i ~9 on either p~l se or 
cons·tant pressure driven systems ·t·o achieve the high~ efficiency, 
power and ~rna 11 e ~ weight to powe_ r rat i.o. 
The much higher mean and maximum pressures ~nd temperatures 
. . 
-encountered wrth turbo charging brought ring and liner wear into 
. . . 
·- ' 
, . the forefront of serl.ous pro~lems . on almost all ,marine engines. 
. . 
. , 
. . ·'' Wear of pi$ton -rings and cyl.inder liners Increases the clearance 
\ 
. . 
between the twb-; causing a pres~ure drop in the cylinder d,ue to 
·1 eal<age, and thus a re.duct ion' .. In·· the output power of the engine~ 
I ' <1 I f. 
~ . . , , 
(ncreased ot'l consumption~ soo-ty e~haust and· cort~mlnatlon cnf the . . ·r 
I· { • ·. . \. Q o 
·crank case oil. with combustion products, are few of th~ other a'ffect:s~ :~'.'' . 
f • - • 
I • 
of ring and J'Jner wear. These , el'fr!c~~ ·cause the wear to propaga_te . 
.. 
I 
'and many other ,cons~quen'c.es foflow: _like the b-reakdown of 'the rub--
. r •· .. 
. . . ~ . . . 
~:cant_ H 1~, scuffi~g of the fi_og (:· . t~e · lntrodu~ti<:'~ ~f unn~ce.s1sar: .. 
VIbration in the system. · . . 
. . . 
1ri· fts'htng\vesse-ls -. the trend·. for .next' several years seems to be 
towa~ds(hfgti · powere~, hfgh speed, m~rin~ qiese.1 en~tnes ·whi.ch h~_ve 







__ ,. .-. 
_ .. -~ ..... --·-..-r"'· 










2.3. Area of the Needed Res~arch 
. 




... . ) . · . ·There is a need for rel,iable, m~dlum an·d hfgh speed, both· 
., 
two cy~le and four cycle 1dfesel ,engine~ w!:th s'maller weight to 
.. . .· -
power ra.tlo and r..eladvely higher efficiency for use in. alfkinds 
• 
of vessels- from large ocea'n · golng shfps to small outboa~:d motor { . . . 
boats; including ferries, •tugs, fishing boats· arad naval ves~_efs . 
•. 
. , . An impor.~ant faetor affecting the life · ~nd performa.nce of . 
~ . . .. . . --
marine diesel eng.ines !s ,the pi,:;ton ring and cyl indt:;r . llner ,'wear. 
• ... 1 - -
While the use of chromium plated · piston 
, - I ., . 
. . . -
rings, improved temper~ture 
. - . 
. . 
con t ro 1 and ' the use· of modern· o i1 s have 
. 
reduced the corrosive wear 
- I , , 1 






rings whi~n arises from th
1
e i_nteraction between"hot spots of. two 
/.,, . ~ 
surfaces In relative motion :s s~l~ ~ ~r~bl_em_, limiting;. the pe~- . 
formance o( dieset ·.engines. .. . , 
1he . mechanls~ of ring and liner wear . is not completely 
. r . " . 
I , 
· . underst~od and, in· fact,' the present knowledge of.the operation of 
.I , . • ' 
·'. pi.ston r:ings is riot sufficient to enab.le . them to be design~d to 
meet any precise quar:'t(tatfve· performa~.~e ,.charactert"stics. The 
opeJ.a ion 
ors, such 
• . I · ' . . . 
of the rings is ·affected by a number of Interacting fact-{ ~ 
as pressure, pistqn sp~ed, te~perature, co~tact . ~rea~. 
' ." . ~ . ~ . . -st'ru.ctu~e of the -rubbing· materlals, surface topography, hardness, , 
' . -
' .. "• 
·vibration In the system and environment · (both a round the machine· 
' I '• ' ' • • • - - .(1 •,. • oSi • 
-and a~ the weari~e). · 
. ~e _di r~c~n . wtl'l ch . these .~ar~me:e rs a f fect the wear • . 
" I • • '( • 
- rate is ' nfore or ·less es'tablished .withln certain limited ranges 
• . . • I • • . . I I . . . . 
but no one knows· the mechanis.ms by whic~ 'th-ese para~ters e:f fect 
the wear ra t e· . . 
.. ,.. G':i 
·' 
.. ' ... 
' · 
' . ~ . 
I 
_ __ j 
.I 










- - I ' 
·. 
- :. 8 
' - . 4 ~he _ ~~e . 0~ lab~tory ~tests' flas ~.t With f irnited S_UCCeSS ,In 
0 
'the predict f~n of a·c tua 1. service 1 (f-e. . Bef101 re a· -satisfactory s ca 1 e 
can be ~stablished for transferring ' the small scale . laboratory 
· .:-:·:](~perimimts to actual servf~~ conditions, proper underst-andtng ;of . 
.. _ .... l( , ·,~· , - e. ' ~ , . 
~f-  fundamental aspects of individual parameter need l:o ' be estab-
.-
1 i sned~ 
. . Thu_s!, the ~robl_ef ts t~'' develop a pr:oper unders~anding of 
-- ' - r: .. 
the mechanism of wear ~nd its cont·rolling fact~rs-. This is a-lso 
t , • • 
·true of wear in many -other _t_ypes_ of' machinery: 
.. 
- . 
The high rise tn terpperature at s l iding contacts has been 
. . . 
known for some • ti~. Ther.e have -been some investig_atlons J 'n·volving 
the measurem~nt Qf t~mper_~ture-a~tu~ Jl.y bccur~-i ~9 at t~e .asperity 
' • • • I t • ' .. 
contact-s. The effects of ' surface temperature .. on the wear of Diese-l -
. . ll I. 
· Engine Cylinder and_ Rlngos have be~n stydi'ed by S<?me workers, Nault, 
~ - . . . . , 
landel" ·and ;qgar, . (195~; S'reenath and Ven.kat~sb, (1970); Neale, 
~ I • ol .. 
(1971'); There i.s still-so~ co.n5iderable un·c~r·taintv about . ~he 
' . 
details of the wear process, with the ·interaction between rubbln_g 
. I 
surface.s a_nd the lubricant pr~sen't further complic'atlng . the· already 
_unclear pl~t-ure of the ·we·a~.of · ~.ylind_e1- and ri-ngs • .' 
Th.e 9eneral · p.icture is ·that steep temperature _ gradient~ are 
found through the. wa 11 s . of 
. . 
a cyHride·r· 0~· -liner .at _,a~e~·s. ~djatnt · ~o : 
"\ . . . . . - . . 
the . high tem~~~atures and pr~s~r~s and .. combustion chamber because 
• I 
extreme turbulence 'of. the gas ln the5e· areas ·cause high .rates of -
. . ., . \ .. . .. 
heat f low- ~nto the r':_latively cool · \'!alls._· _·Tfle .me~al tempe rratures 
' . 
· . . are influenced by th~ wall tf\ick!'ess and the coolant temperature 
~ as we'll as by the ~on.duct i v J ty o f meta 1 ~ 
' I 




\ • , • I o" 
• • ... 1 . , · . '• . . ' . . . 
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.· l_n the -~ajority of cases, the w~ar: of pistqn 'ri'ngs and the 
""':; .: ..... ~1 - • _ ... ~ • 
' i • . . ,., -...;-· /' 
._cylind~r ,bo~e occurs initi_aH;¥;.at ,th~·-top_. r,lng, whi.ch has- the 
. 
~ - . . -
· _ hi~~e~t p~'k. _:-~:ssure and ,t~-~per~t~re. - ~.'The da:ag~- generally · ,sBre~ds 
. to t~e oth~r rings ·and also tJthe surface of the piston. . . 
. ... ·.:: . . 
The wear. of pi~tp~n rings and cylt. nd~_r lf.n.e~s is -em ~xample. 
J f •, .• 
.. ~ I o , 
of wear processes .Whe're'.the ~nvironment of the ·sliding su.r:.faces con-
. . . . . . 
fa ins oxyg~h. and the re~c t ion _ of ~~y~en 'w_ith me~a l .I~ p·,_lt Qf the 
·, , I -t ' / ..  ~ 




e ~;ech·ani' sm of thIs wear process need-s i'nves·t lg~tib~~n~. · 
inde.ed is ~~bj,ected to study at ~the present tim~."· as- di~cusse; ln. 
, - • • ! I 
the foJJowing chapter. ·~· - The expectation is that 
_:_---- • I ~ ~ ':_ • 1 ' 
_ .. . _ . . {.. . 
body of knowledge existing now on th~ oxidation 
;• i ' \ . 
4.. \ 
the considerable 
. - ;~ 
. . 
of meta 1 s ::-cari be 
I, ' 
useJu.ll y app r:f ed to · the unde.rs t~nd i ng of · th i ~ type of we~~t ·~rocess. 
I , 
'.r· 
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~· 2. Sur.vey of ll ter~ture·· 
· ·r)nk ~~d·. H;.ffm~n (1~32} observed that ~tlder · certain' condJt-~ 
. ., 
Jon~ ·, a wear\rate•coutd be. reduced by run~:~ing tpe tes't 'tn -an·lnert 
. : . l, - .r . " ' ! . ~--
'1) atm6sp~e're and . assumed ._that, ·lri air, ·the' . surf.aces a-re -chemically 
• I • -' • •t o • '• • • _: 'n • ' ' ' • • • ' • : 
a a. t r v~ ted . by . rubb l ng together -an_d form ·OX I des which by . pepe t rat I '19 
f • ~ I • I ~ ···-~,._ · - ' • • ' ' ' • " • ; ' • • • 
and. destroyin~-~thif:.coherenc~-of-.rnetal ,··-cau"se 'wea·r par:ticles to be' 
~ ., I, o " ' 
detached. ~ · 'j . I ' . .. 





u ~e.rr~dge_' (-1955} 'expla_Jned a ml1d wear -process' .. as a th-ree' 
" ' ' ~· . ' oq . \ ' . - • :• ·: . :- ; " .- . ' ' ' • . • 
stage mechanism ' Involving the. tran~fer 'o(metal, Its conver.slon .·to ·· 
p 1P \f 0 , ,. • ~· \ '..' Q • .,. • , • \ , • I V 
" .p~o·x;tde and . ~~mov~l of~- ~xi de tci'gl~e ·· ·~:oos~ -~e·a"·r~p~.gduets. The· ·~ear /. 
·~ .. ~ "rl~brt s, _part~ ·~l,~s wer~ - I_ d~nt'.ffi;~d as ~ . o< -Fe2o1 a~d _o<-Fe2oj _'nH20. 
, """ • 0 • • • : • • •• ~ ~ 0 
. • . · . -Ker:r'l dge and .lancaster (19S7) . ·S'tudfed <a severe type of ·we~l< --
11.) r ,o , ~ • - . . . , ... 
. ,.. • ~ : , . . a o t.:a ~. · • , 1.\' 
and suggestedr that tl;le \'_{~ar process ~ccurs In _ two di'S~nct : stages,-
" ·-' c· L . o ~ · • . ~ ' 
" • ~~ '"1,~ ') • ... . •. ~ f • • .n. (j .. • o. • ~~. . .. ' 
- .. .-.. ·. namely the remo9~1l of -metal from wearlng o.s~rfac~.s 'by trapsfer-and' , 
.. y • ' .. 1 - • , • 1 Q .... • 0::, ~ • • ' : 
1 
"'"\,,:; ~' ' : · . I 0 ° ~ · • 
,o ttle formatton .of wear debrts-partlcles. ~'from a tr~nsferred layer oh 
r. ' . 1 c ' • (.1 
r 
' n ' lo- • " I ' 
. \ . ( ' the opposing surface . It was ,found. that the rate ·o-f" transfe.P of 
• I 0 '..) 
. metal det~rmJnes the wea·r r:ate whf'le Kerrld~e (1955) previ~usly · 
~ {) . , , t 
I ' ' 
·, 
0 ' • I • ·~ . J · -~ _T~-t~ i ned th~t .- for ml_ ~d wear , _-th_~ r.~t_e 'de_~~rml n f.ng , factor is 'the 
• I I , . ( ;.. r 0 OXid~t i.on- rate. , . . • ", ,. o I .t 
• _,_ ( v I 
, ·. ' . Ai.~.,~ and Hi,rst (1957> o~~;r~ed b:,ck, ,~~~~~ frO~ O~e , 
rubb'lng "svr.face t 'o ~h~{ other-:and '·then back'-'to the ort-gtnat.· .. ,sur-face -
.. • 0 tl C I • f •4 Cl, • • • • ,.~· • •. \ • t> < ! 'I .... ... ......... .. ,. 
in tfie. equ.Jlfbr"i -~m· state of ·Wear; · ~The, transferred materi~l ···was · 
• • C' ! - • Q o ~ "'""-.. . I , , I I 
.. 6 " f. I 1 1 • .. 
,"'holly or-~~~.<J.f'tlaJly 01xldl _~e_d~ . .. . , 
. . La~s.t~r '(19575·_ .ob-served that · ~_ :·r~.d_uctl~n fn wea,r · rate was 
I 
1 
• • ' () • ' ,. - , • , • ' ., • " • , '• ~ • , 1 C ' :, ' 
.. , associ a·ted "with "'im • j ~crease ··, n contact ·re\ t ~·tance . because of .'the -
p .(J <J:·". .. ~- ' '\.• " • 0 ' ~ . ' . 
., ' . , I ~ •, .' - · ~ • C 0 
. formation of an oxl de.· ·fJ lm. . . 
• u • I • . • • 
. '· 
I • . : 
. I 
\ .' . ,, . ~ · a 
·; - . 
. ' ' 
0 - · 
. ' 
• '-~J 
.. d - • 
·- ........... . 
.. 
I'> . ,-'.) o! ". • ,, · ' · • • , • 
.. \) . . _· ~- .. : ~~:·:-· ----j~·.._· --:-~---c-/ -·-----1_-- -~-. - -~-_ . _: ____ ___;.·.- --- - ---------:-
,. 
., . ~' ~ . l . . . t • ' 
o _~o. . .· .. t , 
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; ..___ I · .~ 
..-,' .. .. ... _ . " ~ ......... . .. 
. ( Cocks ~- (1-9~7) des i'9;ea -an..:..e~periment to · study the ro.l_~· of 
.. I - . , '·-... · -'·. - ' '-' :l~tlr.., . 
~tmospheric ~xygen· at high_ speed of rubbfng.- Thc;(1f~rmaf1·on ~f 
' '· ~- ' ·, t.l' ·' 
oxid.e .was confl rmed by ~ dro:~t;:;g-.b~eff\~·Terit of frfc~o~ .· 
to .,011 values. At low loads we~r was· found .~0\':'be due to meta11 ic . 
. . . - -- . 'I r_ . • 
at high loads, the wear proc~ss was one of oxJ~e 
. 
The wear debrt~· particles were · identified at 
., . ' , .. · . . ,..:.... -. 
. \ ... 
Johnson and his co-worker!j . (l957) found that at higher: veloc-. 
- ·- - , . . . - ... 
"' . 
~--~ ities of sli"dlng, a black powder .(ideri.ttfied as FeO) wasr produced. 
- - . ( ... · 
:· I t wa~- ~.Ot Ice!!_ thaLF~3o 4' p r;Vents s urf~~e d~'Fge wh II e· r~3 I nHUces 
severe _ w~ar and weldfn·g~ ·, -----___ . . ' ·~ · '' •. 
.' J":: : ~oshi~to ·and Tusklzoe ~o~1tulat;a· tti~t'. i~e mechanism - -~~atar--ls depende~t _on. · . ttl'~ ;ea 1 area ·of· contact. . \lear~ wa·s · class I fled ..... , 
. ' 
, '"-. . 
........... ~ ------ '~ t"t 
as being mecha~l~~~~~o3 fi.~ .m . wear or Fe3o4 film wear. ·oxid- · 
• . - -~- ------:. ' ,: "' ! • • .. 
atlon during· wear was assumed--tQfo-1-low a 1 inear oxidation law ·and ~· 
-- . ' ---· . ( ' ~ . '· 
, '',; . w::r ·~~d eo• be . ~akin~' p~~ce e~tlr~ly: ··fro~·c.optlnuQus ,/ 
_. :, . . _ ,. oxl_de film. ? -~ - ··-; ;: : -
~.. -~e-h~- '(1965~ fou~d~ tha~:;--the ~ear ~ate an~, tYJ?·~ ~~ ~L·r Is _more _ 
. · ~ . . . . .. . "' 
fo ,. 
0 ~?-.:___f~~~~~; t~.e~--~~~- · .. r~t~er . than the ~ubbi_ng' sp~ed • ... ~~ree t~ans~t~-- '· r;· 
__ _ ion · loads ·were·-ide~ffTea.at~h~.s~ .chan~es _ffom o11e. fqrm Qf i1ear: .to 
, • - --- , • ~ 11. 9 - .. • ( f eo <C • 
· - the other take~>p,·a.~~A~c-t.ton t_n .thefl, we~_r r~t:eo· was:~a~comp~~ted 
-----;:___~------- · . . . ·by t~~v .. f.P~~tron1;f _the ~~-~b_!:~ s . pa_r.ticl ·e;. ·. Th~ ·~xten~ :~nd .-the·' . 
I ---~~l• ..... ,-.J.I_.,~Jo< ........... ,o.,r f ' 4 } 1 <• ~· ..;~ --...... ---~ ' ' ; 
'· . · -;. 
I , o ~,... .. . ... , 
':. 
• • Q 
0 ·, 
· /·_~.--<;~ace ~xldatltin . that~ can "occur aff~cts .the 't~p~ .. of w~a~1.:!' . t;::--.• ·· . :· 
·. faki-ng pi ace: . · ,. , .-;" ., 
i . 
' . ., 
----
. ' . 
t • • 
. . - . 
• ' 
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' . Mol~aard and Grosberg (1967) noticed that aR oxide layer of 
very small thickness was alway~ prese-nt .between r'ubblng bodies and 
( ' I t 
. . , 
the divhJon of heat between the ru~bing surfaces ·was markedly 
• .. 
• .1> . . 
affected· by .the oxi~e " lay~r. 
Ea'rles· and Powell (1967-a) found that, 
.· ; . . ,1; .r . . ~ 
' J -
and the rubbing veloc!'ty, either a c'ontlnuou~ 
' • .. "c. 
oxide film Is pr~sent eetween the rubbing surface~.: . T_hese. oxide 
·7 ' 
dependIng" on1 the 1 oad 
. - . \ \. 
or near continuous 
... fJ lms are 'd.eta~hed leavt~g the -~ta~ 1 lc substra~e,· produci.ng ' ~ear 




• debris ·particles. Th·e ttme ,history of the formation of oxides at 
I II ;tl' • I , , o " 
. ( . . , : . . . I . 
·.a r:ubblng surf:_aciwas ~~ ·.nne with- the ' time . history of w~ar" The 
( ' 
.steady.state ~oefflcient:of 
~- ·o~ (Loa~) 112x (s·p;eed). · · 
' . " 





·1 . Earles· and ~adhl.m - {-1967.) obse~ved that ·for _unlubr,cated ~1 idtn_g .. 
at ~lgh spe~ds' b.~tween ~ :Copp,er (pfn) and ~teel (dis~~ surfaces. ~ 
' . .. ' . . 
.cont t nuous :o~lde ·layer 's . formed 0~ the' d f sc : t"rack wl ttr i ncreas 1 ~g · . 
• ,.': : • ~ ' I ' I 0 ' 0. < • I 0 • • I ' ~ , \ 
I 0 f ' It -~n~rmal_ . load. The coefflclent of frlctlpn was· shown to -decrease wl th , 
. . . . I , . . , 
' :lo~d · a~d Sl idt~g Speed and .a fU~~tfOn Of (load): 1' 2x Sp:ed • .I 
. ' . 
: ·.·E~r1es _"~,od Powe H ·. (1967..:b) not1 ced tha't t f load )·s ·kept constant 
,,~ ,;. and speed ' Is varied 'the ·wear. rate' 'ftrst t'ncreases ·wtttl speed 'and then' · 
. . - ~ 
'. . - . .. ~ . ' ' . . .,.·· . .. . . . .. ' 
_.... ~:.=~=~-re1ases•.· .. the :maxlm~m,v~.!ue br,~s~o~lated wlth ·,_~he _ ~egt:.n I~ wh,ich 
__ N, "'"';:.\·.'• ., :~te· _effe,~t .. or su.~fa~~ brea~d~on i<~. mos_t p~onou~,ced, The slrdlng wear 




.:S'urface condi -tion. {} 
I . lo . ~ . . ~~ . . . . . ~ ''~ ... '~ 
Earles, . &.ylet ~ anl:l Powell p_9~0) m~asiJr~~ .' the surface - tem~erature · 
~ I -
.,, . . 
· .~! p I~: a~d_,P~:dl c t:d.th~ to:~•l s ~f,f •.ce ~e\IIP~ r5 ~1u re by cons \de r'l11!1/ th.;:,~ 
heat .. f.low through · an ·tdeal I sed single asperl ty .tip and from existing 
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theod es of Jaeger·· (1942); .Archar'd ( 1959.) · and Barber. (1967) • The 
.. I I • • 
fr-Iction c~o-efficient and transltions .. In sifding process · were . sh~w~ 
to be related to· the predicted total temperature. 
• • • • ~ q, 
1, In order to .~st.Jmate . a crl terio&'l for the formation 
. . . I 




, I . ~ ' 
.1 aye'r genera ted · by s 1 i d 1 ng' bu·i 1 ds up to a · ·cr it I ca 1 thickness before 
. . ' . .._, 
0 l , • - I 
becoming .detathed from'the substrate for form -a wear particle. 
. ' 
· · ·Clark, Prhchard and Midgley. (1968) fnvestlg.ated t;he mtld·· 
• • .. .J ' • \ • ,t I 
' ' \ ·, . . . . . 
wear of various steels slIding _unlub_dcated In dry C012 • . Ttle wear 
" • ./ t \ 
debris partlcl es were_ ent~ rely ~~r d~s -. ... ~ -Fe2o3 and F_e3o4• · Th~ 
we.ar. rate wa~ 'l postu1atel to depend 0~ th'e type of oxide at 'ft,e 
I ' ' .. • I 
rubbiRg surfac~: Fe304 was assume~ t':l_ P._rovid~ a ·. protec~tve .. l 'ayer 
/ r • , ' . 
at the surface and hence . reduclng the wear rate. 
deG~e (196,7) \howed tha~: '~~-· general,- . relatlvely thlck 'ft l!J!.S 
. i 
lnhibt"t adhesion bet~ee.n .s.ltdln1f.·surf~ce.s.jl~d · thus·r_~d~ce frlctlon I 
tJ, ~ • • • · ' ) 1 • J ' • - .' .· · ,~ · •• • 
. and .wear. lf :a reduction In the avatlablllty of -Qxygeri results In 
.t;,; I 
I o 't ', ' o ' ' 
the formation of mono1ayer · fflms, adhesion Is . Increased. 
' ' 
. 
Q.utnn (1962) observed that mild ~ear of un·Jubricated steel 
• • • . ,. • •• ' • • • • • • • to • • • ' ••• • ' 
-spe~Jmens prfnctpally. lnvcs1ve"S the ~xidatlon-of newly exposed metal 
. . ,.,. .... ~ -~ ' . . - . '"' 
at ho·t-spot tempe·rature , between the ·e:,ontactlng ~spe'rt' tt"es·~ -
' ~ ~ . 
. ; . . . b . . . • ' . C> • • • • - :- •• • .' I 
Quinn (1·968) dell)Onstrated the ady~ntage · to be gained from 
• ~ - . .. • : • ., •• ,. ... 't • . . 
~S;tng ,Electron Ri.c~oscopy . and X-Ray Dl, ffra~n 'tn st~dl~s of unlub~ ;. 
" ' . . \ . . . 
\ 
J) 
. ' . .. 
' .... 
rlcated slid.lng.· _ He ~onfl~d a consistent mechantsm of wear; .. through · _.. 
I• • , 
thermal ~nd/ow:: mechciml~l fatigue~. A· corr~latfo'n was .noticed: between. 
. . . .. '!' ' ' ,. t .: :. • • •• • • ' · • ·_ ~' • • • • ~ .\ • ' ,. 
- the temperatur¢ of ·oxidation·, Indicated.· by · pr~sence· Qf·-. certal_n oxides- · 
. . ! ' . . . . • -·~ '.' : ' • . ~- . ·; . ' 1 .... . ·~ . • • • - • 
ln .wear debris .and·. the ·temp-a·rature expected t~ occur - ~t the contacting 
\ ~ ~ • ' - ,' ' ' .' ' • ,• \ ' ,. <>. ' • I , ' ' • • ' "'' ' : 
·asper_ttles- (Qui.nn, 1971) -; .~.- :· · · · 
. . 
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In t~e foHowing section, · the models of _~ear proposed by _ 
' • · · ~ . I 0 
_ Archard (1953, 196lH · (and modified by ~i1-tkin (196ft) ,and Rowe (1968)), 
.. . , . 
S.uh• (1973~ · 1974), Yoshtmot't> and Tsuklzoe .·(1958), ·;Q.uinn (1962, 1967, 
1969 and 1911) and Earles (1967-a, 1967-b and 1971) are br.lefly 
described. , . . 
0 • 
3. 3. Wear Models 
3.3.1. I ··Archard 1 s Hodel " " . . . l 
- ' . 
Archard ' { 195 3 • ' 1968 j a~ s unied ~ uhe c~n tae t p~~Ces s <?nsl ~ t~ 
of making and · break.lng of junctions~ Thls Is -sh<;>Wn In Ftg. :3. f. . 
. ' . 
. ' . ~ , ~ . ,. .· . 
'Consequel'}t1y the dlstat:~ce of tn.teractlon of a slngle'Jnter~ctf'ng · , · 
.. I . . . . . . . . . ·. . . . : -~ . . . , 
asperl ty Is only the · leng.th o'f ~he: Junctlon, Ttl~ ,'i"eal area o.fcontact ' 
C • ' ,• • • • i • I • ' • ' '. ~;- -~:·, I • • .... • 
of coritactlng surfaces, as distlng.ulshed from. the apparent or geomet-· 
. 1'-"' ' . 





·circle of radius a • . resulting 
. . .. _ 
. For convent enc~, It .is assumed that the junctiOfl cons lsts of a. 
I) ' I 
.. ' ' . . 2 ' ·,· .. 
in con~ac~· area·,- 7\'a • The asperity \ .. ·.· · 
int~.raction: ~Y Qr. may . not produe_~ a ~ear p~~-~'cl~ •. ~ ~u.~ lf. ·. ~t ···d~~~ ... 
,it· ts fur.t~~r as~.umed "fhat:· th'e dep_th of : the ~ar particle Is proport-
.- • . l ' 
. , .· I . . . . , 
tonal ·to a. : Thus the volume, 6Vw, .of .the ~rn par.tlc.1e .ts p_roport-: 
. . . . .. .. .. 
tonal t~ a~, · and .the slldti{g dts,tance., .&L,'.· .·In which the ev~nt has· 
' . . 
occurred/ ~111 be ~r~portlo~al.. .to th~ -stze ,of ~ontact~· a. · · ' · 




'. ' 1·' 
·Express.ing wear. rate' in term~ · · of vofume .:remo:ved per unit sl fdlng . 
• • • 0 • • • . • ' • ·... ~ • ... • . \ • 
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· .. . · 
I • • I ' 
• J • 0 • • .• • ' . i· • 2· ' . . . .· · ' . ' \ . -- . . 
{~Vw/&l) ·an,d ; Is p~oportlonal to «( ,· :{I e • . to 6 A). ·. Thus, the' contrl bt.itl6ri . . _- ·. 
. • : , ' • . , . I • , • 1 
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APPROACH OF Jt.JNCTION FORMING_ ASPERITIES · 
MAXIMUM · CONTACT AREA OF RADJUS -- "a "' . • 
AFTER SLIDING THROUGH A DISTANCE 1'y~1 
AFTER SLIDING THROUGH. A DISTANCE. •2a" . 
FIG· 3·1 
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of each e"ent to the total wear rate··rs proportronal. to I ts,c,ontrib-
utlon to the · total true area of contact. Hqre 51peclafty, if ohe · 
\ . ' 
assumes that _particles are hemispherical, of radius, a, 'and that 
I t 
f>L .. 2a th.en · · · 
... ' 
• I 




This model does not concern ltseJf with 
' ' ..( "~ 
to the ·part I c1 e .formation. · . It · relates- wear to 
. ·. . . ' 
.. (i . 
the· me chan i'cs ·t ead I ng 
: ' 
' . ,, l 
the tota I area qf 
. . 
contact, a.n~ . ass'umtng ' contact to be entirely plastic and the wear 
\ . . . 
. ) partlcles .' to be hemispherical . fn shape, states. · . . 
l ·; 
V ·• KNL .' . 
w 3P . ' 
· · where Vw Is the we~~ · volume>/N ~~~ ·n~rmal'Joad,' ~ is: slldtng ·dl~tanc~, ' 
' .. . . 
' . 
) < I ( , ~ o ' 
• p t's flo~ press,ure (t.ardnes~) ' of 'tbe softer of th~ two contact~~g · . . 
I I ' . . ·~· ' ~ -.. .. ::::.'i • ·' ~4 • 11 • • • • • 
mate~la 1s, ~and.: K '· 1'5\\~ealr co~ffJ~i~nt· J~htc.h . ~ · genera.Jly · l~terpreted 
' l ~ I 1ll 1.,"., ' ~ !':'. ~ .., • . ' • \ (I) • 
. . <;)• "' . -·; . r . . ..__ t" . . .... . 
as proba~'l.Jltles .. ?f : a~.:i~sp~rl~y ·J~~e-~~ctfo~ giving rise .. tQ a~r~;' . 
.... , t\ 1 1 • 1 ~ , 'c ... l·[·. ~ . .... •• ' \.'\~ 
\ .. . .. ~ -partlc'le~·, 
~.,_,s, ~ · :i'tnktn C19~~)·~ ~xamtne~d . ~h·e_ ~hape ' qf the· · ~ea ·~ partlcl-~s -_:fo~· 
. . • . .. ·1\ . •. · .• :~- · ~- . :· .· · ·~.:·:-; .. • :~"' ' ' . ' . . . ' •. 
· '~ . ·, -~-~omoon 0~ ta 1 s ~n~·- · foun'a "s I g'n I fl cant:; d 1. f fe r~nc:~·s. · ' K' really t umps 
~! I • I I I I • (: -~ • • \ •• • I • I Q -~ .. . Qr ·' 
to'g1ether-the probab'lllt1e~ 'of wear . partlc1~· formation and facto'rs ·· 











' . ·, 
,· , . 
.., ' 
.·. 
' • ""' I 
• • 0 ,' 
(' ·, ·, f ~ . • . ':. . 
' .· 
' :· .~ " . . ,;- , • : · : : ~:~. ' r l,, L.~ , ' '':) . , . , 
concerning -the sflap~;of. w~a~ . par'tlcles. . . ·· · ·. , 
. ' 
· .. .. :\ ' , · ol ' > -~ ' • :~ ·~h > { • 'f • •• ' • I < •> ~· ~~ ·.·~1 , ' i' . · I I I • • • : · • • ' • • ' • I ' I 
~ .. ... -' ~ ·· · R~e :{}968) ~~.r~~~d. ~a£' . ~xpresston ~_lch . ·re~_~te~ wea~ ·po~fffc- · ·.: . 
I 1\ • . •J ' ' • ! • - - " •' • 




• • • • • ' • ,p{ \.\ -·~- • .. • ~ I • I I ' ) 
• • ' ; • • I • • • _;I • .' { ' •. i}" • .. •• · . I ( ; ' •, . ( . . , . 
thlcknes~-t.o-1engt~ r::at'to .. oJ t~e ·\tesf ·:r;ar~icle; .(h/1). - In 'Its nndlf.ted .. . 
\ 
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' , ; \ .S,~ I .' f ' .. • ~ ... ~· , • ,- 1 • ~ , ':. 
"t:or~;\~~4!~ · ~rel.a~ici~. · may be ~wrl,tten .'as·· ~ - . .. · . .. :.: .. 
,., ol . :·:~ -~·; .(Th) . P_· · · .. : : ·' , <,:~~, .· . · .. ·. . . ':- .··: ·-·., 
' • ' • I ' • : ~ • • • ~. I . . ' I \ • • t 
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• • I 
' •· ... ~; ~ ~::() ... 
. . ~ . ~·. ; . 
.. 
I 
• I ,• 
. 18 
Jill' • • ~ • • 
' I 
Tht~ equat.ion contains all as~umptl~ns of Archard model. 
I • 
~.3 • 2'. S~:h:~:::: .. node! for : •. ~e~r o~ metals'undet, l Speed 
I sl, tdlng co?dltions whlcli was p~esui ~.t~ b~ diff~rent fro'!' the 
• 
generally accepted adhesion ~dels. 
I 
, l 
· Accbr~lng to Suh'•s ·mo~elt. ~h~ uhlrMte fanur_e ·_of the surface 
:'due to gross wear fs caused by the following mecha.nisms: 
. , r ~ I • • ' . 
- ~ 
I .!! ''Plastic def<ormatl9n of the surface lay~r c;!ue to the traction exerted 






·. / ·· . - · ~ub's~rface.void 'a~tJ - crack formatfon ·du~ to the ·pla_stt'c deformation·, .. . . 
. • ' ' 1. I 
' ~ • • • 1"1 1 • 1 
,,:_) . especially around la~ge iJ:~cl~sions· and set:ondary p,hase ··particles. · 
. - Sob,se.qu~nt c·rac:~ pr9pagatlon and void growth., . which .eventually ,1irik 
. up ·.,.;/~~- ·1\~'.ghbou~i~~ ·_c-~acks~-a~_d_ yoid~ ~~ form ···~~ng ~ub-su~fa~~· _.cr~-ck:s . 
a·l~ng : ~~ re~io~ _!'ea'r'f_.Pa.ral.~el .to .th·e surf~ce. , I 
- Formatl~n -1:1oose w~J.r particle ~~,ar ·~~e~~ots ~~n 
cracks shear to :the surface. 11 
th~ ·sub.;.surface -·. 
, . . 
,r_. ' 
' , . 
, 
1 ' 
· I ' 
• . \ 
1 
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l. 3. 3 • . . Yoshimoto ·. and Tsuk1 zoe 1 s. Model · ·. , 
. 
,. . \·; · . . · ~ - _. . ' . ., . .,_ 
: . 1 • • . : • • ; • • • • . • • • ' . - . • : .\ 
.. .. . -: '. ~osh~~t~ and.}sukl~oe ~r~ -:~ng ··t~e_mof_e ·~e~~n~ a~t~~r.-s: ~;~ -: \{· .. ~ .· .::_ ... _,' 
.. co~si~de~, ·- i~. d_et_all, ·~n ·· ~~f.da.t_!o~ . pr~~~~s · a~ . p~~~- of a · w~~~- - -~ch:~.'~j~- . I. ·'<. ,.· \ 
.'-''By .a~sumin~ ·a mod~l wh~ ch : · r.~~fe_~e~~s_' ~~~- ·.p~.c~~-v~; ~f_.:rn~~~ l . s.~r~~'c.e_( · · .. · :·: . 
·voshl~to and ·Ts.u.ktzde 'cal.culate~ " the .. num'bet a'rjd, s_fze ' of, fnd f v f dua1 -· · ·:. 
' ~ > .. ~· o ·, , · ', • ' ... ~ ' ', ,· _, o ' ' , ~ .. : :~ ~- · ... I : •, I o' ;\\ ~.·: (. ~. •.; • .. .. :~ I ~ ' . • ~· > I to N 
area of contacts·. · .The· wear· ,d~pends · on ·real ar(ja ·-Qf co.ntaet ·and It - · ·. · 
. . . . :. . I . . . ' I ~ ' • I I '. • ' • • . : J 'I ( ' 
occurs entt ~ely , · f~om .wt ·t'~tn· th~ ~.'~ontrnu~us· oxide n tm. · ·. £ve~'f .con-tact :· : . . · :. ~ , ... ,
I " ' • ' '" ~ ~ ' ' ,, < ~ • • ~ . • :. .., ' • • ' r •.· ' ,: < ' ' ' ' o 1 ' o ' 0 > • ' ' I 
• ' ., '\ ... ~ ~ • • . • ' ' (' : : ' _.. · I • • • • . ' . ' 
• '. • L. • ·.I ~ ; ·I . (~ ~. . . . l' ~· • ' \ . 
~· ' - :_'.' , ',. ' •! ':·i' I ' ' '- 0~ l .~ , ~ ' ' : • • 
. , . I . ~ . , ."' . , "" - ' ' .. ~ . 
. - ·! . . . ·.• f ' • : : 1 ' : I I . • . ; ., ... : • .. . ·~ • . . . •.' • > ~ • • I ~~ I •• 
. . . . . . . . ' ··-·. . -. - . - ' ·~ •, . ' " . ' 
' ' . ... . . . ~ •• • . -'·, • • . , '•,_'·,· r ' ' ·• ~ ' ' • ' ; ' " .1' • 
' · ' . ·. ' )."' . .. . . 1 • • ... ' . ' I • ~ ... . ' · , ... ~ ".,. 
. · ., . . ·,,· .. . · . . ,. : :.: ._,\ ·, .· . .-. .. - ... . - ~' ·. ·~ . . 
. . . ..·. ,.· 
I I 
' . 
. . .. ~ . ; . . . 
- ' • .. . ' •1,, ' . _,, , . .• \:.(::.. . • •• : ; .: ••• ' ·. : ' : . ', :. :; ; . ' i : i :, ;, '; .: :<~ : .:. . ... · .. ~ '• :•:;'; '· (}~:~-
.· - ·~ . . •. ·, ;~ ~ < 
' ' 
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produces a wear particle., The oxldatlon rate was 
I . 
a· 1 I near ox{datfo·n · t_aw; . • I . I I ' 
~-·· _-J 
).).4 •. Quinn's Modef .- I • I • 
. •, J. Quinn's mo~l_ :o,~ wear. Is based on· the Archards' wear' equatfon 
W = K1 • A 
.. 
I• 
':"• .' I ~. • • to.~ ' ' ' • ' ~ 
where W is the wear rate (measured In terms of volume removed per · 
. , . . . 
. . . 1 ·- 1 . - . 
. unit sliding distance), · ~ is K factor-and A is the real area of 
• f , ' • • •• • 
· contact between the sliding ·surfaces •. 
. . ' . I. 
J . 
r ' . I . : I . . . •1J 
The K1 factor· is visuaJis~-d - as·· ·betng the probability of •' 
I ; ' 1 0 ' I . ' , 
\ 
pr.oduclng · ~ wear p~rt_l,c·l~ d~~lng .an ·a~pe~ity· ~ncounter.· It fs 
. I .. i . • / ' , • ' . t. 
~ I I ' t • ' ~ I 1 \ ' • ... , • ' • \ ' • ' '•' • Olt 
pssumed that on th1'! a~_erage~ 1/K ; ' asperilty. encounters are necessa~y 
, . I ·, 
I• 
(at a ' given asPeri ·t~ .conta.ct)· .for, a c'i·1ttcat · oxide film of th ·Jckn~ss 
. • ! ... \ • . . • • ' ' ~ . 
. 1 , · I ' , ' •' . . 
·' (-.~c:) -t~i be built !JP before h beco~s - cie~tached to,for~ · a we~r · p·art··· 
' • - • v.· • • ~ • , ' ·,, • ' • • • 
·. ICle. t t - ~ ~ - further ·~ssumed that ·- the total tl·~· (t) .· to . pl"o9uce a · . · 
• • ' ' • <' ' I ·. • • ~ ·. ' ' • ' . . ' . ' ' ' .. 
·w:~ar part1c1e , Qf ~t~r~kness (~·  ) .. ·fs" the -~Unl of ·CJlJ the '(J/t<1l' t,indJ.vJd• l( 
• :'; • ._ ~ I • 1 , c I ' 0 ' 
. . 
) .. 
I ) .. • : ' - l ' ' . . 
Wear 'of· nieta 1 surfaces occurs . wh-en the oxide ·laye·~s, forme~ at 
' ' ' • ' I ' . ' • ' . \ . ' ' ' ~ • • ~ ' 
the_ few but 'relatrvely, la_rg'e a'~eas 'of real ' contact~· become- .f~tlg~~ci,-
'f • '. · · ..,._ : · ·-· . ' ' ' r •'l . · .!', : .. .. , .. ' • r · · 
. crack an!i fl~k-e:. Qf~. _:· As .. · soon.~ as ·;_o~·e o:;· the· ~nte~fac1al contacts 1s -. 
. 1 ' . ' . ' · . ' . I· . '. . I . . ' ' • ' 
Jlnlshed, anoth,er is · fully :established,- so that at ;'al J times during 
. ' '· . . ~ ...  . -'" . . . . . ' . . ' 
• • • ' • • • • I " . • I 
the ~er~~d o~ - estab,U$~ed··_wear rate. :the. real , ar~a of·cortt~st . ls - . · .. 
: I 
1 









subjected .. to oxidation at . contact 'temperat_ure • . Th,ls . assumption .fmplles' . . 1 
' I 'I ~ I I • ' I : ' ' 
that one can eq.uate\he tota, l; -~olume of ox.l.de . formed ~t the .reaLarea: 
• • # • • ~ I . . :· . ·. . .• : ~ I . . . • . I I ~ • • • ' • • • • 
• ' ~I ~ , • "' , ' , 
' of contact with the " totat: votume· of'·wear' .. forilled du.rlng -tf-!e·-tlme o'f ,an ·. 
• , 1 ' : ' ' ',:, I 
1 
1 
• ' , 
0







: I ' , • , 
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. By assuming a 
unit area upon .time_, 
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20 i . I 
t 
\ ·. I 
. · \ parabolic dependance of oxt de 9(-0Wth per 
• 
Quinn has developed an .expresslo.n for K1•· 
-, (Q /Re )' 
p . c • 
.· • 
' -I ; , . , '. 
where dIs the . dlsta~c·~.a'?'l~ng.w.hich,a ·.~~ar _co~t~~t I~ made,_AP· is 
the Arrhenius Constant for parabolic -oxldatlon,: Q.· ··Is the actlvia-
. . p 
. . I i • ' ~ . I ~ I , , 
tfon,energy fo~·_ parabo.ltc QX~dation, ~ . fs ~ the gas c~nstant.- 9C · · 
·ts the constant tempera'ture~· - ~- ~~ ~ the thickness ~f wear p~rtlcle, 
-~Is the d~nsi~y ,-of. .1tlde .-~nd ~- ts the- sli_di~~- s~eed. . ~ .. . 
Quinn ma-Intains· that "If o~e a'ssumes ap.pr~p_rt'ate value~ for Q :\ . 
•' I 
.· 
.. . \ • . . . p 
A J ·~. ~nd d, together wl ~h e~~er'tme~t~ Jly determl ned .va 1 ues of 9 ·, ... . 
p . C ' • . ' I • C -.' • 
. ' . ~· . , . 1 ·. ·: .::- ' ' ' . :··.· -. . 
it Is possible to · predict the ;K 'factor a·nd thence the wear rafe. There ,. 
.. I ~ • ~ • I • I t ... ' ' 
' c, , ' . .,1 t 
. are, however, t;do .many 'adjustable •. par-ameters· espec I a1.1'y . Q. · ·.and A 'for 
. ' . '. . . . . ' . . . p p . 
. . . . { . : 
thls theory to be acce,ptable in the form evolved. so ' far'(: 
I 
" · 
• ' ' /l 
.. 
'~· 
3 o 3 • 5 • • e r 1 es J .s ~d.e 1_ "; • . -4 1 , ' ' . ' I ~ , 
A s fmp_le · ·ste~dy state ~del has been chosen with conta.ct . between 
' , ' ' ~ ,. • J ' ' • ~ ' • • • • ' • • • ' • , • : • .. ~ ' 
s lld.Jng surfa~e~. ,occ.ur'i ~g ~t _·only ·.one a~perf _ty ,(See Fig -3. ~)_. . Thl's 
' . • • .. • •\ ~ • ' • ' ~ . ~ ' • ' 1 ' ' • ~ .. • 
asperlty. ~S- aSSUmed :· to' -. r~ma_Jn_· c:;ont~rlUOU~ly ·fn ~COn.tact · wfth 'the 'Oppdsing ,' I .. 
: - '> t , ' ,. J ' ' ~ 1 ,~ 1 ', • , -l,/'-1• I - ' . ~ ' 1 ... • • .• • •' 
surfac~. · ~nti I an .oxide wear particle. i.s f~.rmed.· .\ The process .Is then .. \ 
• ·' .) ' t ·' . ! 
repeated wl·t.h another. asper.l ty . 
. ' . .. . 
j. • 
. .·5:f,·· ~ 
The real ·stldlng proces.s ,cd~slsts _ of ·ser:tes of col-1 lsl~ns between .:· 
I . . , 
·1 
.. . •a'speri~Jes of. the opposing . s_ur_f~ces beca-use nelthe~ · can · be -:cons~dered 
. ' 
. · ' 
- ~ . . 
as ssrooth ~ - Consec~:~tl ve co llt s t.ons ·for a, gl ven ·. ~sper i ty may , b.e .. f n·fre'quent _ . . _. ~- . ·· 
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) 
·. ~ : :.,• . / 
. . i ' 
. I ' '; ' . 
. '22 , _-
'-
_,_ 
so that,_the tfme spen.t with the asperity at total 'hulk temperature Is 
I • I ~. • ., , ~ .- o\ 
I . ' 
much greater· than that at tota-l temperature ~-t _the asp~ri _ty · tip. 
"The tota 1 bulk t_eJilperature Is r.eprese!_:ltatl ve of the effect l ve 
_  ./ .. 'f" -· . . . . ' ' 
~urface te1J1perature controlling the wear mechanfsm. 11 
~- ' . ' 
. t but Ids _ up grad~al l.y •.to a The o~f de .layer-- generated by s i ldtng 
• J~ • • • .. 
::::I :• :.::1::::: 1:~~~ ::.\:::: ·:.:• :::~·: l ::: ::e c:::: ~::~• w::n tbe '~ : .· 
': · ~ ~' ·· :· .,....-..,..~- , • . 1 l 
stress in oxide exceeds a critl-c'al-valuesor by brJsterlng, when the 
I ~ • J .. ,- • \ • 
- , ' f "'" I · I 
1 
• ' • ' , 
adhesion. strength of oxi de/Subs'trate I nterfac:e 1s ·exceeded . . , · 
' • - .,. ~ , ._ ~ • • - , {'J ~ •• :,, : rl~l, ~~ • 1 J • I 
·.For the ~o~matron of \a wear'_partlete;- · f~pact o~ ·as~er~tles is 
' . ; . . . I . . ~ ;._ . .- : . . . . . . ~ . . 
.. 
necessary~ I e .• ,fa 11.ur~ ~~ 1-1_ ~ ~~t -_~e .by a me_c~~n_l s~ ~f static _~Jd,at ion 
. . .. I . 
alone.. · A· sa1(e!lt . .feature o'f ~he 'model propos~d by Ear)es ls ' the · ·· 
,/ w ~. • 
• • w 1. . ' • ' . • ~ 
I ncl~slon of the yar~atlon ·of the deformation lres .lstanc:e ·of m~tah -as --. 
t: I • , 
' · 
' ... ' ~ 
"' . . ~ . . 
a function of · 't~mperature,. · accordhlg' t~;the•expresslon_ - :•, I ' '· Llo ·. ~- ' :- t ' ' ~- r . ,: .. 
. ' . ' : . . . . 
J. 
. I, 
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for materia 1 espect lvely. 
AL: Arrhenius const~'nt for linear oxidation 
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' -JI' ... 
, . . 
' , 
. -
. ~ ....... 
• 
.. ~ ,• ., , • 0 • ~ · 
Al) lhe · exper-lment·s -were ··carried'. out (Jnder· the ·cond'itlo~-5~-~~- -~ -----. :-~- ;·-:·~t , 
' ... ., I ' f 4 
unlubricated slidfng. This is because: • J 
... 
·· -A lubrfcan.~t adds an addltlonal ~rtable which . ls ;left out 
during< this f) r~t', stage. o,f .~ lo~~e~ ~~1\~le~ •. - :rh.:e~ui pint 
• ,.' o :QII . ' .. 
can however be used \>·lith 'a lubrl{;ari 't~· with some modifications. · 
• ' > ' I ' <~ , 
0 • . 
. l 
.· ' ) _· __ ,._: 
' I - • 
,_, 
\·· 
~ , . . 
., '-There are · s Jil dIng ·comp'onen ts where rubbIng . tak~s ·. p 1 a'.ce ~~de r 
~ 0:. ' ~ .,' • i • ' ~ ,. . ' ,. 6- ' I ' •·; ' ' 
dry conditions and deslg~ cr)ter,la for .mi~ ·imumwear ~f .r.ubl>.ing' ~~.r.r .. =--_.-J.....1 ..,,-:_:-_ .---
. ~ . ., ~ 
• Gt-- • :$ , ---- • -' •i,...: • I 
fa~es ar.e not Y~~t ~svablished. · · . ··_-.. ~--:- _· · 
·. · : _  'r·n ·· ~he fol·l~i\ng : seciT~~~ :·-~--,;~e ... ~{)~·of-tneT'f~t~;~ which . 
' Q 
\ ~ . .. 
·' inf\~eriC~h~~~R;~ ·•'r!' pre•en~~ 
...... • I • • • " 
I !, • • ~ • , q 








. lf • .J. .~ SyiTilletry Mechan.i ca 1 a':ld . Therm! I ~~------·. . .. 
~ a __ ____,.._--- - -- · . - r · ~ . _ --~ 
-. · ~: syJetri .~~j ·_ t~m;e.r~tu~e, 'i}~!d i~ on'e. hi which. te~petature : .~..-- · .. --·.-:. 
·gradients a're .. ~~e ~~mEr in both. ·sp:·clmef!s at. the same d.istan~~~:fro~·:-:· - ~. ·, 
I •• I ' . . ~--. 
I · the' .•rubblng.'surfaces. · : · . ·.- \ -:- · 
I • • •• I •, , / 
. . 
Host ·reported -~tudl~s· of unl.Ubrlca'ted wea~ · have .been carried 
'\ I ; . ' .:..-.: t. \(..1 . ~ ... ' . . . ' C' 
-cond i t lbns • • . . ·-i ou.t In. th~rmally , asy~~ri c ·s ·f tua'ti:ons .• ·wh i ~h ·s l~ul ate-the 
.. . . • r. "' .• •' , • . "'o t ~~·- . ~ 
encounte-red in . fl eJd app 11 cat i or\s . .. d t .Is intended · that ~hi s .'tes·t ---~ _ ___..:.-.-~ : 
-e> ' ·. . ' • - . · cCa I - .• - ::· . ·'· . , • ~ • F 
, , . ' ' . . ~ ______---:-·· ~ . ,.. 
'rig .ctm dupltcate~such sitl!ations .to' some exten't. ;--7 -----:-- • 
•• • • • • • • • : J ~: •• ' • • 
·. tioweve. r, · when - ttie re :is · the rma t a~nrne t rv, 
• • • • • ' : ,f> I : ; • .• • ' . . . 
. . . ' ~ · 
dif.fers oh the two' surfaces as · is evi-dent lr:hthe common oc:·cu_rranc~----
• .. 0 • ~  ' , '•\ .. ~-'!:- • _. • • • • • ', ,\) ' , ' I '.' ' I • • ' ._·-~~--- • • 
that .. the wear .. riite .of ·one of . the two' rubb in'g SJJr-feees- Is sign I fi cant1y 
. ., ~ .' .:· . . .. ' . \ . ··i . . : ~-~: .. , . .. • . . ; .... 
great.er than the: wear · r~~e. of t~e other sur.face .- :· .Th~ lnterproetatfon . ::> ~ · 
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of the wear process o~ eithe.r · su r face is not 
.l~. ~-
. i ' 
.. 
u 
"""' comp.lete un l_ess the 
~ 
a / 
. . ' 
state of both specimens is taken into account. ~ 





., : The interp•retation'.. s~ould be simpler, ·I ~ a forrnal . sense, if 
~oth ~spe,cimens are 'completely (dentical' not only in. geometry and 
~ C' ~· 0 • • • , ; 
. . 
'llaterial, but,. ah~ " i'n therma!' condiflons. ·· ( In ·fact : thi~ condition · 
~ 
.• 
. adds some subtlety to a; l"ntetpretation in _. tha t., on' th~ averag~, . 
. .. 
~ . 
whatever is po;;t~lated - to occur on one su.rface Is equally - ~, ike l y 
to 
() 






4 .. 2. Con'stant P ·res~ure , I Contact 
. \ . 
;_ . 
·' The mean · do~t~ct pre~su,re betw~en two' specimens WilS ' kept 
I . ?' .. ~ e . . • . . : 
- .:cons(Dnt ' _duri"!g . a ru_n! This ·was achieved by having constant wea·r · 
'( ' ' . .. . 
. ' 
·:,: land. ~nd by us'ing 9~'\d weight ··.1oad1ng: · De~d ~eigh t loading was 
•. r· 
ation- ar'ld low stlfffless, .whi'ch, however, can be increased througK 
l ~ ~' w ·. . t) 
i 0 .. ., • • ' ~.: ' • ... .. ·
·vis_s:ous dampiog -ttlrough a-'varlable :restricto.r (valve) ·on the hyd-
t I · 1 , ~ , 0 
. '• ~-
r.a u 1 i c il l n~. 'u .. 
0 
:, 




o.·. · ..... ~ . 
" 
• I 





0 ' II : 
¢ . :In the .ideal case, vi~ration.st}ould be comp1eiely ~·Jiminated • 
0 
_ .,! 
• ~ l. 
. 
.e . o ~Gl· . ' 1 
frOfTI th~ test rig • . . Howe~er, mln. i mi·~ation of vfbrat.i __ 9n~ . was lm " < · • 
.. 
im~or~ant dest~n ·~riterla. -~ :. -' r.. 
.. '
·' . •, 
• . 9~ 
ot\ • 0 • • • \ . 




$ ' ' • ' I 
.. • . ·:A 1-'ev i ew of' 1 I t~tur-e . indicates that;. o'ne of the re~sons 'fo r 
i nco.ns is tencies · r ~ \j'4; ~es-ul ts i ~ ·~~-e ~:~ i ff:ness 'of --~a r icn~'s t est r i gs • 
, .... 
' ·. 
, .. I • 
I 
• . - . I 
-· 
~ . - ~· , <--' . -... 
.. 
' . . ', ' n. ' I 
.. ' . .. 0 
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,· 
. . ; . ' i-
The; proposed' wear. rig h_as .. the j:irovision wher~ stiffness is not 
} 
. ' 
i . . varied,· rather va-riab.le damping i,s.provided. .. ~ ; 
. I 
4. s. Environment Con-trol 
1 . .. Since the main ~bject of the present experiment is to study 
. ! . 
·th~ tole~f _.oxygen· inithe wear of · steel, •it was impor~an~ to'design 
l' , . 
a gas supply system where ga~es can be mixed in -desired proportions. · 
. < , : I . . . 
The g~s . mixt4re is forced to the ~earing~ontact area. This makes 
su~re that the envt ronme'nt b'etween the two 'test speeimens~ as well 
·' I • ,-
~ . 
C\S around the specimens, ·is con,trolle-d. 
. . 
. ... 
0 4.6 .. Recor:dlng Q 
' ' . q 
. . 
~------·--Loa9.,-;J~ ri ct lana! -~-'?~que,_ m~an .temperature of, cont~ct ·sl:l_r.:. 
,' I 
' . , ~ 
face' gas pressure,~ wea_r of specim~n~· : and .vi brat ion ate ~asure,d 
~ 
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In this secti_on, the considerations ·that lead to the choice 
.· --1 
' , 
of ma'~eria.l used _lh these exp~rim~nts are glv~n . 
. · 'fhe~·cr\teria ·for selection o'f the 'material were: 
I . I 
" . ... 
t ' I 
It sh~ul Ci be represen~ati ve pf materia 1.s u-sed" for machinery 
- I 
'· - . ' parts requiring . good wear resistance. 1-· 
. 
! • l.t should 'show slmple met~ll,urgical 'changes which can be 
' • • 1 · • ' 
· ·correlated':' to ~ the temperature attained by test samples ·.during rub-· 
.bing. 
~ . . 
1 ~ ;should form 'more than ~he oxi ~e s'o that' the oxides ·foun.d 
in wear: debris c.an provi 'de i'ndici:.tions ~f the temperature during ,_ . 
I 
. . 
wear." I · 
'•An eu.tectoi d iron-carbon alloy ~ets these I conditions .as its 
' . . I 
• • ' ' ,- ~ • I ' 
st,ructure is completely pearlitic, wb~n annealed. 1. ron forms th .ree 
<i) . 
' 
oxides ' F.eO, Fe304 and Feio3 ·of which FeO only forms .above about 
' I -
5-]00C. Carbon s tee ts- are . a 1 so a very· COII1Tl0n mater; i a 1 for S' ] i ding 




com~onen~s of machinery. 
' 1 ' ~\ • .. - I • 
1\n 0ddltlonal' indi.i:atrOn of)Om~~r~ture .. ft'uctuatlonS ~~per-
ienced by the. mate'rial durin~ wea( can perhap$ be obtained ,from 
• I . 
I • 
the_. hardness of the materl<ll .~t ·different depths below the surface, 
' ~ 
"' I 
· -:r ; sfn~e this"maserial can. be qu_encti hardened and tempered. Work 
' 1. ' . ' ' 1 
1' 
. • ' 
. ' 
' 
• ' ' ' ' ' 41 ~ I 
hardenIng _cou 1 d, h,at~eve r, be a _comp 1 i cat l on; s~ hardness · va 1 Lies . can 
.only qe interpreted . in conj~nctlon . with observations of structur~ . · . 
The ~terfal used .fias Atlas . Alloys .Alpha-8. 6t~e1, whi.ch had 
' I j,a :· • • 
the following· a~alys i_s (~upp 1 i ed ·by · th.e. s·t~e 1 comp~ry). 
l. ' \ 
" • I • 
, . 








































, · %· 











I . • 
I 
oThe steel was supplied in the form of cy1indr;ca1 rod S7mm 
' ' ' I 
in dl ameter and I :.;m· lbng. From" thIs ~~d, ~OIIIIl' 1 ong sect I on; j r~' 
. cut. T~ese 'cyl i_~dr~cal bars wer~. _ann~aled~-b~· .putting them in tJ-· 
n'ace at azsbc. for'·,6 ho~~ a:d-then-, a 1-low,i ng them'.to cool slowly l n 




The ' structure'o! the s~eel,. in the annealed state, wa·s\co~ 
' ' 
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STBUCTURE OF THE STEEL IN THE ANNEALED STATE ( x 2400) 
PHOTOGRAPH NO· 5·1 
STRUCTURE OF THE STEEL IN THE ANNEALED STATE (x 12000) 
PHOTOGRAPH N0· 5·2 









/ ' ' CHAPTER 6 .. ,; 
. ·. 
DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT 
I) l I 
' r • 6.1. · General ' 
., 






The ~ equlpment consists of th~ specimens &eing studied, a 
.,.ch·a~ical me*ldlng the ·specl~ns and rubbln~ them 
together, a ~ystem for . mixing and supplyi·ng gas mixtures_ to the 
rub~ing interface .and.·:~e device~ for collectlng ' wear'debrls .and 
rnon-Hodng forces, temperatures, vibration and ~ispla~errnt ·~ue 
. ' ' 
to we~~ ~t the speci~ens.: 
~ The 1t terns are _described in the· f'ollowi ng, sect ton by 
' . i .. 
. . ..._, . . . 
section, Including some aspects of the ·stages.' by whh:h development 
I / I I . ' • j • ' 
of·~e equipment too~ . eYace '. a deve lopme~t · main~y. ~o overc~me . 
mecHanical problems. and meet the 'design requ'irements of st ~iffness 
. . ' ' • . . . ' ' - I ' ' I 
and~vlrat.lon : ' '· . 
Re~d~ rs -'"!ho . ~te . n~t . CC?nce rned wi th the . de ta i J's of at 1' po r-
tions of ' the equipment and its development :may •nev~rtheless · fl'nd 
-· 1· 
'. the ' sectl9ns mar~ed by asterisks of ·revel.arce to the discussion / of 
I 
'' I . , 
the experimental result. , 
.l 





The specimen 'configuration adopted is 'of two _ coaxial hol1ow 
cylinders, rubbing at 'their annu1ar ' end faces. 
I ' 
Thts' .conffgur~tiqn _· . ." 
i s s hown I n F I g • 6 • 1 • · 1 . 
. Th I s I ~ tl)e. ~n 1 y cOn f I g ura,tl on ';.., I ch . p~ rm !t s_ :con tl nuOus con-
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gas-mixture can be fed between· th1~· specimens,,via the. rubb ing 
intirface, contro11.ing 
I '"· 
the environment of the rub~ing surfaces 
. I 
(See Fig. 6. 2) ~ 
,. 
.. ' 
Fig~ &.3 illustrates very schematically the layout of the 
I 
·, specimens, specimen holder·, shaft and loadingldevic:es. 
' I 
.. -
Each specimen is attached .to a ho)der. ·The general design 
. ~ 
for a · ~pecfmen hold.er 1s ·a b10C'k pf. 1c:arbon, _s"te~J to wh_ich ~he 
. . I ' . . · . . . 





• . I I I. 
so that' the effective ambient temperature 
- I ' 
of the spec-
' . ' 
im~n can be varied a~d contro~l~d. · ~e heating b16ck is mounted 
-to a st~lntes~teel port-ion of holder, where · the stainless steel 
:l: ,.... 
Is chosen for i .ts low thermal cond'uctively to act as - insulator : 
to • , ' I I - .. . ' ~ \ ' I 
T~e n7Xt section of each spe~imen holder "has facilities for ~a 
,. 
coolant, to. protect the rest 10f equipment from the heat gei)erated I 
. . 
In the specimen's or in the· block heaters. 
' I 
Oetai ls of: the spec.imen. holders are giVer:" in the following 
" 
~ect11ons describing .. the development of the equipment. The stat-
ionary sp~cimen holder~ in particular, was deve1o"pe~ through 
I se~~ ra 1 stages oy testing and r~des i 91_1·· - I 
j*6.1.2.: · ~ota~ing Specimen Holder . I . 
· The hoi der for rotatj ng specimen was movnted on a collet 
I ' 
chuck •. Power;'leads, thermocouples and coolant is-brought_ thtough . 
. ... ~ ' ' ~ . ~ " 
the hoi I ow h~ad .s took shaft as I nd loa ted I~ FIg: .6. > :E.Ieot r loa I 
cor::m·ect ions are m,aqe vJ a · a "'1 I p r! ng assembly supp 11 ed by Grap~ i te 
. ·. '· . . - . I 
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Two of the thermocouples are inserted' int~ · the rota,ttng 
from -~c~ ,specimen at different distances 
. , , . . - . . . I surface to permi't 1 • • 
estimation of the ~verag~ contact temperature. A third thermo-
' ' .. . 
..... . . couple ls emb_eddea in cef!Jre of heater· block to p~rmit control 
. ' . . .. . . ' ~ . . 
· . .. ~-of blo~k 'temperature with- · ~utc:>~atic power controller;s on the 
'power supply to th~ heate.rs. · • · 
·~~- ~ 
6.1:3. Stationary Specimen .Holder 
. " ¥ :--· 
6.1.3.1·. · General · . 
. '1,1 ;1.) 
• . The · specl~n. ~Qt.~er t's· mounted· o~ a · sh~ft -~hid~ i.s locate'd 
f ' • • i;-:., t • • ' ' , • • • ... • • • 
in bearings permitting_ ·both .axial movement and ro.tatton. · The 
'toad between the specimen is pr~vided by 'a 1 hyd~¥Jull~ cy] inder ·a~t·-0 
, , . 
• I 
I ~ • 
• ' J\ 
., 
ing in line with the shaf~. ,A cross ·beam 'ts attache_d to the ·shaft. · 
'\,.. 0 ..... . • ' c 
:,. .. \ .,. . . ' . . . ... 
The _cross Qea~ · .~?: cof:i~trained to1 _pr~vent rotat.ilon of_ the_ ~haft. '• . I 
I ' 
The-·for.ce . transmltt~d to t.he cross be~m is, ·the indic~tion ·.of terque 
'· ' . 
"· • j ~ " 
due to the lr(ctional :force .at· the contacting ~urfaces .of ·stat- l . 
',; . 
ion a ry speci ~~n. ' .· . ,-
. . . 
6.1.).2;'; lni't.i'al Versi'on 
.. · ~ .. / 
. ' • , l . 
~-.- 1.J.2.!_r. , Specimens . 
.. 
.. . 




# . '; I I ' 
P · -The- spe~_imens were made _from ·annea\e:d ·At!as 'Alpha-8 steel. .• 
. ~ -·~ I 
... 
. The speci-men cohflgura.tfon adopted was or-two coa,?<ial hollow 
. . '
_cyli.nde(s ·sonm o~tsid~ ' dlameter ar:td 3Bjpm. inside dia~~t~r~ rubbing 
. ". ' . . . ~ " ' '. . ,, . ~ . ... . 
· at theIr annular end ·faces (6nttl' wea·r .1 and ~wtc;tth). Jhe· end . far;es 
• , I , . ·' :., 
. . . . - : - ~ ~ 
were ,polished flat by using emery· paper ~·f. decrea~lng -~umber • 
' 0 •' .. .,' o • '- ':.:.. • I l.o I ' I 
).\ <:.' 
.. t I I• 
.- . 
6_.'1.3.2: 2. '1Spec.lmen ·Ho,Tder -· ~ I • --~. 
. . . . .r- : 
--. ~ . . - (' . 
Detai 1S o~ ~t'etionary 's_peclmen ·.holder-··a·re. shown in Fig. '6.5. 
I ·,. I ' ' : ' 
. ' . -. 
. . ~ - ., . 
. , 
tl' . 
• . .P • 
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. ' , .o' 
-"'' 
.. . . o 
• < • ·39 . 
• • I 
I • ' . . 
.- ir,e~~~ecimen ~hoJ-der. wa:~made from ~a ~lock · o/s.t1 ,inLss steel and the 
.. • • '0 ., ' •' I ' 
speci..m~n was mo.unted on th~ base'ptace." The specinieti i was he l..d in · < 
." , ..-_;f-..r a. " 
I .r .. •• . 
place by aQ5nvn set screw sitdrig ~n a .flat on the specimen and by· a 
• . 01 . .. -
-~~~ .• ~nd ·~ · i~.ck w:sher tightened on -t~e ~base pl'ate bolt. 
· ' The spedp1en holder was the loading shaf't by a 




Specimen ho 1 der coup fl ng which stai.~less : st~el. .- •• •'1 
• I 
. ,. . i . , . . .., ' 
I • 
-!;-r, 
6.1.r2.3. . ',. 7 
. I ': 
· J 
Spe~J ~n· · Heater 
,.; . .. 1\. ' I g .. 
,, 
• ,· ' '\ :. . .~ ·, 1'~ l 
• Q cO ~. ~:~hty two .h~l:s, ejl6h :4 ~ 80~m Jn d,ia.meter. ~ ~d , 25mm long ~e.re <> 










-.J .. l 
dri ll~d f.n~ tfle · s~ecimen · h.ol der ... · · Deguss i t·.'Al2,3 (made "by DegJ..!s.sa, \ \ . .~ .. \ ; .. ---· ·- ., . . .. / . . , . 
Frankfurt): . oxide .cera'mi c ' tubing 2. 70~ 0 out~ rd~ 'dtamete'l"', L 7orrnl1·.; n:.: ·- I : 
I 0 ~ 
side ~ i amet~ r' .3qmm. 1 on~ and open at .both' errds were cemerl''te'd in ~ ' 
c > 
.•. ~ ,. . 
.,,.:·. ·' 
tJ 
Kantha'l type A heater wire (made by The Kanthal Corporation, 
. ' ' 
• ·.. • <l. ' 
Connet:t'icut) L03mm in diameter and 2m long was fed through Degussit 
· ~ 
\ tubing. EndS' of K~nthal · wire w~re ~eldel to ·control.ied power supply 
' . . , 
l', . 1 , 
(See ' Fig. 6.~5 an'd .Pho'tograph 6;11). o J~ 
... J ~ . • • : · ,.. t. 
.. 
.lnh:ial l'y the loading· shaft was made from stainles·s steel-
, ·. ; • . f9 . 
16min in .. dlameter" and .. 200rrm long. · The shaf t was secured to_ 30355, 
(' ' ., . 
the specimen·.bolder by a· 3nvn set s-crew sitting on a flat lon the . 




During rubbing, .the screw .. o~ed.tb get .:loose cau,sipg the 
· . 
specimen ho~4er· ~o · tw_ist · relat'lve .to shaft. ~ . . 
!-he shaft · was then' modi f led ·to have threaded·j@. 1 The s~.ec7 
·!men ho.lde~ was 'modffted ·to accommodate the . threade~ sh~ft-. The 
. ~ - . 
~hreads w.ere l~ft · han'ded JO provide tightening during ·rubb ing •. 
- • ·' I • { ~ · \ ·~ 
HCMev~r, ··the tortlonal ·vibrat·ions produc.ed dur in~ rubbl~g ,us~d · ·to • 
1 
. ' . 
'{ 
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'I oosen the shaft. The shaft was further modified and in this 
r ~ 
version; a locking collar was pro~ided next to the threads. A 
. . . 
torque. of 150Nm was applied to tighte~ the shaft in spe~lmen · 
' . ~ 
holder . . This. seemed t_o.·be the remedy unti' l the shaft broke pear 
·f:.be co 11 ar~ 
An 11exami-na't ion 
. { 
.->:.<LJ'. . I • 
( 
of the ,fracture surface revealed .that ·the 
' 
. . ·.{fai l .ure was caused by f~tigue as shown in the photog~aph 6.6 . 
. . 
In the next versio·n the shaft t,ad a flanged end .which 
. . . i 
was .bo 1 t,ed to ·t,he specimen ho 1 de r. · The c i r~umf~rent i a I crack 
• ~ ., f 
·develop-ed in th-'e shaft, close to fillet, can be seen in. photo-
· / , . . ; 
For at't _these. experiments~ t-he 1nominal static load b.etween 
I 
. . \. 
t~JO specimens was 490N. . However, the anahs is of norma 1 1 o'ad 
,, 
, .. reco~ds sho\!led zones of shock . loadi~g with -loads exceeding 4900N •. 
,_,!") " ~ J ' 1 1 < • • I t 0 1 ; ' ·~ ~ 
Th~ frequency of load f1uc;tuation was about 570 ttz and the stat-
_r:., 
ionary specimen hplder assemb_ly was . vibrating at frequencies 'up 
t 
to 4000 Hz. 
·. . 
It was be.lleved . that when thEt shaft hits the piston in the 
hydraulic cyl,inder, a shock load is produced. · A Garlock ' Rubber 
• I . ' i • I ~ 
pi'ece _· (~acking material)~ 31nm thick,' glued to the rear eh9 of 
. . . 
' . ~ \. 
. shaft reduced the observed sho.ck loads. 
l ' 
Through several stages of modi fl 'cati"on, t'he present design 
evolved, which is described below. -
·~ ·~· 6. _1.3.2.5. Aligning lfuaring5 { .. 
Initially two 11.near Ba 11 Bushings (made by Thomson 
. .. 
.·lndu,f.trle~; N~. XA l918?4) were used to align .. ·a~d ~-~c'at,e the_ 
J .  ~,Jr . 
;. 
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STATIONARY SPECIMEN SHAFT WITH FLANGE 
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loading shaft; The bushl.ngs were retained In a · brass housing and 
. . 
I . 
the h?using was clamped to the top ~late. However, th~ rotation 
between the bus~ing; and 's'tft , pro~lded· by torsional . vfbra't ion 
d~ring rubbi~g, caused the balls in t~e ' bus~in~ ~o r~b ag~lnst . th~ 
·' ...• 
• . ..  
_si~es af·1ba11. retainers. The rubbing C!~tion of balls produced ·_ 
. " 
I I 
wea·.- and he':lce mlsal ignment in the load axis. · Once the load ax~s 
was changed, an additional torque· was - introduced at ~he wearing 
surface,· causing ' further mf saH gnment. · · 
r , ~ ' , 
• 
' I -
' . I 
These bearings were replaced by a single Bearium metal 
' ' I 
bushing (supplied by Bearium Metal o f Canr;1da with following ·com-
.· ' 
~osi tion - virgin· copper 70%, ·s"trai ts tl!'l 8%, processed le.ad 22%) ·f 
90mm long c!'nd 16mm inside diameter. The •bushlng was retained in 
a mild steel block and' block was clamped to top plate. In phot-
, , I . 
ograph 6.8 two versi~ns of bearing are shown. 
6. 1. 3. 2 .~6. Cross Beams 
ol .. 
I . 
'The cross beam was 
I 
made froin me'dfum ·carbon 
,. • I 
steel plate 
I . - . . 
3mm thIck). One 1 end of (113mm. 1 ong x 13mm wide x I the-beam was · 
attached to.the moment a~~ holder clamped to the shaft while the -
ot~er end was si_t~ing between two ball point supports. These 
~s.vppori-s ' were . provided by ba \1 bearings . 5 itt lng in~ '611'11Tl diameter 
~ I " . 
bolts. The bc;>hs' were s~cur;ed to th'e_ ._~tationary specimen holder 
assembly by a moment _arm bra~}<et •. 
t • ,.~ • ' ' 
--'r . 
The bending stresses produced 
. 'by moun"'tl ng two ires i stance strain ga 
lri ~e bea·m were reco.rded 
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, .. . . 
I 
I 
This method· of restralni"ng.the moment arm .produced fati_gue _,.· 
~ . 




A1so; it was noticed that the cross beam shows buckling in trans-
.. 
verse dl recti on·. 
·! 
6.1.J.2.7. I Su ort Blocks 
·. 
. 
The specimen holder, heater block, lo~d i,ng shaft piston 
and: hyd~aullc 'cylinder _ were clamped to the 'top p late. The top , 
... 
. ' I -
, Plate was suppor~ted to th.e bearing housing bracke~by six -3mm 
diamet:r mach.lne, sc-re~s. 1 i'n photograph 6.9 the ' tnltial version 
I 
of tbp p.late · and bearing ho1.1sing br~cket iS' shown. 
I 
~ the top p~ate . ahd the bracket were cl~mped to th~ carriage 
I 
I . 
of the lathe mach'ine. In Fig. 6.10 deta t,ls _of the rea_r end sup- -~· 





· pi liars (25mm x 25mm x 200rrm) and a ·clampln_g. plate. A torque of 
. . 
lOON-m was us~d on each bolt for tightening •. ~The suppor~s, clamp-
·' i ng p·Jate, nuts and lock washers are shown In photograp,hs ·.6. ll 
I ' I 
·and 6 . 12. 
·, 
*6.1.3 . 3. •. Present Version 
. 
' . 
6. 1. J. ~. 1. . ·Specimens· 
i j ' . 
I I '•' ' . I 
•. The specimens are ~ade from annealed Atlas · Atpha-B ·steel. 
. . , . . . 
Engineering drawings of the specimens are given In fig~. 
• ' I • 
6 •. 13 and 6.14. The specimen _conflguration adopted is of two : 
I ·. 
- \ . . 
coaxial ·holloW cylinder 20,96mm outside diameter and 15~87rrm 
I - , 
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wi tti sloping en.d fac~s (s lap·e of ·Z7° 9-from v~rt i ca q 
:, ~ -
0 
'"'.t _;, .. · wtie r'e ·rubb ng takes place. ,The · en~ fa.ces ,~re · polish~·d u_sin~ emery 
? • ,. • • • 
. p~pe rs of dec~eas i ng n:mb~r. . . .. . 
I ' 
·Two_ th~rmc~p)uple~ a_re._.lnserted into th~ specimens ·at di f-
,. I ' ' • ' •• • 
'ferent distances from the contact surface to penit if e'st imation of 
L ~ 




. 6. '1-.3. 3. 2. Specimen HeIder 







I .. .. . '· 
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. lA sehematfc diagram ~·f.Hi"e Wear -Te§t machtriii is• glven . . in 
. . ' ,. . , . . 
0 •••• ' • • \.,. y. . __ _, .... 
·~l.g~· · 6. 115. · Since the .rotating ' specimen holder did not give any 
. ' . ( ' ... ' : • ·. • ' .· • . ' ' . . I . • . 
. .. ~roub'le dur'tng . the ini .tial.,.run·s, th~ . .-stati_.onary specimen' hol~er and · 
• • .• I 
. ·· ·.-.} h~a.ter bl 'o~k a~~ "T.ade simi"J~r to . the r"Otatlng · sp~cl~~n holde~ , ta~d ~· . . 
heate~: b·l~ck {Se~ pho.togr'aph 6 • .16) ,: "·. · "' . - ~ .. - a 
• • I - . ~ . ·... . I ' 
\ I . I .- A thermoc~!Jp,le Js embedded In ttie ~entre of .the ,heater • ' 
I ' ' . ~ , . , ,"- ·. ~ I , . . · :· . •.• . ." 
·' block , t;,a pe.rmit,control qf the block . temperature with automatic . 
a 
power. controllers. ·. 
. ' . 
•, 







0 ·6: 1. 3.~.3.' ·. Loading Shaft 
.. . • 
• • o · •• • 0 I • · 
T!"te loading ·stlaft ·is made from a . cyt _indrlcal bl~ck t>f 
• , • ' ! ,!1 C) • • ' :: • • f, • • ' ' ' r • ,.~ ~ 
stai_nl_ es~·.stefil {S03), ,70.75mm in dfameter ··and 2_50mm~long~ · .Since .· 
. - , . . I 
~ - the cu~rent · version l .. s ... ~ . gevelopmeot of the i;,lt !_a .l version and ' 
·. · the bea.rir:tg housing .bracket, cross ~eam ~nd hydraul(c pfston ·were · 
. . . . ' .. " . . . 
. . , ·designed for the' initial versfon, t he shaft Is. ~teppe.d ~ to f it in ~ -~ 
~ ' ' \ • ' ' I ' • ' : - ' 
- ·, 
~ -1 .the available space. 
,· • • 1 ~· ~ • ~ :;. • • • ' . ' • " 
· 'rhe specimen h"olde r" .is cra·mt>ed · to .th~. loading shaft by ~ ix - • 
I • •• ..~ • - • --.... ; I .. . • . .• 
.. 
· 8mm d}~. x 63. Snm_ l·ong, UNF b'ol ts. 
'!' 
,.. 
,( ' 0. ...,, 
' I 
~ .. .. 
1.,,1 
- .· ·(-· . 
.· ' . 
. J'· 
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,. · _, The loading shaft is· .locatqd in two brass bearings, .the 
. main b~~r}ng and the at igning bearing. The ~a in bear!,ng, 69;-85mm 
1in inside diameter an'CI ~s.ismm i_n 6ut~ide diame_ter. X ]6.20nm long, 
- Q ' ' 
i's;~retained . in a.~i ld ste~l block, . which. a'lso. acts as the front 
I · end ' support. The al i,gning 'bearing is ma'de by d'ri 11 ing a .hole 
I 
' ' ... ' , I .• .' 1 \ ' ' 
.. 31.75mm iri diameter, in a brass block~ - .The brass block,is secured 
\ ·. 
to the top plate by si~ 6mm· diameter x 31.75~ long UNF bplts. 
~ - . . . 
I , 
' .A. clr:cumferential groove and an a~ial .. groo~e is c~t in the· 
I 1 1 , I ' 
supply openl~g and· the 
,. 
. . 
-~ •1 bea_rin~s • . The grooves· pass .through an oitl 
, • . - I 
__ .. 'axi~l_. gro_~ve -stops, short of ~he end of the be~ring. · Moly 'st ip 
1 (made 1by S.llpco Chem'jcals, Canada) was used as lubflcant betwe~n 
-~ 
the ~haf,t and the be~rings. - The oil , supply opening is connected . 
. 
\ _.!'--..... 
tcf"'an oi I · reservoir ~h i.ch pr'ovi des a gravity head. 
6·. 1. J. 3. 5. Cross· Beam .. I I 
. . 
I The_ earliest version of cross beam was sufficiently' flex-. ,,• 
. : t'~:. 1\ • 0. . '.;- • ' 1 • <> -
.. · i~te .for ·i.ts deflection to be measured:with . s~rain gauges·' to 
r ' • 
indicate the-frictional t'o'r~ue . . As'ine~tioned, this was soon r~"-:-
- --.. 
placed "::ith a massive and ~t1ff beam, w_hich .is clampedj~t r.ts 
I . 
. . 
mid-point . ~o :th~ s~ationary speF.ill'en holder shaft •. 
. ' • I . ) • • 
The cross b~am is made from a 1 mild .s'teel .f:lat bat:" 3Bmm 
-
-
thi·ck, ~9mm ~id~ and. 660mm long •. The bar is r.einfoq:ed· in the 
. l 
· centre' by t~o SOillll x 50mm square and Smm thi~k plates. -Two · o 
·, ' . ' • . l . 11 • 
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The bi_gger hole, 25rnm in ~iameter•, is drilled along the w.idth of -
b~r, to accoiTJTiodi3te. the .l~ading sh~ft a~d the smaller hole, a _long '{ 
.. J • • • • , .(~, 
the i thlckness of bar, is drilled and tappeq ·for Bmm\~iameter UNF ·· . 
."set screw. The shaft is secured .ln·place ·by a set screw ~ .itt,.ing .... 
on a flat on the~ shaft'. 
One end : of c"~oss ,beam · i~ · attach~d . to a vertical 




' ' 1 ength bf 
.. p;anowire, connected at ~ach end . to steel cantLle-ve..,-s-
. . ·-----
I ~ 
a. vert i c'a 1 s te~ 1 1-Be~m· _(See ph,otograph · 6. 17}. Each ··cantilever 
'. 
carries strain gauges. 
I ,. I - ( . ~ 
The pii:mowi re Is tensioned !so t~at both cantilevers are · 
strained towards the cross -&earn . . F~ictional ' torque ~~nera~ed · at 
the stationary specimen is transmitted as a vertical force to. · . 
. ' 
the ,pianow.ire, reducing the deflec'tion of one cantlleve'r w~i· l~ 
. I . . ,---
' increa~ing the deflection · on the other. 
I I. f -
On the other hand, axia l movement of the stationar4 spec-· · 
i: 
' ' 
imeri,, c~~nges th!! de·fle~tlon' of the cantilev~rs in ·the ·identical 
' ' ~ 
.. sense (both stra_rns i':'~reasing, . o·r ·· both decreasing) and th~ : length 
' ' o~ t_he pTailawire is such that the net axial· force on: the station-: 




I • I --~ ·- - - -
relati·re to the axial forces ~ppl ied via .the hydrauflc cyJ lncler • 
6 . 1. 3. 3.6. 1 Supf?ort Blocks 
. I . 
I : ' . " .. 
. ~) 
. I . . 
rhe top plat~ and bearing h9usJng bracket Is clamped to 
. ' 
' . . I . th~ car~lag~· of lathe machine by .front ; end and . rear end support · 
' ' ' . . I . I ' . 
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6.2. Gas Suppty System 
*6.2.·1. ·Ge~i-al~ 




. ~ ...... 
,•_: 
o I 
.... . IP .. 
.· 
·' 
" .... ·. 
' . 
' ·. 
.;:, .. I The block .. diagram of ga~ supply system Js shown · ·in Fig·." . . 
6.19. The input to the systell\ is ~ommercially avai lable .corn-
' . press~d argon and o~gen gas and the output is' a mixture of I 
. . ' 
·argon and oxygen gas of des·ired c.omposition, at a predetermined 
I' . I ' 
pressure, temperature ·and 'flow· rate. 
"-o# I 
The conimercia.l gases are purifieCJ and mixed in desired 
proportions in the gas ~ixing .chamber. The gas ~ixture Is fed 
. -
, · . I . . . . 4 
'to ' the stationary specimen and there is provision for 'heating 
I ' 
tile ·gas .mi ~t~r~ before it ~nters the specimen·~ 
.. ~ • l'l • • • l 
i The ga; suppiy ·system .has - be~lded · into five sub.: ,. ' 





· . 6. 2. 2. ·. _b.j . Puri fi cat ion System I : ~ . ' I 
I • I . 
_· T~e - composition of gases was provlded by the manufacturers:· 
. Can_a d I an -li quI d A i r. ·• -I 
' · 
· ' l . i.. 
composition of argon gas: 
•. 
\ ' 
argon 99-995% • I 
oxygen ( 10 ppm . .14' 
moisture ~10 ppm i - ' ·\ 
· .. ca rtf on d i . ox i de .< o.s ppm 
•I' 
'~  -( 0.5 ppm 
. i 
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FIG· 6·19 · ·f .. -
· BLOCK· .DIAGRAM OF GAS SUPPL ~ SY~TEMS~ "' 
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63 ' . ,. 
. ' 
. 
' : compos i t i on of oxygen gas: 




- t·· ~ 
., 
moi s tu're <210 ppm 
~- .• 1 ... • I ' 
carbon di oxide <o.s ppm . . 
-. 
·, ·. 
' : · I . methan~ ~<a~·s ppm 
I • ' . ' 
·' The
1 
purpose of.: th~: purff:t·cat.l on sy~:tem was to remove a t 'l __ ___ -· -
'· 0 <l \. \ , / r • ... , ~. • , I • I • • ~- : ~ _. 'o .......... ~, • I' ' ...... ' 
1 
unwanted constituents (hydroca_tbons;· .. ~moi,~hire· .~n~ ·. -s-c;i(d_ ... palticles . ··· . ~ 
. ' .. - . .... . ..., ~ .. . . . 'I.... , .. - . ·...... . . ' - • . • ~ 
lieid' In ' su~peAslon} frOQl the ,gas, as well )iS,_ oxygen from the argon 
> • - "i-. - '\ '' . . . 
· ~whe~ ~xygen fr~e argo~~-< ls-, needed). . .-- -e ·- · ·. · · · · ,- · :.· 
i ~ "- • . 
I • 
1 . ' I '. I . 




3heir function was to precipitate out any hydrocarbons pre-. 
I , 
s~nt in the oxygen and argon gas. 
6 . 2 • 2 . 2 • .D r.y i n g T owe r.s .- i-
-' 
' 
I l . . ·, 
Both the oxvgen line and : the arpon· line have identical dry-
' I 
1 ng to~ers. The . .'main purpose of these towers "i·s to remove .;water 
.,., __ . 
. - , 
I . ' . 
_vapour and ~uspended solid impurities from oxygen and argon ~a's> 
' ' ... -
The drying towers ·ar~ co~struct~~: in t~o sections • . to make 
maXS.mum .use of available space-and to . fa.cilitate .the filllng·o.~ .... 
I -
I - • 
towers with dryi'ng m~terials. 
• ' I 
. I I , 
Jhe . towers are. placed on a by pass to the :s·upP-lY line-- so 
thot, . if the ~~~H·e, the ~ ry I ng . tOwers , c~n. bO )so I Oi:ed: The flow 
· is col')tro11~d __ by ._a series· of Nupro Valves by Swag~lok). Th~ _ 
.. 
upper valve marked vent in Fi_g. 6.20 is I are,_·.· 
regenerated.. -" 










, , • . ( . 
I .. 
- · . 
··' 
' I ' • 
t 
. I 












· The contents of· each tower are placed in a definit~ order. 
Approxlmately ·-'-50mm of fibreglass wool is placed at the base of 
tower. T~is prevents any ma'~erial from falling into the lirr-e and I . . . 
' 
· also filters out the solid particles held In suspension in the 
- I . : 
gas:· Fol,Qwing next Is approximately 75mm of. molecular sieves 
I ' • • ' 
. . 
{Typ,e _4-A, Aluminum Sodiu~ Silicate, \.smm pellets, supplied .by 
·\B .. D.,H. Chemicals Limited, Poole, . E.ngland) which filters out any 
. . ·. . ' . \ 
I '• t • 
remaining hydr~carb"ons in the gas. Next; 450rml pf Silica Ge 1 
' . . (self indicating•type, about 6-20 mesh, manufact~re~ by B.D.H. 
I ' 
· Chemicals Limited, Poole, En~la~d) is"pJaced o"n- ~~-P of molecular 
' . " . ~ -
sieve t~··· remove the moisture present in · the -gas •. 
. 
I - .· 
The ~ower is equipped with an external he-ater which can · 
~ . -r~ise the ~emper"ature _of · t~wer to about 100°C. Jteste_d tl ,ll .l.50°C.·) 
to an ow for ;regenerat,i on of s i 1 i ca ge 1. Fl na 11 y there .is 50mm of 
. . . ' I - ../ 
•, 
• . fibre .-g!ass wool to prevent any matedal. .from being bl-own In the 
· lln'e. 
. .. I 
' . 
·Both the. towers4 were fi fled wi ,th i .. dent i ca 1 materia Is. 
.-6.2.2~3. Rldox Tower . I 
L 
-a. 
The functio-n of the ridox.tower .in the - sy~tem i.s ~.o remove 
,· "' .· r . . . I . -
oxygen from· argo.11 gas. The {tidox _Reagent: (suppl ted .by flsher 
• I -
,~cien.tiHc Cdmpany) Is dark ~ray, irregul-ar shaped grannuJ'es 
• 0 
. • . I . . . - , '• . . . . • . . ·. 
· (8-1~ ·me~h) •. Ridox. retains oxygen by chem~ca1 rfea_cti-on with the 
I . ,-.. ' . q . - . 
metal to forni metal' oxide;- - The re_generation P.~oce~s is essentia.lly 
., 
a reduction of metal oxide back to 1the .meta1,_. _ .R~duc~d ridox has a 
.· . . l .igh~· red' c~st which graduall~~ur:ns dark gray upon oxidation. "·· ·.· · 
"). 
}. .... J . ' ... -. ·, 
.. 
"\ -. . . . 
. ( 
. I ' 
j . . ... ' 
"1. 
r • •. \ · , , ~ - -
J 
; 













. \ . 







• . I 
\ • ' . . 
The ridox reagent as supplied by the manufacturers was in 
. 
·~ .. 
the~oxidized state and it was reduced before f!rst :use·. Reduction 
. . 
is carrled;,.out · in the fol16wlng way: 
- t ' ~ I \.f 
The ' ddox reagent in 'the tower is , he.ated'to··2.0?0 c'. 
. . 
\v A regene ~at I on gas of ~-6 §vo I ume percent hydrogen, re-
.. - I ' ... 
mainder argon is fed through the ' Ridox· tower." ·• 
' ' . -~ 
" ·:R:~duc t ion . is continued for t~o hours ·and then the ·'con ·ta i ne i-
. I I .,. 
is purged ·wit~ l)~gen free-~argon gas. .. 
A po~iti~e pres~ure of argo~ gas is imprii~ed o~ the ridox 
(;: rea gEm t ·. t~be • . 
After 'reduction,· ~he. r,l dox reagent removes oxygen from 
.··, 
' . - . . . . . 




J .1' ~ '. " . I .. 
tir® between rege'nerat-ion is 'determined by the 
. . I size o: thf ridox .. 
• ' / o .; 
' . ' 
c.ont;=ti ner. From a. knowledge of o~ygen content of argon gas and 
- ~ 
• 
'the on-strea(TI time of uhit, · th~ time for regeneration of ridox 
,-
;can be determined. w . . -I. 
.• 
. • - . 0 • 
Flow Control System 
• , t • • 
.., "' 
It is of utmost Importance that there is almo~t absolute 
\ ,; · ' .11 j{ll\j 
~ontrol , ?ver' the flo~ of pure argon and oxygen gas into mixing 
chamb~r •. The flow co'ntrol system ' (see Fig. 6·.20) has been 
design~d for this sp~cific.pu~pose ·. -. The two supply lines are 
!¥- . ~ "" • I 
a)most ide(l~ical i'n every sense •. t. 
. • . I J . 
The gas ·.enters· from ga_s ·purificattory section · to flow. fon-
... _, 
. I ~ , ' 
·trol se~tion through a ·fine metering valve (Nupro 81-\,~series sup- · 
. : .,.. .,.. . . •' 
plied by Swagelol<) with venler'"~ontrol'. Th~ - purpose ~f th,is 
. . I 
...... 
.. ~ ... ~ ..... -~ 
! I 
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-.: 
'• 
c. :'f . ~ ' v~lve · i's to ·make minute changes ir( the flOw rate ·that would other-
b 
wise be .unattainable b_y .~~ms of ·regul.ar needle'. valves'. 
. I 
~ . 
The g~s can enteJ 
\ · 
dIrect :1 i ne or through a bypass · 1 i ne • . · 
' . 
Each line is · ~esig~ed wit~ two routes. 
, ' I 
·,r I 
the chamber either ~hrough· a 
t I 
' • 4 • ~ 
The. bypass .1 ine Js used during inixing .of gases· and also in sit-
uations where ~ont'inuous flow of' gas Is required. · The bypass 1 ine 
~ ~· . 
allows the gas to f)-ow ~hrough a rotameter whi. 'c.~ g·ives -~ . .: ~i.su~t)'. 
readout of the .· flow rate. ·· 
. , ,, 
- ' · '' 
,.Tbe Rotamete~-~ ~ (Show-Ra_te lSO, suppl fed by Brooks lnstru~e~· t ...;..,. 
. ·~'~- ,! • '../ . 
l'im·r ted; P~nnsyl,vania) ·selected for the ' pres~·nt experiment,- -can be 
, ' ,. • I - 1 
' . . . . . 
u~ed over 'a wide ' range 'of flow rates ' (0-0.0764 Litr~s/m'inutes of 
I . 
~rgdn _gas· at 1.03 Kglln~2 ·pressure and 20°C • . to 0-2.215 litres/ 
' 
.. - .. 4 ' • ~ . 
mlnu~e)' by inter.chan~ing the tubes and floats.' 
. . , 
, · \ · 
. ' 
. ~ 
The gas mixing system cdnsists of a gas mJxjng chamber ~nd. Q 
I \.:t / ' . mixing ;~hamber enclosures. 
• ' I \ I 
. ' 
-·----
. ·. ,. '6:2.4.2'. 
I 
• The Gas Mixing "chamber . 
' ' 
" I ··-
' I , ... -~ ---· 
The purpose 'of this 
I 
chambea: : is oto provide space to mix \ .. ' . . ,, 
. ' 
argon an~oxygen gas and to provide storage faci titles· for· m'ixing· 
gases. 
/ \ \ . . . 
On .the i~put ~ sid~, i~ addition to the ~ontfollrid ar~rin and , , I 
:· . 
" .,. . 
oxygen , gas . l.fne, a safe.ty valve, set at· 10.5Kg/ll'Vll2 ~ Is i-nc_lud~d • 
,11.)" • : ,. 
The sa.fety valve guar,,~- .ag~ ins~ ov;r • . pr_~ss.u;lzi. ng'tb.~ ·I i_nes 7. : Ofl' : . 
~ . r 
I ' 
i ' " J' 
. ·, 
. It ' 
. I 
..  
. · .. 
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• ···v i 1· . 
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. \ 
:-.the output side, a· vac~~~ ~ ine and .a pr;ssuriz,ed gas outlet line 
. ' 
·are attache'd. . . : \ 
\,, . . ' 
The chamber has bee11 'constr~c~ed qf ·a l50mm diameter -thick · 
·walled st~nless.f-st~~-1 pipe 9'i5mm· in length with spherical shape r ·• 
ends· and has 'been .t'es ted up to ~'p-ressure of 700N/mm2 • .at r~om 
. I . . . . . ·' , ; . . . <i -
temperature,. 
. . ' ' ' ' 
/) 
6.2.#.3. The Mixing Chamber Enclosure ·' 
., . 
The 'pt,Jrpose. of th i,s enc-losure 'is: 
( i) . To . S'iJPP ly su'ppo,rt -and protect ion for the mixing 
. ·, 
., . 
0' • ' 
chamb·e r. · · 
i ,. .... __ 




. ' 0 i) 
,'!" 
... , 1\ . - ,. 
'I t! 0 
,·' ~ ~ the_ .~eating ~!e~e~t , 
·To help .. ·the· mixing 'tharrlber • 
. . . ' 
. ' ~. ( i'i i ) •. ' .' ' ~ 
. ' C:l . 
• 'P • ~ "·. ~ ' ·/ ,:, '.: Th~{enclosure has been,construc~ed of a lOmm t hick Transite · · 
' ' . \ 
' · .. • ' • • • • • • 1) • • 
• • 0 sheettng. ·. Its-· approximate dimensIons are" 1125mm ~x 350mm x 330mm • . 
" 
~. , It • ' () (. I • • " • 1 
:,· ."The·:_eg_clo~ure has ,been·de!il.gned ; _ln · fw~ ~ectl~ns, the bottom or ~x .· ·. 
' 0 • • . • . . 
' ! . 
. . 
.: . .of t.h~t ~ncl·~~ure. a~~.tli~ t~P ... o.f .t_~f7 7nd.osure.· ·In the box of the 
. . f! · -c:a , • ' • •• • , .. ' ' ~.. ·• • - ~· e~(:losure there are ·~ix ; lOnitn .tra.nsite sup'port brackets wh fch ·Pro- · 
.... ;· : , 
\ I \ I 
. . . . vi de support for the' ~hambe,r. and .:t he 
.o 
• he~te.r'wi ~~ ·is .fed . thro~gh the 
· · h·9~e·s . in _. these bra'ckets. · · } ' ·,; 
i e . . In 
. . • ' ro m6n,itor · t,he t-emperature bf g~s mixing. c_hamber:·a !chromel'- · . 
• ~ Jr. • ... 
0 \ .., ~ · alumei thetlnocouple .has been .ipsef.te.d pe rmanentl-y beiwetm th~ f lange 
1:' ; ' ' . ' • • • • j a. . . 
' ' . . ' I~ ~ ;. 
. of 'safety . jacket ~nd thE7_ ~cfll _ ~ ~f the .ml ~Jtg cha'rrib'er. .. ~ ., . ; . . • t 











































' -, 1~e chamber enclosure and mi x:ing chamber ~are Jns~:~la~ed . by 
. usi"ng 50mm batts of fibreglass. wool, layer~ of asbestos pa~er . an& 
~ M · ·~ ~ 
' ' ·. . ; .
a 1 urn i n urn f o i 1 • . . :-. 1 · 
·. 
. . \ . 
. 6. 2·. 5. Vacuum System 
; , 
-1 
~- The ·vacuum sy~tem (see ·Fig. 6.21) h~s ;been - d~·;tgn~d spec .. 
' . . 
• ( i f!-Jla,Uy to evac~at8 the mi ,~},": chambe_r prior\: fi ·Jllng it W'lth 
1 
- . argo11 :and oxygen gas. The 'system is capab1e .of ·evacuatlng the 
. . 




chamber to p.OOl torr. Qf press.ure. 
- . 
· The p.ressure is morl·ito-red by means of'a u~Tube,· manometer 
. • / \ 
• '• ( ... • •'J 
and two vacustats (supp1 ·ied -by· Edward High ·. Vacuum Limitea-:, 
.; 
· · · Sussex, .. Eng 1 and} . .. ,'/•' . One vacustat has the range of 1 to 0.01 torr 
~. I 1 
and the .o~her .has' a r~oi 1oft o·.o·o~. ·t~.~tr . . ·· 
The system i~ also e9uipped with-a ·sampling · ~ine which 
permits analysis of · gases in chamber to · be .made at ·anv stage. 
r • Q 
' - 6 .. 2.6> Pressurized Gas Gutlets and.lndicators . 
I ' 
' :~; , ,. 
; . . 
• . . 
' 
·· 6.2.6.1. Genera J· 
After the 
, , J l 
\ 
amoun .. ts ' in the mix ~l;l9 'chamber, . the mixture "i s• t ran·sp6rted to the 
wear, · test ~;ec'imen. ln·- ~~si~n·i~g a · -~y-s~ do this, three 
_ . te:n ~ 
.. , 
facto~ad · to be considered. I .. 
· ... · ~~ ~e-ed ~o~ a rapi·d · metho~ of ·resetti-ng 
~~ . . -
the flow'· rate. : 
..... : . . 
The~ need for. a method o-f continuous 1 y reco.rdi'ng the fl uct-· ) 
.uations In flow rate. . - ~ · ! ' 
· .. 
' ' /• 
--:. 
... 
• . I 
·, " .• 1,., 
.. \ ' . 
. ; . ·. 
, . . 
•' 
.., 
. , .. · 
:. ' 














l l . 
The need fot heating and controllln.g the temperature_ of gas . 
.. . mrxture entering the wear tes.t specimen interface_. 
• J ~ ' 
, . 
1 
6.2.6.2. Record .bf'P·ressu~e and Flow Control 
L~ flaow·· rates from '·a pre-filled mtxture_in·:, the · mixirig 
' l ( 
chamber can be estimated by comparing .the pressure in ' chamber with 
·.the pressure 'of a volume of gas trapped in a reference pressure' 
. 
.cflamber (see Fig. 6.21). · 
. I . . . . 
. \ 
A differential ·pressvre transducer (supplied by Viatran 
• I •' _... 
Corporation·; .Ra~ge 0-3~N/cm2.o) m~asures ,the di_fference in 1pres-
,p_' . . 
sure b~ ·tween the reference chamber (at fixed ·press.ure) and the · 
gas· mlx.ing· chamber (variable pre:;sure). · The ou~put of i~e dif-
fere.nt Ia 1 pressure· transducer cari be_ recorded .on ·a Southern 
. ~ 
·1 nst rument multi channe 1 ·ultra vo i let r~corder. Also, i nst'a 11ed 
·in th'e .lf ne is a 350N/ ~m2 p r;ss u_re · ~;,a l gauge ( supp 1 i ed by 
I )". . 
AMETE~/U.S. Gal!ge) which gives a niad~)Ut of the· aftual pressure 
l.n the mixing chamber. 
. . 
lo contro_l · th~ flaw rate _o.f Jh~ ipixture of Jlases entering 





. l ... '\ 
with Venier: Handle has been. insta1lt~d in the ·li.ne. · Th·h :val_ve .'! 
.o . 
"' ·': 
.eriab.1es rapid 'resetting of. the ' flow rate. 
: . ' . : ~ ' ' - ' ' ' . 
'· 
After the/ gas · ha~ be~n passed thro~gh the fine ·Micro · . 
. . . , . . , 
. . 
• Mete_ri.ng -Val~~, it pa~ses. thr~gh the .final stages .of monitoring , 
. . '. . ? . 
.... of pressure. In t'his st~ge of rnonitoriQg.a 140N/cm2 pre~sur:-e .-
• : .~ • • r' .: ' • :___ \ • \ • ) • . • 
dl'al gauge (suppl fed by_ AMETEK/U.K. · G_auge) and a Gas Pressure •. 
• • • • r ' I • • I I • 
.Jransdut~;~ (supplied ·~y - ~iatr~q· Corporation·, Ra~ge O-ZlON/cm2 ·· 
t • • • •• , ' • • • . • • • j 
absoJute)·.are used. Th~ o~tput . of the Jri:msducer caQ be recorded" 
o ~ I ' 
,r , , . 
' \'> . ... ~ 0 • . 
. ·--·-·- -·-
'0 
. , I 
. ' 
. . ') 
. (.· 
: ,. ' . 
----
' . 
... . " 
' · 
.. , .. ·.· 
fl' -






.I ' •• 
\ .. ' .. 
·'· -~ . 
-- ._ _____ • 
' 70. ... . 
I : r • 
· I 
· on ' the mulu chan'n'e 1 ~:Zitra violet .recorc;!~ r • 
' ' < 
F. low rate· of the mixture of gases enter i11g. the specimens· I . . , . 
is determine.d from a calibration curve correlating the pos;ition ~-
.. .. ~lt' """~ 
of verni~r handle'- in Micro Meterin~-~~ive, · the back stream _ pr~s: 
· .. ~ . 
sure · (pressure of gas. mixture in cylinder) and the gas _mixture 
. / } 1 
pr~ssure 'bet~een the sp~cimens . ----- ,-
,. 
6.2 .6.3. Gas · Heater ' ' . ' . ~ . 
f -
.. . 
-The ga.,s . heaterhas been designed and constructed to raise 
t~' :temp~_rature ~f ' the arg_on and oxygen _g'as 'mi 'Xtur'\. ~zorn room .. 
• ~ . . . . I . : · 
, temperatur-e to a te~p~-rature of '6oooc · the estimated .maxlmum· of· 
' . . . ' 
the mean surface temperature ,· · . ,· 
.-
The gas · mi xt .;~~ . passes th. rough'~ . 1500mm I e.ng1 of 3. 25mm· . 
. o_u_tlide dta~~er s~alnless "~~eel tu~ing wo~.nd in a coil of 60mi1'r ·_._.q 
diamete~. The coil is placed on a · mild steel cirGular. core, 
' .- I . , 
62.5mm in diame,te.r and 11Smm lo~g . _. Thl1'-c_oiJ ·and , ·cor; ""a~se~bly 
are wr~~ped . in. asbestos paper and the entire"unit·ls kept in~ 
tubular ~e~t~r ' (68vim i~side diamete-~ an_d 1·l5mm long;- po~er~ (uf~ut 
10~0 ·wa_~~s .at 'no~). _ - A~y va~~~cy between . . the gas .. cofl~, eore : and 
. . . ... .._' • . ~ • : ~ 1 : ,.,. 
heating e_,lement ·was'fllled · wi.~h alun~~m cement. ' • , ,... 
J T~e~ater~nit is supported 'on. two se~i~i· r~ular ~upport , · 
b rilcke ts •~! the en t I re un i t i ~ en c I os;ed In' a re~ ta~~ui a >b~x ' . · 
made ·of. t r s ! te. . . ( · 
A thermocouple _is ·embedded -in the centre of t fie mi'ld steel 
..... • • . ... • ' ' • - •• ' . • - • •• 0 • .. ' 
. . co·r_e )~ permit con~~~l of _ ·t~e: cor~ temper~t.~re_ with ~ut_~mai~ c_· ( 
-·power controllers .on· the -power ·supply to heat_e ~s .. ~ - . ~ ~v-: ~ 
. ' . . . - . . . \ .. ' . . ' ' . ' .' ' ' .,, . ' .. 
.. 
~ I : . • , ' 
~ - .· .. ~ ... · . .. 
' ' ' 
. ... ..... 
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t' • • ' 
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' ,' , ',, ' 1 , ' I 
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·· ro c~m'pen'sate for heat 1loss _from the heated gas mixture,"whll~ .. 
I the gas is being transported from the heater to t;he spec !men · . 
• 
, I - . 
interfac·e, the supply line leading from the heater to the specimen 
I 
• 1 . 
~-~ ~as wrappe~with a he~tlng . tape (Heat~r No. 2 in fig. 6.21). The' 
. 
power sU'pply 'fo the1 heating tape was co-ntrolled by a variable volt-





.. ~. - . ---- ~-
I ' 
I 
7:6. J . Deb li i s Co 11 ec t ion 
. ,. _..) 
·.Our i ng in it i ~ 11' e,r><per-_i ments the' wear depri s we.re co 11 ecteCI 
~ndei the rubbing speclmens. _A debris catch.er was .. made - f~r this d - ~ 
I 
I purpose, h~ever, mos~ of · the debris seamed to: be ,a.iroorn and ,did 1 '. , 
.. . ·. 
\ . A \ 
.. ~ ' ' 
. . 
not fal--l· dir_ectly below the . speciinens. Q i , _. 
1 
· y:-
' 1 I • ' Th~ weight ~ ~f .the _debris col lec.ted was roughly~ ~5~ _of ·th~ -~ 1 I· · ~': · 
~ . . 
.weigh_t lost oy spedJ m_ens·. This indicated the need f~r':/more 
efficient debri"s c_9llecti <;>n. 
c • • • • v ''\:t: ~ ' • 1 . . . . 
·_A schematic d1~_gra~ for: wear_· dehrts collect 1 o~ IS shtwn 
. ' 
in. Fig. · 6.22. " A ~le·x:igla~s:.·~.ectangular box with two clearance I I 
·-..~ holes . ~n ~pposi. te 'fac~s--- f~r the specimen h~der~ is fastene_d. to' , 
_: · .. . . " ;' 1; .. : ~~ ·. • . I . . . - (. • 
. the bed of lathe mach .iJle. The box is·made in.two sections, a top· • 
.. . . j -l . . . ' . 
· _. half and ·a bottom ha,f, hinged · t~gether. ·. This facilitates ~he 
·. I 
insertion and removal of the -wear deb.ris catcher ~htch .·is ~ept . · 
. . . 
under the specimens • . 
.. ·. 
' I 
I . f 
. t 1 
A 10mm draie)e~-' ~ole is dri 11 ed.:~ ~·~ the~ top fac'e ·of t he p~x 
¢-t ~ • • 
6 and a str'aigh,t po1
1
ypropytene connecting tube is _ secured lry t~e. 
~ - : ' . ' &···~ 
' • I J:,... • J f, hole. · 
I f ' p ... . • • 
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·;The plexi~lass bo~ Is connected to a vacuum pump (L_i~~le 
' G!~mt, supplied by Fishe~··Scieot)-f.i~ :.Company) through a Q.22rm. 
ri lte r he 1 d I~ a H; 111 po~~ ·:Gas, [I oe:. F I j te r (manufact U i-ed by ' 
Ml J.J i1pore Corporat ionL and Gas ~ash I ng Batt 1 e (supplied by 
. . 
Ffsher Sci ~nt i fl.c.-...Compan.yj .... _ The .. ~hi og bottle Is ha J f 
. I 
fi I led with . liquid paraffi~. ¢ ' 
' The suct~ion created by th¢ vacuum pu~p n~ar the hole · in 
. the ' top' fa~r Qf .the plexi glass .box. causes -tpe art. a'round the 
·,· : .specimen ·a~~- ~he . ~peci~,e~ holde:r to flow towar~s the pump. Air-
. ' 
born debris: is_carrled by this flow.ing ·air ' an9. 'is de.posited on · 
u . . \ 
the filter paper.' Debris .part'i'cles which are smaller than 0.22mnr. 
' 
. are t_r.apped In the li~uid par~ffin i) th~ gas washi~g 
~ ·The debris parti,cles wh!ch · afe not ' al rborn are 
I , . . . . . 
in·, the wear 'Qebris catcher ~ep~~under the spec;:imens. 
battle • 




· 6._4, Measuring Systems I • • ' 
6.4.1. Nor'inal Load 
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The sche~at i c di agra~ for ·wthe h'ydrai.Jl i c ~ys~e!TI is shown in 
. . . 
J 
F i g • ii:rl ~-~ · J . . /·' ( . 
~he· oi 1 ·reservoi'r is ff11ed wl th 'sAE 30 oi-l (supp.l ied by 
'' ,. • I • .... ~ • ,I J • 
" Tmpe.;ial O.i, l ' Lintited} and f11terecLcompressed ~ir. Is fed into the 
. ' · ' . ~ ' . . . 
treservoj r. ·,The -'a·i r 'for~es the oi 1 lnto the· pressure cylln,der of 
' . 
<' 
the cons tan~ . pre~ure _cell (supplied by Nor¥Jeglan' G~ote~h!llcal . . _, 
.Institute,. Oslo, : N~rway) thr~ugh a·~· oil filter • 
. . . 
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. _pressure :,cell maintains a ~onstant. oft · p-ressure in the h.ydraul i c 
r \· tine from the ce11.to the hydr~ulic piston-an-d cylinder as'sembly. 
. . • . . . . . " . I 
A mi crometering 'Va 1 ve' (supplied by S\;'/age lok) 'wi ttl ve'~n i er han_dl~ 
• I ' • • 
.. 
-. can (;e adjusted to prov!de a variable damping in---the _hydraulic 
Line. Output from the ~.icromet~ring valve Is connected to the 
p·isto_n-and.cy1inder assemb.ly; The .pressurci ~f ·the' oil in_. the 
. . ' . ' . : . . - . . ~ ., 
\ . 
. \ . . -





by Vit3tra!1 Corporation, New Yor~). -\ 
'• ' 
. . . 
6,4. 1.2. Air Filter · 
.:""-'; , _;/ , · 
. -~ ' 










. . . ~ 
\ 
. I 
. , ·R~go -~i lter and Pressure Regut'{ltor (su'pp1 ied by Bast[an-Blessing . ~ ~·· .. 
"' . . . 
: Company).· · 
.. 
'6. 4. 1. 3. O'i-l Res·er'vol t 
t 
The 'oi 1 ~eser.yoi r ·; s maa~ . from a glass tube 110mm. diameter 
' ' • . 
and '175mm long_; · The reservo.ir lias two. inputs, one for. on .and the 
~ ,. . . .  .. . .. 
, ; .. i 
otlier for the, compressed filte·red air. There a·re two output·s~ _on_e 
.. . . ~ 
. . . 
, is cX>nnected -to the -oil filter and -the other is connected to drain 
u . . ·. ', •' ' . .' . 
. . bo 
.~ 
' to -~mpty the rese rvo i r. 
. 0 
. ., \ . . 
• 
·• I 
I) 6.4. 1.'4. 0 i 1 Fi f te i- ·· ... . ' 
( 
. ' . . . . ,;'" 
_ 011 ·1rb~: ~e ~es'e~voir . ls · f;~tered ~Y MF--Mfltlpore fl.1-te; 
(il.22Jom rr··~ supp"l;ted ~y Milll;or~ Corpor~t;on) heid in •• 
----MU.f1J?o~~-- ~a;_:·. t ine ! ~; lter h.ohfer.- -.- · _.. : · 
. . 
I 
.. ,, . I: . 
. '-
11.:\ . • 
.· 
·'. 
:, '· • • f • • ~ •• 
o 'lt l • · 
. • .• \> ' 'I 
. ·:: -· . I • 
.. 
.I . - ., 
. . - ... 
I . . . 
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_ The , purpose . of this unH i~ m~intain .a cons-(a.nt-.oll-
·press.ure within the hydraulic cyJ!nder in the :piston and 
1'}" . • I . : I 
. . \ .. . . 
cyllnder.·assembly. 'The 111ain components of this apparat.us ar:e · 
. . 
,, 
·. a· loaded plstbn - (made of stainless steel, area 200 sq_. mm) and 
.:. . ·' 
'• 
a bushing '. (made .of brasS') cR·t:ached to, the top of a vertica l 
., 
._,· cyJi.nder ··filled' with \oif. In pri~c,iple it operates exactly . opp-
• . 
\ ' . ~ ·~si _te to the principle of ~n hydrauli~j~ck. 
I 
• I In principle ·the Fi:>nstant pressure cell cre~t~s a constant 
. . 
. ' .. . , 
. . presscure in the hydraulic _ 1 ine . The piston · in ·the 
\ 
constant pres-
sure ce I 10 . moves when the· pis ton in. the~~ad cyJ i nd~H . moves, I 
.\ 
.... . . •• I . • I 
._ and a~ oil leaks out of the -system. However , due t o th~ sne r·tla 
\ 
·of the system, particula-rly _of the . piston in the _const~mt pressure 
·. . . I . 
. . 
cell nnd· of the weights supported . by· ~he piston and also due to 
. 1 • • " - . 
vlscous'dainping In the hydraulic line, the pressure .. in the Jfne 
~ ;/ - . 
can fluctuate marked -~ y ·~uri~g rapid mov~~rits of the pistons. · 
The ce I 1 is made i'o two sect i'ons, the ·upper. ha 1 f which' 
. . . 
0 0 • { 
acts ~s ·an o'i 1 reservoi.r and' t,he sealed l~wer . cha.mber wher~ con-
s'tant' pressure · Is maintai~ed. A needl.e contrc:>l.valve provide ? 
- • • Q '• , ~ I "1 
the c~nne.cti.6n i;et~e~n - .fhe _ ~wo sections •. : · ,~. 
<: 
. . 
The pr~ssure _ i~ maintained as long as the loaded piston 
# 
does not . rea-ch the end of its t rave 1. . , When the. pis ton ne·a rs ' the 
end of travel, the ·needle Cj ntrol valve is openect .and the loaded 
. i.. ~ ~ 
· ·piston . is ' pulled upw'ards. -The o-il'frQin the reser-voir · frows into 
J• ~ . r ;.'~,_. .-"'V I • : ' ,. . 
. . ~h; ce_ n;hamber~ , 'A -? eed_te· val~ve Is then. closed and system ~in- · 
t_~lns a ·tCons tant "pressure .' ·· .. 
,_ ":· . . . 








. . . 
'· 























The bottom plate o( the cell · res.ts on a steel bal,l and is . 
held .in pos.ition by three bo.lt:s which pa_ss through. c<;>mpresslon 
.. 
' . 
springs. Th.is' arrange'ment pro~ides - a means of adjusting the ·ver-
tical axis ·of piston, _which Is , important for the reduction of 
friction between the piston· and bushtfl9·· 
' ' '. 11 
. ' -
\ . ..,_ The cell i·s provid.edwith a loading p l atformwh~ch is 'at-
.-- --- ---·tache~do a yo~.· Betwe~n the y~ke r~h I c~ ~ s made of a 1 umi n i m to · 
, , decrease its weight, .and the piston 11s ~nother bap. fo.r eli'inina~- . 
i ng horizon ta 1 for,ces on pis tdn · •. 
. . 
_.: A large P,lexiglass cylinder is u~_ed .to cover the entire 
__ coflstant pressure. cell and proteci::-r rt from .. dust. (6ee _ F' g. 24) 




- . ': / h ' . . • : • . I dl L!. 
·T e mtcro!'letenng valve wtth a verner han e can ·ue ,. ' ' 
I . 
• , - . I . . .r 
.adjusted_.to provide a variable damping In the hydraujlc ~-li _.rie · 1 . 
.. ~ 1 - - · -






. 6.4.1., : 
. . 
Pis ton i:uid 'cy 1 i nder Assembly 
0 
:,· 
• II The purpose of the piston an-d_ cy't i.nd_er ~~sembly··; acti'ng_ 
... 
in line·with the shaft, is to .p_ro_vide constant n.ooilnal load · 
·f ' ~ I . ~ 
between the wear test 'specimens. 
·'· . . ' . 
), 
- ~ . 
0 The piston is made of brass · an'd has "an area of cross1 sec· · -
. , I 
.. r _· 
' . . 
t-ion of 200 sq •. mm. The. cylinder is made : of stainless steel. 
~· . ~ ~ f ~ t) 
Both. par~ a ~~ &refully.· ~oned to the ~.arne t~lerance .a~ loadi ~g · 
... ~ ., ~ ~ .. J 
. piston and ~bushi_ng · ·tn the constant p~es~ure eel t' (abo~ t; ._25m>. ~ 
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~ : 0 ..... 
!·.PISTON· 
2· PISTON BUSHING 
.3· PRES.SURE CY,LINDE.R ~ . 
4· VALVE · . 
: 5· BOTTOM Pl:.ATE 
; G· BALL BEARJNG'' 
,. 7...,:,6.r- .... d_..,... .... - _ II • . ·• • 
( ~ ·. · a. · i:oADfN'G~·PLATFORM . · · · 
9· GONNEC"riON ' 
· .. . -·-·-•~-~~~._. Z -· w...,..~' .. .;_r.-;· ·· 
- ~_r· .. · .. ~.-- ··-.-r· ~ ..... _:__--\~,~-.. . ·.-.._· -·-:-·~ .· > 
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··.CONSTANT PRESSURE CELL· . 
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A 26nm diameter and 18mm long hole is drilled in'one end 
I " 
of. the piston. The end of ~h _ loading shaftt (carryi.ng the spec-
' ' i men ho 1 der ass~mb ly ther end) sits: in · this "· 
Ga rtok rubber piece, Is g 1 ued to ttie end 
' ' . 
. ' . I . • see~d to be caused .b·y brief epis·odes' of we1ding ; ' . . 
\ . . ·;. '• . ' . ~ 
· ·· For ble.ec;!lng any trapped air from. the l'tydrau.li_c -cylindel",_ 
;. / 
' ' ~bleeder: screw has been provided. 
. 1 . I . l : ; ' 
6mm. diameter UNF tapped hol'e · on th'e 
'. l . 
The bleeder screw s l ts i .n a 
. . . I 
. I .-.. ~ . 
top face of the hydfiau~ i .C:: ,.._: 
' I 
cy 1 i nde~. 
. , 















. ' ( ' . -. .t 
6 . \ ... . 
. . ~ 
-~As me[ltioned,• rapi-d. fluctuations. ca ··and· ~o occ .. -~he 
. ~ . . - ~ . "' 
oi -l pressure, about the mean pressure . set tr the ·constant pre~sure 
l J ... - . ' 
~-- . . 
.. 
. ,· \ - . . . ' ~ ... ' . 
i~<-~ · cel -1. Theref~re. t~e cell, pre~su~e.- is · ~asured :by a p-ress~re . 
-~ . . . . . · : ·.·. . .. .• . . . . . 
- ~_tfla~sducer, 'wh_lch ~ca~ r~~~rd .. d.,nam!c ~ignal!; up to 3QOO Hz. · ._;fie 
j ~ut.put -~f :the -fransducer ~~n be reco~d~d . on the multfchann~l 
• -l . 
I ~ . 
,''II. 
~ 1 \ 
; · ultra vi_o 1 et recorder.· j' 
? . "" 
.. ' 
6 ~.4.1.8.2. Calfbratlon of· the Pr.essu.re Transduc~r ;· 
... .- _- c . 
The transducer was calibrated by-· plac-.i_n_g ____ l~ an'in-
• \ .. • ' ' - • t 
' . 
\, J •• 
•. J .. 
·· o . f•f 
1 I ~I 'c.reas~g ?~~f.roftu:to.· l~ad. to 1'~~-N 'f<?a·~· :on_ th~ ... -:: .· ., 1 · 
loading p1 ~tf~·rm~ of . th~ ~ons.tant -p-ressure . cell. The ~utput· pf ' '· 
. '· I . -. . " " . . . 
'the· transducer_ '1_~)s amplified and the ampl-(fled .output was recor.de~ .. : ··. ' ·. 
. . . " . . . -- . .. . - ~s. 
on· ~he 1~1t~ vi,oJ'et re~or.der using·;; SMt/s g~lva~ci~eter · (~uppl ied . • 
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. . . . I 
of 16po t-Jz. (J . 
I 
,'.{ 
' ... \ ' ren~c>Ved from The loads · were then the ·-pan~ ·In th~ - same 
.. . . :~-· 
.·step ~s t_hey we~~~ placed ·while loading,. ~nd output wa~ · agaln - ·I 
. . 't r 
~t I . 
\ recorded. 
1he ca~ltbratlon curve for .th~ hydr.,.aufic pres~ure trans-
' . 
,...... \ . 
· · ducer _.is!' given In Fig'S. ·6.25 and 6.26. 
' . 
., 
... 6.4~2. Fri~tlonal·l~rque 
• v ·~ 
' .. 
J • 
The deta(ls of•the ~ros$ beam~ pi·anowlr~ - a~d. · can.til~ver 
us~'" t h., ,;; •• 0 ren>mt;.. 0 f . f,r i c t i ona i to rq~e . gene.~ ~ed a k . the .. 
·s·ta·t--io~a~y specirreh , surf.ace · ~r~ giv~p in sec,tion y.\).3:_5 .... 
. -: Eac~ _ -<:anti1eve·r c'arries. two resi~t;ance ~train g~.uges . 
. I :. ·.t ·. - • , 
,. ,t - • v • ..~......... ,., ' 
The · - det~ i.l's '.of the s_tra In gauges are given oe 1 ow-. 
) ~ • 0 J <J • 
'·· ·Hanufactt.Jrer: i<YO~A Elect'ro(l )c lns.tru~nt . . 
Cbmpany LiiJ)i ted; Tokyo·, Japa_iu , . 
.-. , I 




_lot. No, 923-054 .. ) I , ··- .. -.... " 
.. · 
, . . ~~ . ' 
Z 
Ga,uge ien~ittr · Smm · 
. ' • I ~ 
• '-< • 
"' R~s i ~tanc~ .120. 2·. +' .0. 3· ohm . ·. 
.. ' ~ ~ . ~ ' . 
' ' 
'• 
- . ' 
. . 
I 
'• ' -1 • • 
. ' '. ! . 
·Gage- Fa·ttor . .- 2.12 :!:_ _. LS% . ' 
. " 
t•, . 
6 •. 4.2.2~ 
. I 
' .. ', , , " I \ 
o ... I • ' I 
.·, The schematic--diagram of the strai-n gauge circuit'~use~ for 
, ' I I 1 ~ • ' , • .: , I # \ . . ' ' 
. I I the~ measurement~ of th'e FrJctioria.1 To·r,que- rs _given in Fig. 6 : 27. \ 
' . ' ... . ·. . . . ' . - . . . ... . ' ' . 
• . . . '1(:.. . . • . 
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FIG· 6·25 
CALIBRATION CURVE FOR THE HYDRAULIC PRESSURE 
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CALIBRATION CURVE FOR THE HYDRAULIC PRESSURE 
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four times the bridge output of a one-active-arm bridge as well 
as to compensate for thermal effects. An additional advantage 
of this arrangement is the fact that strain produced in the gaug es , 
because of mot ion of cross beam along th e ax i s of the 
s haft, does not affect the output voltage of the bridge. In other 
words, the output of the strain gauge bridge, is a measure of 
the frictional torque alone. 
The output of the strain gauge circuit is amplified by 
a Hewlett Packard Model 419A DC Voltmeter . The amplified output 
can be recorded on a multichannel ultra violet recorder. A 
SMI/L galvanometer (supplied by Southern Instruments , natural 
frequency 160 Hz) is used to record the output. 
6 . 4 . 2 . 3 . Calibration of the Strain Gauges 
The strain gauges were calibrated under static conditions. 
A known torque was applied to the stationary spec i men by 
suspending weights from it . The schematic drawing for this set-
up is shown in Fig. 6 . 28 . The torque was increased in steps of 
260N.mm from no torque to 3900N.mm of torque. The output of the 
bridge was recorded on the ultra violet recorder . The torque was 
then decreased in the same steps and the output was recorded. 
The calibration curve for the strain gauges is given in 
Fig. 6 . 29 . 
~·-6 . 4 . 2 . 4 . Caluclation of the Coefficient of Friction 
between two Specimens during Rubbing from 
the Frictional Torque Measurements 
The specimen contact is analogous to the contact at a 
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FIG· 6·29 
CALIBRATION CURVE FOR THE STRAIN GAUGES 
USED FOR THE TORQUE MEASUREMENTS 
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During rubbing the contact is made between Do=20.95mm and 
Di=l5.88mm (see Fig. 6. 13). The torque produced at the interface 
{T) is given by 
T=~ [l/3 Do3 - o· 3 ] ( 6. 1 ) SinO( <oo2 - o~z) 
where N: normal load app 1 i ed to the specimens 
f: coefficient of friction 
o<: pitch cone angle (63°) 
From equation ( 6. 1 ) 
T = 10.40 Nf N.mm (6.2) 
From the calibration curve for the strain gauges the torque applied 
to the stationary specimen (T in N.mm) is related to the deflection 
of galvanometer (X in mm) by the equation 
T = 1 36. 82 . X ( 6. 3) 
From equations 6.2 and 6.3, the coefficient of friction is 
f = 13.15 X 
·"N (6.4) 
Thus, the friction coefficient between the two rubbing specimens 
can be directly calculated from the output of the strain gauges. 
6.4.3. Surface Temperature 
The average surface temperature of the specimens is est-
imated by inserting two thermocouples at different distances from 
the contact surface. In photograph 6.30, the thermocouples in 
the rotating specimen are shown. 
The thermocouples were supplied by Thermo Electric Canada. 
The specifications of the thermocouple are given below. 
Type: ch rome 1 ( +) , A 1 ume 1 (- ) 
Sheathing: stainless steel, 600mm immersion 
length 
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ROTATING SPECIMEN HOLDER 
8 HEATER BLOCK 
ROTATING SPECIMEN 8 HOLDER 
(SHOWING THERMOCOUPLES ) 
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FIG· 6·31 
CALIBRATION CURVE FOR THE THERMOCOUPLES 
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6.4.4 . 2. Balancing of the Rotating Parts 
The schematic diagram of the setup used for dynamic 
balancing of the rotating parts is shown in Fig. 6.32. All the 
equipment were supplied by Bruel & Kjaer, Copenhagen, Denmark. 
The Accelerometer (Type 4339) was placed on the main bear-
ing of the lathe head stock. The accelerometer was connected to 
the Frequency Analyser {Type 2107) through a vibration Pick-Up 
Preamplifier (Type 2625). The frequency analyser was set to a 
frequency corresponding to the speed of rotation of the lathe 
machine. 
The output from the frequency analyser was used to trigger 
the Motion Analyser (Type 4911) ensuring a reasonably clean 
triggering waveform. 
The method of balancing the rotating part was similar to 
the one described in the book 11 Application of B & K Equipment 
to Mechanical Vibration and Shock Measurements 11 , (1972), supplied 
by Bruel & Kjaer. 
The balance weights are shown in Photograph 6.33. 
6.4.4.3 . Power Spectral Density Measurements 
The block diagram for the power Spectral Density measure-
ments is illustrated in Fig. 6.34. 
The Frequency Analyser (Type 21 07) is connected to the 
Level Recorder (Type 2306) and to the Accelerometer (Type 4339) 
with preamplifier (Type 2625) . A -3dB/octave filter is connected 
directly to the terminals marked 11 EXTERNAL FILTER 11 in the frequency 
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made to the measured spectrum, to obtain a power spectral density 
diagram. 
In order to keep the statistical error in the Power Spectral 
Density measurements within 10 %, the following settings of the 






Drive shaft speed 
"Max" (Effective bandwidth 8%) 
80mm per sec. 
3mm per sec. 
12 RPM 
The Power Spectral Density of the vibration in the rig 
was recorded at six different locations, three on the stationary 
specimen holder assembly side and three on the rotating specimen 
holder side (on the lathe head stock). 
The experimental setup for the power spectral density 
measurements is shown in the Photograph 6 . 35. 
;';·6. 4 . 5. Displacement of the Specimen 
The displacement of the specimen, during wear, was recorded 
by a Linear Displacement Transducer (supplied by Schaevitz 
Engineering) mounted against a polished face plate on the moment 
arm . The moment arm is attached to the loading shaft to which the 
specimen is attached. 
The output of the transducer is recorded on a DC Recorder 
(supplied by Bausch and Lomb). 
The transducer was calibrated by applying a known displace-






PHOTOGRAPH NO. 6. 35 




The schematic diagram for specimen displacement measure-
ments is shown in Fig. 6.36. 
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM FOR SPECIMEN DISPLACEMENT MEASUREMENTS 
7.1. Weight Loss 
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CHAPTER 7 
MEASUREMENT OF PARAMETERS 
AFTER RUBBING 
The test specimens were weighed before and after each run . 
The difference in the two weights, ie. the weight lost by the 
specimens, was a measure of the wear of the specimens. 
A Gram-Atic Electronic Balance (supplied by Fisher Scientific 
Company, Sensitivity 0.0001g) was used for weighing the specimens. 
The specimens were cleaned in acetone in an ultra-sonic bath 
for at least half an hour before they were weighed. 
].2. Surface Topography and the Embedded 
Wear Debris Particles 
Each test specimen was used for three wear tests. After each 
test the specimen was refaced and polished to provide a new wear 
surface for the next test. 
In order to examine the topography of the worn surfaces, a 
two-stage technique was developed to make replicas of the surface. 
The replica medium for the first stage replicas was 10% solution 
of Cellulose Acetate in acetone. For the second stage replicas, 8% 
solution of Poly Vinyl Alcohol in water was used . 
The wear debris particles transferred from the worn specimen 
to the second stage replica was examined with a Scanning Electron 
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Microscope (Cambridge Stereoscan Mark I I, made by Kent Cambridge, 
England) for composition, shape and size. 
7.3. Analysis of the Wear Debris Particles 
7.3.1. Identification 
The constituents of the wear debris particles were identified 
by a X-Ray Powder Diffraction Unit (made by Siemens, Germany) using 
a Debye-Sherrer powder diffraction camera. 
7.3.2. Size Analysi~ 
The size distribution of the wear debris particles was deter-
mined on a Zeiss Micro-Videomat Unit (made by Carl Zeiss, Germany). 
The particles were mounted on microscope slides using 0.5% 
Pro-texx mounting medium (supplied by Fisher Scientific Company) in 
xylene. 
7.3.3. Shape Analysis 
The shapes of the wear debris particles were examined on the 
scanning electron microscope. Use was made of an Energy Dispersive 
X-Ray Spectrometer (made by Kevex Corporation) and a count rate meter 
to identify the wear debris particles. It was possible to separate 
the metallic iron debris from the oxide debris. 
7.4. Metallurgical Changes 
The major items of equipment, a Metallurgical Microscope (Type 
MeF2 with Automatic camera and a Micro-hardness tester, made by Reichert, 
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Austria) and the Scanning Electron Microscope were used for observing 
the metallurgical changes in the worn specimens. 
7.4.1. Topography of the surface 
A general picture of the worn surface was obtained by looking 
at the surface at lower magnifications (up to x160) on the metallur-
gical microscope. 
The metallurgical microscope is equipped with the usual facil-
ities for the use of a polariser, analyser and the facilities for 
dark field and bright field illumination. This microscope is ideally 
suited for looking at the wear tracks, craters, large surface cracks 
and the wear debris particles embedded in the surface. 
For more detailed investigation of the surface, the scanning 
electron microscope was used, where the worn surfaces were examined 
at higher magnifications (up to x20,000). The microscope has a pro-
vision whereby the specimen stage can be tilted, which permits the 
taking of stereo pictures. From a stereo picture, the thickness of 
the transferred layer or similar details can be determined. 
7.4.2. Structural Changes 
An annular piece was cut from worn specimens by cutting perpend-
icular to the specimen axis about 6mm from the rubbing surface. 
The annular piece was further cut into two halves (see Fig 7.1). 
One half was used for examination of its worn surface. The other half 
was coated, by electroplating, with copper and nickel, then further 
cut into two quarters, which were mounted in bakelite for mettallo-
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Fig 7.2 indicates the two cross sectional planes examined, 
one parallel to the sliding direction and one perpendicular to 
the sliding direction. 
The mounted specimens were mechanically polished using 
different grades of emery paper and 0.25um grade diamond abrasive 
paste. The polished surfaces were etched in 2% Nital and the 
structure was examined on the metallurgical and the scanning 
electron microscope . 
].4.3 . Microhardness Measurements 
The hardness of the material at different depths below the 
wear surface was measured by a Microhardness Tester (made by Reichert, 
Austria) which can be fitted to the metallurgical microscope . 
The polished and the etched specimens, prepared for examination 














THE WEAR TESTS 
8.1. General 
It is well known that load and spe ed can affect wear rates. 
The two parameters tend to affect the temperature of rubbing sur-
faces and, therefore, the rubbing is 1 ikely to be affected by the 
temperature alone. 
On the test equipment being used in the present work, it 





0 - 3000 RPM 
(equivalent to 0 - 2.895 m/s for 
the specimens used) 
0 - 1 ,960 N 
However, limited ranges of these parameters were used in 
the study. 
In addition, it is possible to force air or gas mixtures 
between the specimen . The effect of this variable was also studied . 
8.2. Effect of Speed on Wear Rate 
In order to study the effect of slid i ng speed on wear rate, 
an initial series of experiments were carried out at various sliding 
speeds and normals as shown below without any gas flow, forced between 
the specimens : 
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Nominal load Sliding Speed 
(N) (m/s) 
295 0.965, 1 . 1 58 & 1.544 
490 0.193, 0.386, 0.772, 0.965, 
1 . 061 ' 1.158 & 1. 544 
980 0.772, 0.965, 1 . 1 58 
Initially the experiments were conducted at a nominal load 
of 490N and sliding speeds of 0.193, 0.386, 0.772, 1.158 and 
1. 544 m/ s. Increase in sliding speed gave a decrease in wear rate 
except between 0.772 and 1.158 m/s where a jump in the wear rate 
to a higher value was observed. A transition in the wear rate 
values was noticed in the range of 0.772 and 1.158 m/s. It was 
then decided to determine more precisely the speed where the in-
crease takes place. Additional experiments were performed at the 
sliding speeds of 0.965 and 1.061 m/s. Indeed a transition was 
noticed at 1.061 m/s, where both high and low values of wear rate 
can occur. Higher wear rates were associated with the appearance 
of FeO (see Fig 9.2(a)). 
The experiments at the two other loads, 295N and 980N were 
conducted in the speed range of 0.965 to 1.544 m/s and 0 . 772 to 
1.158 m/s . The high vibration in the test machine corresponding to 
a load of 980N and a speed of 1 . 158 m/s indicated that any further 
increase in sliding speed at this load might cause a breakdown in 
the machine. 
In all these experiments, it was noticed that about three 
quarters of the total weight of the wear debris particles were 
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collected inside the specimen. 
8.3. Effect of a change of Specimen Holder Temperature 
In the wear tests described in the previous section, for a 
load of 490N, the wear was found to decrease with an increase in 
speed from 0.193 m/s to 0.965 m/s. As noted above, at 1.061 m/s 
a scatter in the wear rate values was noticed. Some wear rates 
were roughly in the same order as the wear rate for 0.965 m/s, 
while others were quite high. In the wear debris of the experi-
ments at 1.061 m/s, with high wear rates, FeO was noticed. It 
seemed 1 ikely that the appearance of FeO is associated with a 
jump in wear rate value. 
Based on the oxidation theory, it can be assumed that once 
FeO appears, the significant temperature, ie. the temperature con-
trolling the formation of this oxide which is about 570°C. It was 
thought that a model for flow of heat could be postualted and veri-
fied using this fact. 
A model for the distribution of heat from rubbing contact to 
the two specimens was postulated (described in Section 10.1.1.) and 
a second series of experiments were carried out to test the model. 
The sliding speed and the mean normal load were kept constant 
at 0.965 m/s and 490N respectively. The specimen holder temperature 
0 0 0 
was changed. At holder temperatures of 100 C, 150 C and 200 C sets 
of experiments were performed, without gas flow. 
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8.4. Effect of Forcing Air through the Specimens 
As noted in the objectives (refer to Chaper 1) we wished to 
study the influence upon wear of gas composition and its availabil-
itY at its availability at the rubbing surfaces. 
Unheated air was forced through the specimens at a supply 
4 2 -6 3 pressure of 35 x 10 N/m and flow rate of 75 x 10 m /s. The mean 
normal load was kept constant at 490N and speed was changed. Exper-
iments were performed at sliding speeds of 0.193 m/s, 0.386 m/s, 
0.772 m/s, 0.965 m/s, 1.061 m/s, 1.158 m/s and 1.544 m/s. 
was 
In a following series of tests air was preheated to 200°C and 
-6 3 forced through the specimens at a flow rate of 75 x 10 m /s. 
Experiments were conducted at sliding speeds of 0.386 m/s, 0.772 m/s, 
0.965 m/s and 1.158 m/s, keeping the load constant at 490N. 
In a third series of tests corresponding to experiments with-
out forced air, the load was changed to 295N and at sliding speeds of 
0.965 m/s, 1.158 m/s and 1.544 m/s. The effect of forced air at a 
supply pressure of 35 x 104 N/m2 and a flow rate of 75 x 10- 6 m3/s 
was studied. 
Likewise, corresponding to earlier experiments without forced 
air, a series of experiments was conducted with a load of 980N, and 
with air at a supply pressure of 35 x 104 N/m2 and a flow rate of 
75 x 10-6 m/s, forced through the specimens. Sliding speeds of 
0.772 m/s, 0.965 m/s and 1.158 m/s were used. 
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8.5. Effect of Gas Mixture on the Wear Rate 
To pursue the question posed in the objectives (refer to 
chapter 1), experiments were conducted with lower than atmospheric 
proportions of oxygen. The composition of the gas mixtures (%(V/V) 
oxygen in argon) used in all the experiments of this series were 
0.02%0 2 , 0.2%0 2 and 2.0%0 2 . 








0.965 & 1.158 
1.158 
In addition to gas mixtures, pure argon was forced through 
the specimens as well, in the second series of experiments for this 
section. 
The flow rate of the gas mixture for all these experiments 
was kept constant at 75 x 10- 6 m3/s and the gas supply pressure at 





9.1.1. A Typical Test Procedure and Results 
The description of a typical experiment , Dry Wear Test 
Experiment (DWTE) no. 40 is given in this section. All the other 
experiments were performed in a similar way, except the sets where 
air or various gas mixtures were forced through the specimens . For 
these sets the gas supply system was used, however, the rest of 
the experimental procedure was similar . 
The distances of the thermocouple holes with reference to 
the contact surface on each specimen, was measured with a travelling 
microscope. The specimens were cleaned in acetone in an ultrasonic 
bath for at least half an hour and their weight determined . 
The rotating specimen was then mounted on the rotating speci-
men holder and its position was adjusted so that the outer surface 
of the specimen ran true to within 25.4 fm (.0001 in.). The specimen 
was fastened in this position. The stationary specimen was attached 
to the stationary specimen holder and the lathe carriage was brought 
forward, guiding the contact surface of the stationary specimen to 
sit against the contact surface of the rotating specimen. The cup 
and cone configuration of the specimen surfaces (see Fig 6 . 13 and 
6.14) permitted the self alignment of the specimens. At this stage 
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the stationary specimen was forced against the rotating specimen 
and the stationary specimen was clamped to the specimen holder. 
Two thermocouples (T3 and T4 on the rotating specimen and 
T5 and T6 on the stationary specimen, T3 and TS being nearer to 
the contact surface) were inserted into the specimen and were 
held in place by putting Five-minute Epoxy glue around the thermo-
couples on top of the specimens. Usually it took about half an 
hour before a satisfactory bonding was achieved. 
The speed of the lathe machine was then set at the desired 
speed to within 0.1%. A stroboscope was used to check this speed. 
For Run DWTE 40 the speed was set to 400 RPM which correspond to 
- 1 
a sliding speed of 0.386 ms for the specimen configuration used 
for the tests. 
All the electrical and electronic equipment (e.g. strain gauge 
circuits, amplifiers, transducers, displacement record~ U.V. twelve 
channel recorder, B & K Vibration monitoring unit and the revolution 
counter, etc.) were switched on, and about three quarters of an hour 
of warm up time was given before the start of the actual experiment . 
The hydraulic system was checked for any trapped air in the 
line. A high point vent was provided in the hydraulic line, which 
was opened to bleed any trapped air. Also, the bleeder screw on top 
of the normal load cylinder was taken out so that oil from the 
constant pressure cell could flow past the hydraulic line and out 
through the bleeder screw opening. This was done to make sure that 
no air was trapped in the line. The bleeder screw and the high point 
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vent were then replaced and the fittings were made tight. 
The motor for paper drive on the U.V. Recorder was switched 
on and zero readings for thermocouples T3, T4, T5 and T6, strain 
and normal load were recorded. gauges 
The wear debris catcher was kept under the specimen and two 
Q.22 fm filters were placed in the Millipore Gas line filters. The 
revolution counter was reset to zero and the cooling lines were 
turned on. 
The stationary specimen was pressed against the rotating spec-
imen and with the flow control valve, in the 1 ine between the constant 
pressure cell and normal load cyliner, fully open the loading shaft 
was moved backward, away from the rotating specimen, till the cross 
beam reached about the middle of space between the rear end support 
and the stationary holder assembly. This was important in order to 
provide space for the cross beam to move freely, both in the forward 
and reverse direction during the experiment . The flow control valve 
was then closed and the desired nominal load, Skg for run DWTE 40 was 
placed on the load pan of the constant pressure cell. The dial 
reading indicating the longitudinal position of the carriage on the 
lathe was noted down and the carriage was moved backwards, so that 
the specimens were not touching. The main bearing and the aligning 
bearing of the stationary specimen holder assembly were flushed with 
Molyslip (Lubricating Oil) and the oil reservoirs were filled . 
The wear test machine was then · ready for the experiment. The 
brake from the lathe machine was removed and the lathe was running at 
r 
1 1 3 
the preset speed. The carriage was brought forward till the dial 
reading indicating the position of the carriage reached the prev-
iously noted value . The carriage was locked in this position. 
At this stage the specimens were in contact. The paper drive on 
the recorders were switched on, the revolution coun t er was set to 
zero, the vacuum pumps in the wear debris particle collection line 
were switched on and then the flow control valve in the hydraulic 
line was opened so that the nominal load acted at the contact 
surface . 
Experiment DWTE 40 , was one of the experiments designed to 
study the effect of sliding speed on wear . The mean nominal load 
at the wearing surface was 490N and the sliding speed was set a t 
0.386 m/s . The specimens were not heated and air was not forced 
through the specimens. It was decided that for all the experiments 
with sliding speeds up to 1 . 061 m/s ~ the duration of experiments 
would be 30,000 revolutions, while for speeds of 1 . 158 m/s and 
1.544 m/s the duration would be extended to 40,000 revolutions . 
The additional 10,000 revolutions were needed to allow for suffic-
ient time to complete auxiliary tests (e . g. vibration monitoring). 
On the one hand it was desired to have a complete record of 
all the variables (see Sec . 4 . 6 . ) throughout the run. On the o t her 
hand it was desired to have high frequency records of some of the 
variables (e.g. load). The U.V. Recorder is used because of its 
ability to follow high frequency signals . However , it would be 
expensive and cumbersome to have a high speed recording for a 
complete run , consequently, the oscillograph from the U. V. Recorder 
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was obtained at different intervals during the run. During some 
of the intervals the paper speed was high while in others it was 
low. 
The intervals used were the same for all the runs and also 
the paper speed was predetermined. The following intervals and 
paper speed settings were used. 
Revolutions on Counter 
when paper drive was 













on U.V. Recorder 














At 15000 Revs, the debris catcher was taken out and a new 
debris particle catcher was placed. To check the identification 
of the thermocouples on the chart, each thermocouple lead was 
shorted in turn. 
The Vibration was recorded during the experiment at the 
predetermined locations as noted in Section 9.1.2.8. However, 
only five readings out of a desired six readings could be taken 
in most of the experiments due to a shortage of time. 
When the counter read 29,500 Rev., the vacuum pump in the 
debris collection line was stopped and at 30,000 Rev. the experiment 
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was terminated by unlocking the carriage and moving it away from 
the rotating specimen. The oil control valve was closed and the 
lathe machine was stopped. All electronics was switched off. 
The cooling water was left on for at least two hours after stopping 
the experiment. 
The wear debris particles collected inside the specimens 
were taken out and put in a petri-dish. The four lots of wear 
debris particles, two collected on the wear debris catcher, one 
collected on the Millipore filter and one from the inside of the 
specimen were weighed. (When there is sufficient gas flow between 
the specimens, no debris was found inside the specimen.) 
The thermocouples were removed from the specimen, very caut-
iously and by using a sharp knife to peel off the epoxy glue from 
the glue-metal interface. The specimens were taken out from the 
holders and the first stage replica of wear surface was made as 
described in Section 7.2. The specimens were then cleaned in 
acetone in a ultrasonic bath and their weight determined. 
Sections from the test samples were cut for metallurgical 
and topographic studies as described in Section 7.4.2. 
Samples for the identification of the wear debris particles 
and the size analysis, were taken from the wear debris particles 
after the debris were weighed. 
The measurement of weight loss and topography of the surface 
are fairly straight forward, and there is only one such measurement 
for each specimen in the run, where as numbers to characterize both 
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temperatures and vibration during the run, have to be derived from 
fairly complex sets of readings from several different locations . 
Table 9.1. shows a typical format used for interpreting the 
galvanometer deflection on U.V. Oscillograph. The table contains 
the results from DWTE 40. The numbers inside the table, in the 
first row, represent the total galvanometer deflection, for the 
given function, at the given number of revolutions. The second 
row gives the net deflection which is obtained by subtracting the 
room temperature reading (initial position of the galvanometer) 
from the total galvanometer deflection. The third row represents 
the actual value of the function which is obtained from the cal i-
bration curves for that function. The two bottom rows in the table 
give the extrapolated surface temperature for the rotating and the 
stationary specimen surfaces. The procedure for extrapolating these 
temperatures is given in detail in Appendix A. The distances used 
in the calculation X 1 ' x 3 
were measured on specimens as 
x1 = 0.075 i n . 
x2 = 0. 100 i n . 
x3 = 0. 100 in. 
By substituting these values in Eq n A-3 & A-5 . 
Text p = T3 + 2.6125 (T3 - T4) 
& Text p• = T5 + 2.6125 (T5 - T6) 
Once T3, T4, T5 & T6 are known Text P - extrapolated surface 
temperature for the rotaing specimen and Text p• - extrapolated surface 
temperature for the stationary specimen can be determined. 
A TYPICAL RESULT - READ FROM U.V. OSCILLOGRAPH 
DWTE: 40 DATE: 2.1.74 RPM: 400 DETAIL: Cold/No Air LOAD CYCLES: 510HZ. 
REVOLUTIONS INITIAL DE FL. lK 3K 4K 5K 7K 8K 12K 15K 19K 
FUNCTION 
T3 0 24.5 27 29.5 30 29.5 30 34.5 34 34 Reading 
24.5 27 29.5 30 29.5 30 34.5 34 34 De flection (mm) 
96 104 114 116 114 116 134 132 132 oc 
·-------------
-------------
------ ------- -------- -------- --------
--------- ---------
-------- ------
T4 8 35 33 34.5 34 33.5 34 36.5 39 .0 39.0 Reading 
27 25 26.5 26 25.5 26 28.5 31.0 31.0 





------ ------- -------- -------- --------
---------
-------- -------- -------
T5 15 25 42.0 42.0 43.0 43.0 44.0 43.0 44.0 43.5 Reading 
10 27.0 27.0 28 28 29 28 29 28.5 







------ ------- --------- -------- --------
---------
-------- -------- -------
T6 20 28.5 40.5 41.5 4L5 42 42.5 41.5 40 41.5 Reading 
8.5 20.5 21.5 21.5 22 22.5 21.5 20 21.5 
34 84 87 87 89 91 87 83 89 
Deflection 
oc 





N 64 65 70-100 80-100 80-100 80-100 75-95 78-98 75-95 75-95 Reading 
(Norma 1 Load 1 6-36 16-36 16-36 16-36 11-31 14-34 11-31 11-31 
140-840 375-840 375-840 375-840 256-723 326-793 256-723 256-723 
Deflection (N) 




TQ 40.0 55.0 58.0 58.5 58.5 58.5 58.5 58.5 58.5 59 Reading 
(TORQUE) 15.0 18.0 18.5 18.5 18.5 18.5 18.5 18.5 19 Deflection 








Text R (oC) 100 108 130 140 134 136 180 151 150 
Text s (oC) 52 156 147 163 157 167 163 177 165 
( 150) 
( 165) 
1 1 8 
The number on the right hand bottom corner of the table , 
inside brackets, are the mean extrapolated surface temperatures. 
The method for calculating this mean value from the temperature 
distribution from 3000 revolutions to 30,000 revolutions is 
shown in Appendix B. 
For the fluctuations in the normal load acting at the 
specimen interface, the minimum and the maximum values are read. 
Also when the paper speed was kept at 18 ips the frequency of 
load fluctuation was measured. The load was fluctuating at a 
rate of 510 cycles/sec. 
The record of vibrations in the lathe machine for DWTE 40 
is shown in Fig 9.1 . The position of the accelerometer, various 
settings of the pre-amplifier, frequency analyser and level recorder 
are given on the graph. The X-axis is the frequency scale and the 
frequency of the peaks is written adjacent to the peak . The vib-
ration reading goes back to zero level, each time the range is 
changed on the analyser. TheY-axis in Fig 9.1. is the B-power 
scale. The values of the divisions are written in (g 2/HZ)x 10- 4 . 
These readings are shown in Table 9.2. together with the linear of 
displacement (amplitude) calculated from them . The integrated power 
. 3000HZ 
spectral dens1ty ( ~ 2/HZ) of the vibration was determined 
20HZ g 
by adding the areas under each peak over the range of 20HZ to 3000HZ. 
The calculated values are shown in the last column in Table 9.2. 
The results of the X-ray diffraction are shown in Table 9.3. 
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TABLE 9.2 (Cont'd) 












































1 73.2 36.6 
--
85.6 42.8 2 
--J 91.6 45.8 
r;- 100.4 50.2 
-5 108.4 54.2 
r-
6 112.8 56.4° 
I 
r 7 125.2 62.6 
8 133.6 66.8 
9 137.8 68 . 9 



















































Remarks d obs 
o< Fe 2o3 3.649 
3.140 
Fe 3o4 2.945 
o( Fe2o3 2.70 
Fe 3o4 o<. Fe 2o3 
2.515 
Fe 3o4 2.424 




"< Fe 2.025 
0( Fe 2o3 1. 832 
o<Fe 2o3 1. 697 
Fe 3o4 o<. Fe 2o3 
1. 60 
Fe 3o4 ~ Fe2o3 
1. 492 
o( Fe 2o3 1. 456 
o< Fe2o3 1. 352 
o< Fe 2o3 1 . 311 
Fe 3o4 0<' Fe2o3 
1. 262 
"'< Fe 3o4 1 . 216 
o< Fe 1 . 170 
J. F. Conroy 
January 26, 1974 
o<·Fe, o(-Fe 2o3 , Fe 3o4 










4 1. 838 
6 1. 690 
2 1. 61 1. 596 
7 1. 483 1. 484 
5 1. 452 
1 1. 349 
3 1 . 310 
3 1. 264 1.258 
4 1.2112 
3 1.1702 
























The distribution of the wear debris particles is given in 
Table 9 . 4. From this data, the distribution curve is plotted, as 
shown in Fig 9.14. 
The studies of structural changes are described in detail 
in later sections of this chapter. 
9.1.2 . Wear Tests 
Tables of the wear test results are enclosed in the Appendix 
c. 
The results of the wear tests performed at a nominal load of 
490N to study the effect of sliding speed, effect of specimen holder 
temperature, effect of forcing air, preheated air and various gas 
mixtures through the specimens are given in tables C-1 to C-21. 
Table C-1 summarizes the wear rates, coefficients of friction, 
extrapolated surface temperature and their standard deviations, listed 
as mean values for each of the speeds used with unheated specimens 
and no air. Table C-2 lists values of above variables for each individ-
ual run. Table C-3 summarises the X-ray analysis and size analysis on 
debris particles . Table C-4 1 ists the displacement at the six lowest 
frequencies of vibration and integrated power spectral density for 
frequencies of 20 to 3000 HZ for each run of the series. 
Table C-5, C-6, and C-7 are corresponding tables for runs during 
which specimen holder temperatures were changed . (Vibration was not 
recorded). Tables C-8, C-9, C-10 and C-11 record the results for 
unheated specimens with air flow of 75 x 10- 6 m3/s . Tables C-12 and 
C-13 record the results with preheated air. Vibration was not recorded 
and only one run was taken at one speed. 
r TABLE 9.4 
PARTICLE SIZE ANALYSIS DATA 
SAMPLE NO. 40 LOT 3 (Collected under specimen) 
SLIDE NO. VS403 
X,; 0 6 7.5 10 13 17 23 30 
fm 0 0.50 0.64 0.85 1. 11 1. 45 1.96 2.55 
1 152 141• 141 120 74 48 25 w 
2 147 144 140 123 90 57 32 22 
3 155 150 148 135 102 65 32 19 
4 132 126 124 110 73 49 29 24 
5 175 170 165 153 103 75 41 19 
6 261 248 240 216 149 83 42 22 




T 1185 1140 111 3 994 689 435 228 129 
% 96 94 84 58 37 19 11 
100-R 4 6 16 42 63 81 89 
f 4 2 10 26 21 18 8 
OBJECTIVE x100 
OPTOVAR x2.0 
39 51 66 
I 
3.32 4.34 5.61 
3 2 1 
11 2 1 
6 2 1 
12 5 1 
11 6 4 
11 5 3 
6 4 3 
60 26 14 
5 2 1 
95 98 99 



























: TABLE 9,4 (cont'd) 
PARTICLE SIZE ANALYSIS DATA 
SAMPLE NO. 40 LOT 1 (on filter paper) 
SLIDE NO. VS401 
X.,.~ 0 6 7.5 10 13 17 23 30 
p.m 0 0.50 0.64 0.85 1. 11 1.45 1. 96 2.55 
1 132 108 87 56 43 28 19 15 
2 130 104 77 53 37 31 26 16 
3 141 125 104 68 46 39 37 31 
4 129 111 97 60 49 40 30 26 






T 691 585 473 310 230 175 143 118 
% 85 68 45 33 25 20 17 
100-R 15 32 55 67 75 80 83 
f 15 17 23 12 8 5 3 
39 51 






































Tables C-14 to C-17 record the results with different gas 
mixtures at a sliding speed of 0 . 965 m/s. Tables C-18 to C-21 
record the results with different gas mixtures at a sliding speed 
of 1.158 m/s. 
Tables C-22 to C-24, C-25 to C-28, C-29 to C-32 list the 
results for unheated specimens and with a load of 295N, for no 
air, with air and gas mixtures respectively. (There were no vib-
ration recordings with no air . ) 
Tables C-33 to C-35, C-36 to C-39 record the results at a 
normal load of 980N, with no air and with air respectively. Vib-
ration was not recorded for the runs without air. 
9.1.2.1. Effect of sliding speed on wear rate 
In Fig 9 . 2 . (a) the effect of the sliding speed on the wear 
rate (expressed as wear volume per unit distance) at a nominal load 
of 490N is shown . The three plots from bottom to top represent the 
wear rate of the stationary specimen, rotating specimen and the 
total wear rate respectively . The total wear rate was obtained by 
adding the wear rates of the stationary and the rotating specimen. 
When the speed was increased from 0.193 m/s to 0.965 m/s. a decrease 
in the wear rate values was noticed. At a speed of 1 . 061 m/s a 
scatter in the wear rate values was observed. Results from three 
tests out of a total of six performed at this speed, showed a jump 
in the wear rate to higher values while the remaining three were at 









































LOAD- 490 N 
I STANDARD DEVIATION 
• TOTAL WEAR RATE 
e ROTATING SPECIMEN 
(iii) STATIONARY SPECIMEN 
0·1+-------+-------~----~~----~-------+-------r------~ 
193 386 579 772 965 1158 1351 1544 
SLIDING SPEED .X 103 ( m/s) 
FIG· 9·2 (o) 
EFFECT OF SLIDING SPEED ON WEAR RATE 
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0.965 m/s . The wear debris particles from the experiments at the 
speed of 1.061 m/s and with higher wear rate were identified as 
O...·Fe, Fe 3o4 , o<-Fe 2o3 and FeO , v.Jhile the identification of debris 
particles from the experiments at the 1.061 m/s and with lower 
wear rate revealed the presence of ~Fe, Fe 3o4 and 
No FeO was noticed, even in a trace form . 
When the sliding speed was increased to 1.158 m/s, the wear 
rate was lower than the higher of the two sets of wear rates measured 
at 1.061 m/s . A further increase in speed to 1.544 m/s caused the 
wear rate to decrease again. 
The mean values and the standard deviation of the wear rate 
are given in table C-1 while results of individual tests are tabu-
lated in table C-2 . The deviation was determined for al 1 the wear 
rate measurements relative to the mean wear rate of the tests at a 
given speed. These deviations were expressed as a ratio of mean 
value and a standard deviation (ratio) was calculated from all the 
deviation values so determined. This standard deviation i s shown in 
the graph. 
As mentioned in the section 9 . 1.1 . all the experiments up to 
a sliding speed of 1 . 061 m/s were carried out for a constant number 
of revolutions (30,000 Revs . ) and hence for a constant distance of 
sliding. The experiments at the two higher speeds 1.158 m/s and 
1.544 m/s were carried out for 40,000 Revs., the distance of sliding 
was same for these two experiments . However , the time for wear was 
different for different speeds. In tables C-1 and C-2 the mean values 
129 
and the standard deviation of the wear rate expressed as wear mass 
per unit time and the results of individual tests are given. In 
Fig 9 . 2 . (b), the effect of sliding speed on wear rate (expressed as 
wear mass per unit time) is shown . An increase in the sliding speed 
from 0.193 m/s to 0 . 772 m/s caused the wear rate to decrease. However, 
the decrease is not as prominent as in Fig 9 . 2(a). With an increase 
in speed to 1.061 m/s, the wear rate showed an increase . The highest 
wear rate was noticed at the sliding speed of 1.061 m/s, for the exper-
iments where FeO appeared in the wear debris particles. Beyond this 
speed the wear rate decreased with an increase in the speed . 
9 . 1.2 . 2. Effect of a change of specimen holder temperature 
A jump in the wear rate seemed to be associated with the 
appearance of FeO in the wear debris particles . A model for the dis-
tribution of heat from rubbing contact to the two specimens was post-
ulated (described in Section 10.1.1 .) and a set of experiments were 
carried out to test the model. 
The sliding speed and the mean normal load were kept 
constant at 0.965 m/s and 490N respectively . The specimen holder 
temperature was changed . 0 0 At the holder temperatures of 100 C , 150 C 
and 200°C six sets of experiments were performed, two at each temper-
ature. The results of these tests are given in tables C-5 and C-6 . 
With an increase in the holder temperature, the wear rate showed an 
increase, however, a jump in the wear rate to a higher value can be 
seen at a holder temperature of 200°C. The wear rate value is in the 





























LOAD- 490 N 
• TOTAL WEAR RATE 
e ROTATING SPECIMEN 
Q STATIONARY SPECIMEN 
0·1+-----~~-----+------~------~------r------+------~ 
193 386 579 772 965 1158 1351 1544 
SLIDING SPEED x 10 3 {m/s} 
FIG·9·2 {b) 
EFFECT OF SLIDING SPEED ON WEAR RATE 
1 31 
FeO in wear debris particles. The identification of the wear debris 
particles revealed the presence of FeO in the experiments with holder 
temperature of 200°C. At 100°C and 150°C temperatures, the FeO was 
absent. 
9.1.2.3. Effect of Load on the Appearance of FeO 
In the experiments described so far, the nominal load was kept 
constant at 490N. To investigate the effect of load on the appearance 
of FeO, experiments at two other loads were carried out, one at a load 
of 295N and speeds of 0.965 m/s, 1.158 m/s and 1.544 m/s and other at 
a load of 980N and speeds of 0.772 m/s, 0 . 965 m/s and 1.158 m/s. 
The results of these experiments are given in tables C-22, C-23, 
C-33 and C-34. FeO appeared at the sliding speed of 1.158 m/s irres-
pective of the loads applied. 
9.1.2.4. Effect of Forcing Air through the Specimens 
9.1.2.4 . 1. With a Nominal Load of 490N 
The effect of forcing air through the specimens for a nominal 
normal load of 490N and for various sliding speeds is shown in Fig 
9.3.(a). 
It should be noted that a small correction is applied to the 
wear rate values plotted, to allow for the reduction in normal load 
between the specimens due to the pressure of the air or gas mixture 
between the specimens. Typically, the air pressure was 10.5 x 104 N/m2 ~ 
reducing the load by 20N or 4% of the nominal load of 490N. The 












































LOAD- 490 N 
• TOTAL WEAR RATE 
e ROTATING SPECIMEN 
Q STATIONARY SPECIMEN 
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193 386 579 772 965 1158 1351 1544 
SLIDING SPEED x 10 3 (m/s) 
FIG· 9·3 {o) 
EFFECT OF FORCING COMPRESSED AIR ON WEAR RATE 
VERSUS SLIDING SPEED RELATION 
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The flow rate of air was kept at 75 x 10- 6 m3/s for all the 
experiments. The general pattern of the sliding speed and wear rate 
relationship is the same as shown in Fig 9.2. (a), with two differ-
ences. First the wear rate values are different and second the 
jump in the wear rate value occurs at a sliding speed of 1 . 158 m/s 
and not at 1.061 m/s as observed previously. 
At a speed of 0.193 m/s, severe wear of the specimens was 
observed giving rise to an extremely high wear rate. At a speed of 
0.386 m/s the wear rate was higher in the experiments with air than 
without air. For speeds greater than 0.386 m/s the effect of air 
was to reduce the wear rate. 
The mean values and the standard deviation of the wear rate 
are given in Tables C-8 and C-9. 
In Fig 9.3(b), the wear rate is expressed in terms of wear 
mass per unit volume and the effect of forcing air through the 
specimens is shown. There now appears to be two transitions in the 
graph, one at a speed of 0.772 m/s and other at 1.158 m/s . For 
comparsion purposes, the total wear rates of the specimens (for 
experiments without air) are shown in dotted line. 
The mean values and standard deviation of the wear rate are 
given in Tables C-8 and C-9. 
The effect of preheating air to 200°C before it is forced 
through the specimens is shown in Fig 9.4. The nominal load and 
-6 3 the flow rate of air were kept at 490N and 75 x 10 m /s respect-
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193 386 579 772 965 1158 1351 1544 
SLIDING SPEED x 10 3 ('m/s) 
FIG·9·3{b) 
EFFECT OF FORCING COMPRESSED AIR ON WEAR RATE 







































-6 3 FLOW RATE - 75 x 10 m /s 
LOAD- 490 N 
• TOTAL WEAR RATE 
e ROTATING SPECIMEN 
Q STATIONARY SPECIMEN 











193 386 579 772 965 1158 1351 1544 
SLIDING SPEED x 10 3 ( m/s) 
FIG· 9.·:4 
EFFECT OF PREHEATING AIR TO -200 o C 
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The pattern of the wear rate values are nearly the same as shown 
in Fig 9.3. 
9.1.2.4.2. With a Nominal Load of 295N 
In Tables C-25 and C-26, the mean values and the standard 
deviation of the wear rate and results of the individual tests are 
given. The flow rate of air was kept constant at 75 x 10- 5 m3/s 
while the sliding speed was varied. Experiments were performed 
at sliding speeds of 0.965 m/s, 1.158 m/s and 1.544 m/s. The 
effect of forcing air through the specimens seems to decrease the 
wear rate at all the three speeds. No change is noticed in the 
composition of wear debris particles because of the forced air. 
FeO appears at 1 . 158 m/s for the experiments with or without air . 
No FeO is noticed at 0.965 m/s. 
9 . 1.2.4.3. With Nominal Load of 980N 
The mean values and the standard deviation of the wear rate 
and results of the individual tests are given in tables C-36 and 
C-37. With a constant nominal load of 980N and flow rate of air of 
75 x 10- 6 m3/s experiments were performed at three different sliding 
speeds, 0.772 m/s, 0.965 m/s and 1.158 m/s. A decrease in the wear 
rate values is noticed at all the three different speeds with com-
pressed air forced through the specimens. FeO appears at the sliding 
speed of 1.158 m/s. 
9.1.2.4.4. 
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Effect of Load on the Appearance of FeO for Experiments 
with Air Forced through the Specimens 
The effect of load on the correlation between appearance of 
FeO and sliding speed is shown in Fig 9.5., using results obtained 
at 295N, 490N and 980N, with an air flow rate of 75 x 10-6 m3/s as 
described in the earlier sections. For these loads, FeO appeared 
at a sliding speed of 1.158 m/s irrespective of the load. The same 
correlation exists between the appearance of FeO and sliding speeds 
for runs without forced air. 
9.1.2.5. Effect of Gas Mixtures on Wear Rate 
9.1.2.5.1. With a Nominal Load of 490N 
The results of the wear tests performed to study the effect 
of gas mixtures at a constant load of 490N and sliding speed of 
0.965 m/s are given in Tables C-14 and C-15. With pure argon the 
coefficient of friction was recorded as about 1.7 and there was metal 
to metal transfer to a considerable extent between the test objects. 
The stationary test specimen showed an increase in weight after wear 
and the metal transferred from the rotating specimen on to the stat-
ionary specimen surface could be easily seen. The forces were too 
high to continue the tests for very long, for fear of damage to the 
equipment. Very little debris particles were formed. 
The effect of gas composition, a mixture of oxygen and argon, 
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FIG·9·5 








































SPEED- 0·965 m/s 
LOAD -490 N 
• FLOW RATE 75 x 10-6 m3/s 
0·1~------------------------+------------------------~------------------------~ 
0·02 0·2 2·0 20·0 
0/o ( v/v) 0 2 in Ar 
FIG· 9·6 
EFFECT OF GAS MIXTURE ON WEAR RATE 
AT 490 N 6 0·965 m/s 
r 
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using air. The effect of decreasing the oxygen content is very 
little until the content is 2%. From 2% down to .02% oxygen, 
decreasing oxygen content decreases the wear rate. There is an 
increase in coefficient of friction with decreasing oxygen content. 
The results of the experiments performed at a sliding speed 
of 1.158 m/s with a nominal load of 490N, to study the effect of 
gas mixtures are given in tables C-18 and C-19 . With pure argon, 
the coefficient of friction was recorded as 1 . 6, however, unlike 
the experiment with the sliding speed of 0.965 m/s, no gain in 
weight of the stationary specimen was noticed. Wear rate was fairly 
high and at the end of experiment the outermost surfaces of the 
contact surface of the specimen were different from the inner surface. 
Indications were that oxygen from the outside was pumped inside the 
specimen giving a polished outer surface. The inner surface showed 
metal transfer and scur.ing marks . 
The effect of the gas composition is shown in Fig 9.7 . The 
pattern of the wear is same as for the 0 . 965 m/s experiments . The 
wear rate values are higher, however, the effect of decreasing oxygen 
content is very little until the content is 2% . From 2% down to 0.02% 
oxygen decreasing oxygen content decreases the wear rate. There is 
an increase in the coefficient of friction with decreasing oxygen 
content. 
9.1.2 . 5.2. With a Nominal Load of 295N 
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FIG·9·7 




study the effect of different gas mixtures forced through the speci-
mens are given. The nominal load was kept constant at 295N and the 
-1 
sliding speed at 1.158 ms . 
With pure argon, metal to metal transfer to a considerable 
extent between the specimens was noticed. The coefficient of friction 
was recorded as about 1.75. The effect of the gas mixture was to 
reduce the wear rate with diminishing oxygen content. The coefficient 
of friction showed an increase with decreasing oxygen content. 
The effect of gas mixture on wear rate is plotted in Fig 9.8. 
9.1.2.6. Coefficient of Friction 
The values of the coefficient of friction are included in the 
table of results gi~en in Appendix C. For each experiment, the coeff-
icient of friction was determined and in this section the general 
trend is being discussed. 
The mean values of the coefficient of friction between the two 
rubbing specimens are shown in Table 9.5. For unheated specimens with 
or without air forced through the specimens, the pattern of the coeff-
icient of friction versus sliding speed variation is similar to the 
wear rate versus sliding speed variation. With an increase in sliding 
speed up to 0.965 m/s, the coefficient of friction decreases with speed. 
An increase in sliding speed from 0.965 to 1.158 m/s results in a jump 
of coefficient of friction to a higher value. For speed of 1.544 m/s, 
the coefficient of friction shows a lower value than that for 1.158 m/s. 
The effect of forcing air through the specimens seems to increase 
the coefficient of friction at lower speeds up to 0.386 m/s, and decrease 
at higher speeds up to 1.544 m/s. 
10·0 
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TABLE 9.5 
SPEED -1 (ms ) 0. 193 0.386 0.772 0.965 1. 061 1 . 158 1. 544 
LOAD (N) 
UNHEATED SPECIMENS 0.37 0.64 0.55 295 
NO AIR 0.55 0.51 0.44 0.46 0.45-0.62 0.65 0.58 490 
DIFFERENT LOADS & SPEEDS 0.46 0.48 0.70 980 
UNHEATED SPECIMENS 0.39 0.45 0.40 295 
WITH AIR 0.70 0.55 0.40 0.45 0.45 0.50 0.46 490 
DIFFERENT LOADS & SPEEDS 0.42 0.47 0.63 980 
UNHEATED SPECIMENS 1'. 75 Ar _. 
DIFFERENT GAS MIXTURES 0.60 0.02% 02 ..l:" ..l:" 
LOAD 295N 0.48 0.2% 02 
0.37 2.0% 02 
UNHEATED SPECIMENS 
DIFFERENT GAS MIXTURES 1.65 1.60 Ar 
LOAD 490 N 0.54 0.64 0.02% 02 
0.51 0.60 0.2% 02 
0.48 0.54 2.0% 02 
RESULTS OF THE COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION MEASUREMENT 
... . -- -· - - - ----""--- -----------"===--"=--====-==-==~ 
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When Argon is forced through the specimens, the coefficient 
of friction is the highest. With an increase in the oxygen content 
of the Oxygen-Argon gas mixture, the coefficient of friction shows 
a decrease. 
9.1.2.7. Mean Surface Temperature 
The values of mean extrapolated surface temperatures for each 
individual experiment are given in the table of results on Appendix 
c. 
The mean values of the mean extrapolated surface temperature 
of the rotating specimen are shown in Table 9.6 . With an increase 
in the sliding speed an increase in the surface temperature is 
noticed. The effect of forcing air through the specimens seems to 
reduce the temperature. However, this can be attributed to lower 
coefficients of friction between the specimens. 
In an atmosphere of inert gas, the surface temperature is the 
highest. When the Oxygen content of the Oxygen-Argon gas mixture is 
increased, the mean surface temperature shows a decrease. 
The extrapolated surface temperatures of the stationary speci-
men were higher than the rotating specimen by about 10 to 25°C but 
with the same trend. 
The variation of the mean extrapolated surface temperature with 
the sliding speed for rotating specimen is shown in Fig 9.9. 
TABLE 9. 6 
SPEED -1 (ms ) 0. 193 0.386 0.772 0.965 1. 061 1 . 158 1. 544 
LOAD (N) 
UNHEATED SPECIMENS 140 195 207 295 
NO AIR 105 150 225 250 240-320 300 310 490 
DIFFERENT LOADS & SPEEDS 330 450 600 980 
UNHEATED SPECIMENS 135 175 180 295 
WITH AIR 80 11 5 205 230 225 275 280 490 




. 375 Ar 
DIFFERENT GAS MIXTURES 290 0.02% 02 
LOAD 295 N 246 0. 2% 02 
290 2.0% 02 
UNHEATED SPECIMENS 400 400 Ar 
DIFFERENT GAS MIXTURES 305 355 0.02% 02 
LOAD 490 N 290 340 0.2% 02 
260 310 2.0% 02 
MEAN (EXTRAPOLATED) SURFACE TEMPERATURE (OC) 
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FIG· 9·9 
1158 1351 
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Effect of Load, Sliding Speed and Gas Mixture on 
Vibration 
The vibration of the wear test machine was measured at six 
different locations as shown in Fig 9.10. Vibration in the axial 
direction were recorded at locations B'and b ' on the main bearing 
of the lathe machine headstock on the rotating specimen side and on 
the normal load cylinder on the stationary specimen side respect-
ively. Vibration in the horizontal and the vertical mode was 
recorded at A & B for the rotating specimen side and at a and b for 
the stationary specimen side. 
The vibration was recorded in power spectral density units. 
From these values, the linear displacement (amplitude) of vibration 
and the integrated power spectral density was calculated. 
The linear displacements (amplitudes) at the lowest frequ-
encies of vibration, and the integrated power spectral density, are 
tabulated in Appendix C- Table of Results. The largest amplitudes 
occur at the lowest frequencies. 
The highest amplitude of vibration was recorded as 280 urn ( . 001 in.) 
for DWTE 22 at location B- Load 490N, sliding speed 0 . 193 m/s without 
air. The amplitude usually was an order lower than this value . There 
doesn't seem to be any correlation between the amplitude of vibration 
and the sliding speed, normal load or gas mixture. For any individual 
test run the linear displacement was higher for the rotating specimen 
side than the stationary specimen side. Also, the axial vibration 
amplitude was usually higher than the horizontal and vertical vibration. 
i_ . .::._THE HEAD STOCK 
---, 
ROTATING SPECIMEN 
HOLDER a HEATER 
BLOCK 
FRO M 
GAS SU PPLY SYSTEM 
FROM 















BEARING SUPPORT BLOCKS 8 
MOMENT ARM HOL DER 
ASSEMBL Y 
HY DRAULIC\ 
CYL INDE R 
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF WEAR TEST MACHINE 
SHOWING LOCATIONS OF THE ACCELEROMETER 
-- - -- - ·- -.· - - ---~ · -
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The integrated power spectral density over the range of 20HZ 
to 3000HZ shows a correlation with the mean normal load, sliding speed 
and the composition of the gas mixture. 
In Fig 9.11., the effect of increasing the mean normal load at 
a constant sliding speed of 1.158 m/s is shown. An increase in the 
mean normal load, caused an increase in vibration, except at location 
B where horizontal vibration of the headstock was recorded . 
Fig 9.12. shows the effect of sliding speed on vibration. No 
significiant change is noticed, except the dip in B' curve corresponding 
to 1.158 m/s. In Fig 9.13. the effect of gas mixture on vibration is 
shown. A decrease in the oxygen content was found to reduce the 
vibration. 
9.1.3. Analysis of the Wear Debris Particles 
9.1.3. 1. Identification 
The results of X-Ray analysis are given in Appendix C- Table 
of Results and have already been referred to in previous sections. In 
Table 9.7. the most common results for the composition of the wear 
debris particles are summarized. 
o(-Fe was always present in the wear debris particles, irres-
pective of the experimental conditions. 
FeO appeared at the sliding speed of 1.061 m/s for the experi-
ments with unheated specimens and no air. When air was forced through 
the specimens, FeO appeared at 1.158 m/s. For the specimen holder 
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SLIDING SPEED x 1d3 (m/s) 
FIG · 9 · 12 
EFFECT OF SLIDING SPEED ON VIBRATION 
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%(V/V)0 2 in Ar 
T: Traces found 
T~'• · Transition 
10 
Fe3o4 FebO Fe 3 
Fe 
0 present at 200 C. 
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In the experiments where different gas mixtures were used -
corresponding to a load of 490N and a speed of 0.965 m/s, for 2% 
o
2 
the consituents present were o<.-Fe, o<-Fe 2o3 and Fe3o4 and 
traces of FeO. For 0.2% 02 mixture, the wear debris particles were 
entirely o(Fe, FeO and Fe 3o4 while for 0.02% 02 the debris particles 
were en t i re 1 y o<.. Fe and F eO. 
9.1.3.2. Size Analysis 
Typical results of the size analysis of the wear debris part-
icles are given in Figs 9.14 to 9.18. 
In Figs 9.14 and 9.15 the distribution curves for wear debris 
particles . collected under the specimen and on the filter paper are 
shown. The distribution curve, for the particles from the filter 
paper, is skewed to the left indicating a larger number of fine 
particles. 
In Figs 9.16 and 9 . 17 the effect of sliding speed on the size 
distribution is shown. At the higher speed , finer particles were 
obtained. 
In Fig 9.18. , the effect of forcing air through the specimen 
is shown. The debris examined were collected under the specimen . 
The median and the standard deviation of te particle sizes 
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SLIDING SPEED- 0·965 m/s 
LOAD- 490 N 
• PARTICLES COLLECTED UNDER THE SPECIMEN 
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PARTICLE SIZE ( p m) 
FIG·9·15 
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PARTICLES COLLECTED UNDER THE SPECIMEN 
LOAD- 297 N 
• SLIDING SPEED 0·965 m/s 
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PARTICLE SIZE ( JJtn) 
FIG·9·16 
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LOAD -.490 N 
• SLIDING SPEED 1·544 m/s 
• SLIDING SPEED 0 · 193 m/s 
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PARTICLE SIZE J H n:tl 
FIG· 9·17 
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FIG· 9·18 





9. 1.4. Metallurgical Changes 
9.1.4.1. Topography of the Surface 
In photographs 9.19 to 9.26, a general picture of the wear 
surface is given. These photographs were taken on the metallurgical 
microscope using polarised light. An interesting feature of these 
photographs is the presence of a layer of transferred oxide film on 
the wear surface. In photographs 9.19. and 9.20 . cracks in the 
transferred layer and wear debris particles sitting in the wear 
grooves can be seen. The surface topography for both the specimens 
are similar. 
At 1.158 m/s (photograph 9.21) patches of transferred layer on 
a lower substrate can be seen. At 0.193 m/s (photograph 9.22) oxides 
on surface can be seen. With 2% oxygen (photograph 9.23) patches of 
the transferred layer and rough lower surface can be seen . With 0.2 % 
oxygen (photograph 9.24) the entire surface is smeared with a trans-
ferred layer. In photograph 9.25, typical of a load of 980N, a trans-
ferred layer with a hole in it can be seen. The hole seems to have 
been formed by the flaking off of part of the layer from this region . 
In photograph 9.26, typical of a load of 295N, the transferred layer 
is less continuous, leaving an irregular surface profile . 
Photographs 9 . 27 to 9.34 were taken on the Scanning Electron 
0 Microscope at a tilt of 30 of the specimen holder stage. In addition, 
photographs were taken at the same location with a holder tilt of 50° 
(in most cases). This enabled relative heights to be estimated by the 
parallax effects . 
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OPTICAL MICROGRAPH OF THE WORN SPECIMEN 
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OPTICAL MICROGRAPH OF THE WORN SPECIMEN 
LOAD 295 N 
SPEED 1.158 m/s 
WITH 2% 02 
STATIONARY SPECIMEN 
X 180 
PHOTOGRAPH 9 . 23 
OPTICAL MICROGRAPH OF THE WORN SPECIMEN 
LOAD 295 N 
SPEED 1.158 m/s 






OPTICAL MICROGRAPH OF THE WORN SPECIMEN 
LOAD 980 N 





OPTICAL MICROGRAPH OF THE WORN SPECIMEN 
LOAD 295 N 




PHOTOGRAPH 9 . 26 
169 
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Photograph 9.27 gives a general picture of the surface. 
The location where photograph 9.28 was taken is shown in the 
picture. 
In photograph 9.28, two zones of the transferred layers 
sitting on the surface are shown. The cavity formed is full with 
wear debris particles. Two spherical wear debris particles are 
sitting in the cavity. 
Count rates obtained with the x-ray energy dispersive 
analyser set on the FeK~ radiation were lower than for pure iron, 
atall locations shown in photograph 9.28, suggesting that all the 
visible material was oxide, both transferred layers and the sub-
strate, as well as the debris particles. 
Photograph 9.29 gives a general view of the surface. The 
locations where photographs 9.30, 9.31 and 9.32 were taken are 
marked on the photograph. In photograph 9.30, a lower surface of 
the specimen with grooves in it can be seen. A transferred layer, 
presumably oxide, is sitting on top of the surface. The wear 
grooves on the surface of specimen is inclined at 10° to the wear 
mark on top of the oxide film. Probably, transverse vibration is 
responsible for this pattern. In photograph 9.31, a transferred 
oxide layer on the surface is shown. The thickness of this layer 
near the bottom of photograph was estimated to be 7 urn. Also the 
photograph shows a cleavage plane in the front from which part of 
the layer has been removed. 
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SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPH OF WORN SPECIMENS 
LOAD 490 N 




SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPH OF WORN SPECIMENS 
LOAD 490 N 
SPEED 0.965 m/s 
ROTATING SPECIMEN 
X 2200 
PHOTOGRAPH 9 . 30 
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SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPH OF WORN SPECIMEN 
LOAD 490 N 




SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPH OF WORN SPECIMEN 
LOAD 490 N 






Photograph 9.32 shows the laminations. At the right and 
left edges of the picture, the substrate can be seen and different 
thicknesses of the apparently transferred oxide are piled up one 
on top of the other. The thickness of layers measured near ends 
from where they have been removed was found to be 1 pm . 
Photograph 9 . 33 shows cracks formed in the transferred layer 
and the wear debris. These cracks must have been formed after the 
experiment was stopped . Even the smallest amount of shear force 
can break open the debris . 
In photograph 9.34, wear debris particles of unusual shape 
can be seen sitting on the transferred layer. These were right at 
the edge of wear surface. 
9.1.4.2. Structural Changes 
Structures of the worn specimens are shown in optical micro-
graphs 9 . 35 and 9.36 and in scanning electron micrographs 9.37 to 
9.42, taken on the cross sectional plane of the specimen parallel 
to the sliding direction. 
Photograph 9 . 35 shows a transferred layer, probably oxide, 
sitting on top of the deformed specimen surface. 
Surface deformation is shown in photographs 9 . 36 to 9 . 39 . The 
striking feature of these photographs is the pattern of material flow, 
near the wear surface , parallel to the direction of sliding similar 
to that described by Dautzenbert (1973). The white area in photograph 
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-. The .:tesults of ·experlme,nls p¢rformeia~ a n'omina( Joal of 
. ? / .- . " . . . 
":! 490N to stuov the ,effect of the sliding speed, . indicated that,'.wlth ~ 
~. . ' ' . . . . . ' . . '" . . ., 
.. 
( 
I' • I I 1\'----· ---~-__:-~~;an-i ncrea~~, 1 n the $11 ding ·s pe~·d\ -_the ··-wear- rate -o~c re.asesu~-Fp ·T-.--:-' : 
.• 
_;. l --, 
' ., 
. r; 
~ I I 
':. ·w~sttte,n..FeO, appears in the wear . debris partilc1es. On·ce the 
.... t . . c • ~ l~ 
, ' I ' • •' ' • • 
wustlte appears the wear r~~~~Ju~ps to a hig~e.r va2~e .. but ·any 
, , l iJ} • I /\', ' , Q ... ? ~ 
, • H ,_ ' .. ' ,: further -increase In the sll~!ng ~peed causes t~e wear rate to 
·';.! .. 
d~crease again'. y 
'. r ' ' ' 
' . ..... .. ·" 
,,. 
• ':.' • I !":\ ~ ,... • 
·.For t_h~.exper1me'hts w~e!'~ ~~.0 just' appears·~tt can/ be· assumed 
· th'at the sour~e ' tempera_·t~ure-, r':e. the te~pe~a·~~re ~f the loca·ttons 
• • .I • • • ' t .r' ' . • ' 
at wh.1ch FeO ,_.,Is ,produced, has.reached· 570°C. ->rhe fi~dings, . tn'at : a ,t· 
" 'p _' . - \1 • • • ~<If,. . ,~ ~ • , • • . ,; 
r .. 
.. 
m/s a slfdfng ·speed pf·~.-9~5 ~s !'1~- wu'stlte ' wa~·t:lotlc;ed .~hlie- at ' l.-.15~8 
, . . . , . . . I . ,. . ·, . ·- . . -~- . 
wustf te was ·a·tw~ys'· ~pr~sent, 'and :-~h.e _w~ar r~te ,show,ed an - ~brupt. ,;,.., 
. · 
. ' . 
• •' . r , . 
. ,. crease, Jndicated ttie ·neec:;l for a tho.rough JnvestJgati~n in· the spe~9, . • 
'' ' .. ,,.. ~ .. - ~o r . : , . . • . • . • . - T • • • • 1 , , 
/[.)" 
'I 
· • __ ; range of 0.965 m/s and .1.158 m/s: · l, ndee~, t~e tra~sl.tion was,, noticed 
··~ 
F .. .. 
at the sl idlng speed o.f 1.061 m/s.- Out ·.6f-·:i_he ··51?< . ~xperime~ts per-
. - . . ;;•'- . 
•,-, .- 0 " .() I 
formed ai: thl s speed, th.ree -.~howed 
; ~- ~--~. ~ ... 
wear"debrl s partlc1 es. 
. , , , r' 
the ' pre.s_ence of wus.t i :~e ., n tn~'i',. 
• ., _ 1 
"' u •• I . •{) ( ' • 
., :~e . S~~ed range of .·0.9_p5·. m<~ - ~? 1 ~)58 m/s was .• '-therefore, '" • T )~ 
:a , ..... _ , . · ·~ 
sete·c·ted.:·for further .investlga_tlons. ·, The appearance of FeO at a; . . ,, 
t/ 








' • ' t ' ' • _ ,• • I ( • ' ' ' ' 
. r ; . , ., , , •. , , , . , 
certain speed led' to ·the post~-latioil'of.' a heat fJow 'modeLwbJc'h ·_:.~ . ··-:,' .. i . r 
.... I I • • •' ' • : . ' • ;:. " ' ' ' . ! 
could be·· c~-1 f ·b·r~ted by ,-the fact;.-that-"-F.eO appea~s at 570°~-'; . 
. ~. -~··/ .\1 ... 1-
'. 
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10. 1. 1. Heat Source Hodel 
.. 
. ' 
The .. heat produced at an asperl ty conta.ct, 
. ,. 
' .~ • 8 
' ) 
,,. -_· 
; .1 · I 
fl ows:·: i nto the 
1f • 
__ ;1; 
i;- two ~ul?~lng specf.:nens f.~crei}·Sing the mean surface and the amb-T~nt 
• I ~ .~.' ._ ~ 
enc.los i ng wha.t ~Y be regarde~ .as' the ' so~rce ,of 
' .\ . . . ,, . 
Th.e stgnl.flcance of .this will be apparent bel'{)w, 
' ' ~ • 'f ' • • • ·~ I 1 
. . 
' ' 
·: . w~en e~· is taken to b~ t~e tempera~ure of formatl~n of FeO_, . for 
. . r,) ~~-.... '. . . -
,, 
the experiments tn which FeO jus~ appears. · tt {~~~reatlsep, · ~s 
'"- . . . , . . . ' ~ ~ 
rJis~ussed Jatk'r, that the effective' oxidation' may· ' t;~ke place.-~onie , 
.. .;:. : . . 
. . o, 
-, 
little dl~tance from the actual point~ of contact. 
9A' ts the' a·mb .le~t temp~r~·tu:~. · The ambient .temperature rs 
taken to be :thk temperat~r~ of;~·he face of specl~en ·h~-1 der, ~s 
. . .. . "\~ ' •' . ( /' . . . . . . . 
.. __,... . , . I I 
. ~ ndi .ca.t~d ~y- ~~eel meri. ~?~'de~ .. ther,rt~Cc,oupl es ' (placed ~r~ . ~0 .-~~ritro 1 
the _spec,lme_n ~~ld,e~) ~~a~~.r·s .. bu~·. l.nd.feated. t~.is · temper~ture, _r~r . 
the heater~- were on: o_r not) ._.: Rs ~ s the r~s I stance · expert enced by 
I ... • I • I • ' : ; o ' ~ ' j' ~ ~ : ', • 
frictional he,at ·as It spreads . from -th~ sources over . the general 
! . • • ~. ,• 
surface of the specimens. ., 
,t ,. ;r;---- ' I 
' . ' i ' . ' 
_ _· ·, , 9~ .' s 'the ~,'r · s~r.face. - ~~~perat'Ure ., . i~ined as ~hat would be . 
the )~mperilt,ure .. of '·th~ surface, ! f tbe heat' were ... gen.e~ated unfformly 
·f I ~ • J • ' - I . I ' 





t ' \ ' I t 
J. J~: .1.' • • , t ;'" . : . . -.·::,1 ' • . 
~eat'"' sources,' ~ : R8 1 s . ttle r.es is ta~pe ' ~etween .. the spect me!' surfac~ 
• . ' • ' " ~ f I • • I tJ J ' ' 'J 
·and t~e lo~a~l~n wher~. ~A ts..:r:e_cord-~q • . 
• 0- 4 ,; • .· 
. \ .. i (' 
. (i"l ~· 
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., I . 
v ------- - ___ _ _ , __ -:. 
----~-- --1-9.1;.-~---.----:---
4> ' . -· 
. . . . , . I -
:es·· eA' IR.s and :RB .refer io the ~~tatlng ·'!jpecimen while 
I 
e ' · a· 1 R ' and R • refer to. the' s_ tationary specimen. 
·· B •. A· •·. S , B 
. ' 
The ratIo o·f the res:l s t~pces are. given by 
10. 1-
~nd 
" .. , . 
. . 









For the exp~rlments where FeO just appears • . 7 o" (lnd1catlng es=570 ) 
values ~f (Rs/R8)· .and (R5 '/R8 1 )- ~?4,e :ca ~ cula~ed ,. . . . .. 
o·f e8', : e~;· e8·-<a~d .9A'· - .~ ·. . · . 
f .rom the expe r i menta 1 
, 
· values 
- . ' . f 
" The ra~J-o - of resistances can then be usea to es,;tlmate ~~· .. for 
. ' , "' I ·. . . ·---i:,.:. • 
' · ' 
,. 
' ' ~ 
7 
' 
experiments wh_tch a,r_e a~mos-t. 'slmflar to the . experlrnent fo~ whlc_h .as: - .. 
. Is assumed.-~'- ·· · · · r·:· "'~ · -... . _ ... ,. .. -~---:·-. .' ~. :· · ....... .. .. :·~- - -- -.. · 
., ' - . ·, .  ~. 
-.I ·.·. An example of thls ·estimation is given · below:-- · 
: . ~ . .. ' . . ' 
• • •• - ' • t- • • • -~- • • ~ " ~~'?-t" ~xperltnents with the :st fdin_g s~~ed ot; _ o· .-~65 r:'/~ and mean 
• ,#_ • • • ~. ..,. I . -r • • ' 
nQrmal load of •490 N • ..,the mean · surface temperature of the rotatJ'ng 
d • · •.• . • ~ -· - ~ ~ -- , . · _ , ' : • 
.. ~~eci!llen · (6 8 } -was_~~tlmat.Td as·2~0°C . and terilperato~: -b'~h~nd . the ,. .. speclrt:~ens,~th~ sp~ctmen h?lder:-_. block ceA) was 1Qo0 c • ..• ~~en . the 
. ' 
. speed ~as ·'jlnci~eased to·, L 158 m/~~ ke~ping a1 '1 the o~h~r v~r-tabi-~s the 
·same as _for t~e - ~.~6?-~s· ~~p~rl.meil~; F~O_ .appeared, 1ndtcating_9 s 
~ . . . . . .. . '• . ( = 570°C). !h~e 'est'l..ma..t.ed su.rf'ace ~ tempera-ture ( ~-B) .. \;/as 300°~ - and 8 -'A . 
' . . ::. .. . ·' ' . . . ' ' ' . . . '>., . 0 
(measure~_at ~"'the ~arne l _oc~tlon a\~~- 0.965 _ m/s · exper,~ -~e·~. - _was .t~O C. 
. lt,seeined that · ·lt · mlg~t · be podlble .fo prolfluce feO at; _ 0.965~/s, 
' I · , -" - ' ~'\ • : . • "' 
~y 30°C t~ ~k~ It the same ·as~~ 1-l?B~~ ~or ~y 
•' I 
either _by _. ral~!ng _ ~ A 
. . . 
·.ral'S1ng' 8 A ~y : so~c to makeS_·e · the .same 'as .at 1.1~8 .~7s! 
. ~ ./ . 
., '• 
.. . 
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. . ' 
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~A su:flcte~ly _to . ma~e · - ~5 the 





same as in tlie experiment at 1.15~ m/s·, 
. _./, : , . . .. - I 
Tmportant temperature a~cordfng.to 
• 0 • 
" . ' . )  ~ . .... • 0 ~ • - ' ' ' ' 
' ·tor. the exp~-rtments at :L 158. m/~, · 
\ ~-
R· I I s 
- ... 
.RB 
570 - 300 .. . L 59 300 . :--- 130 
. . 
_ _ !~------;-- - -------- · -
. By usl_ng this valu~ of (RS/R8) .for the 0.~6~ .m/s~ experime-nt · 
• R e . 
s .... s - ... 250 -=~ ''= .1.59 ' 
Ra 250 · - ·100 · · 
·-.. 
·~ 
' ~ . 
- 4ss<:>c 
' .,. .. 
or 
.. .,.. 
• \ ' •• • I .. 
' . . . . . ~-. . 
1wh.ich shows. that for 9 5 t_~ be .570°C,.the source". temperature · .t 
, . . . \ . '\·._ .... .. - . ·.;i· .; .· · .... : ~ ·o ~ . . ; .. --· ·_ . . · , ~--.. . , . . . . , . . ~· . : .. 
has t~· be Jn~reased at Jeas~ . by 90. c. 'Experl~nt~ .were ~eslgned ~here ' 
th~~spect~~ -h?ld~r tem~e_r~-~ure. q ._e~.9A)· ~as. · s,;'~r~~s~d." _ ~eta~ ls ·of ·. ·. 
these . ex~ert men·t~~ are; d~s~·rt be·d. e,.;r~)'~ ~r· i_;. s"ec~· i.on 8~ 3··~ . . ·, . 
. . . ' . ' . 0 ' . ,· ·: . . . . . . ' .• . ' ' ' 
· For an incr.ease of. 50. c. no ·.f:eO appeared. · It ~as .found that •·· 
' - • I ' ' • • ' ' ' ; ' 'I • '" •' - • ' ' • I ' ._ . # ' ' - • ' 
_wh~n ~he· temperatur~ was)nJrea~e~ by J0$}°C . (to. ~rt_n,g . SA to _;200°C)_ :.,- · . 
7" ' 1 ' • ', ' • .... • • 1 .. • • • ' r -~ •, t 
. F~O appear~d,- conffrmlng the. heat 'souf.ce "inodet> 
' ,'t I . ' ' • '. '- I ~ • ·.., i' ' • • . , 
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tempeni_t1-1re neve~ ~xceeded · 34~ C. 
• • ' ' I ' o • • I • • f ' 
The theory that 11The total bulk. tempe'rature ts· representaelve . " 
, . • ' J ' -./ , ' 1 . • - • 
. ' ' .. - . ' ..... 
of effective surfpce temperature .controllt ng the wear mechantsmu does 
. . . . ,,, . ' . . 
' 
not .seem ~o be true·f~r _the observations ~de In the pres~nt, series 
of ~xp~rf~nts. . ' . ' 1- Ill - ;:·~- . ; 
___ l_f_, o_n · ~h_e ot het" _hand_,_ 1_,; ,! ~".5 sumed !'!~ t '~-~-~- tempera t ui-~ · ' 
·- . ! . . 
. expected to occur at the contacting asp~·rf t[es fs the signlflcant .. 
.. ,.. " 
.temperature . for the format ton 'of 'reo~· - the· appeara"ce of f"eO, at a : '-- · . .... . •· I 
I .· 
slldl·ng sp~ed of 1.1~8 - m/s 1-rre~p~ctive of load (29SN, 490N, or 980N) 
. ' . •· '• '-'0 
- ls dffflcuJt .. to explain • . For a' · load of 980N, FeO .appeared at .1.JS8. m/s 
. . . ' . ' . . ' ' ' 
. . . . . ~ 
d ' • ' I - ' ' 4 ; • ' f ' . 
and· ~ld not appear at: · l~wer . speeds (see .fJ·g 9.5) • . · l,f the . temperatures · 
0 : ' • ,' o , \ • ,I o •' \ • • 0 • ' ' ' • t • : I _.. I', 
of the hot . spot_s a~e,_ r.H~_fact, 57~ c~ it wfl~.J ·:be reason~ble~. to bel 'eve 
th~t when the load l.s d~-~~eased . to. 29SN 'th~ -' hot ~~ts fo~ th~ ;a~·- , . 
. . . . . .. . 
~pee·d 1.1~8 m/s-1 IJ!USt -be a.~ . ~ 'f:emper~t.ure' l~~er tha~ 57o':lr..~ ··~owever; : '· . • 
• ~ o I I, , • . •, , ' ~ " ' , , o.:. 0 
' · : 
I ' - -
FeO was.' ~resent at th ~s . speed ·and ls>acf. , ___ . 
• ' ,., I , • ' ~· ~ • • I • 
't' appears 1t k~ly' that-: t~e wear rate . Is gov~rned by_'oxidatl on 
• • • • ' J • ' 
. .. 
, t .. . . ' 1 ' · , f ' · ' , • 
.·'·o~. ,an area ~ - ]lttle' _ Jargl~·r tllan ' thehot s'pots and nC?t by hot·s~.ts ·. 
I 0 ~ I 0 o • 0 : .~ 
.or the general ' surface .Itself-• . The per.tlnent source atea , could then 
' '~ ~ I • • I • I ' : • I t I ' : '0 I ' ,.",) : • r' .' ' ' o 
vary wl_th the .-app11ed"load · pr:o~uc1,ng a.eonstart'f.•.'}'~?POrtJon ·~f FeO ln 
• .. 0 ' . , • 
' . r~l~tlon tq ·the t~ta;l · wear .debd,s.: The ~rea ·In ques.ti<~n could, l'n -· 
., • .. '' I o ' ' • • o ! ', ' ' ..J ,• I •' , '. • ' ' 
I - ... I '! I l • .. I ' J• ' ' - • t • f 
f~.c~~ be on the metar oxide .Interface,: whlch_ ~ 1s th·e · most plauslbl~ _:·: 
'• 
' ' ' o I I ' • I : o ' f ' > • , • • 
. loc·atlon ·for -the formatlon .of FeO In a -. mllltf layer oxide: To substa'n··. ·. 
··.:u~~e t~l_s·· ~t~te_me~·t· ,-- ~ ~e~r nx>-~~~ · fa~ .. -~e·e~: ~r,~~s.ed and ,dl scus~:d · __ . 
' 1 ' , •' ' ' • •I 
0 ~ • • • T 0 0 
-In .section 10.1.9; .' fn 'addltion;,;to the ;"arguments·.'put forth :in .the · 
, . ~ ' • .. ' Cl • • t 
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: 1 o. 1. 3. Wear . rate of . the. rubb'J ng ·sp~cJ.men~ and the .acc.ess I b) 1 i ·ty 
of gas: · · · .. 
. ' : ' •' . 
_Th,e effect of forcf.ng._air between the surfaces, shown In Figs 
I 
9.3(a) and 9.3(b) is interpreted as ·fot 'tows. I . , At tow speeds metall lc ' . 
. . . . : 
adhesion seemed t~ predominate and it crpp~ars that ·the presence of 
' • • • t _,. . • I .~ 
' . . .;;s loose debrls when there Is no air flow, reduces t~is severe wear' 
' . . 
Oti the other hand,. a_t hlgh ·Speeds, oxidation is a major 
~ 
oxt(le debrl'·s ·may be quit.e abrasl~e. 
~ • • . • • l f , 
I . 
element· in the wear process.· and the 
' . ... 
The presence of- loose debrls · ~ould, ('" ' . : thereforej Increase the wear rate. 
. . ~ . . . ~ . ' . . . ~ . 
The remov~l of loose . debrls~ s.oon a'f;te,>as f~.r~t'ton must · 
• •• • • ' ' ' :. r , 1 ' .[ 
11 i · .f::J' 
reduce. _any· abrasion or othe~ effects of 'the 'deb·rls and ~lmpllfy the 
in'terp.retatlon of the. wear.. proces~. · , ... ··-:- . 
: • • ,.VI, ' ' • ' : ~ · .. • • I ' , • 
Whatever .the .role of the ·loose debris, Its 
. ' . . :... . .. · _:'. ~ ~ . ~ ' .. ' : . . ' ; . ' ' .. . .. 
on th~ .' l. eng~h of<ttme 'such de~rls , remains trapped 
,. 
. . 
effects must depend .. 
" . 
. . , 
between the _rubbtng 
·surfaces and, therefore, : very much d~pend~n~ .on the' equipment . concerned,. 
,.;2 ' 1, • I • • o ' • • I ' 
~·~ I • ' • ~- • • ' ,. • • ,• ,. • • ' ' I ' • ' 
· In ·particular, on the 'size of the rubbing surfaces. · Qulck . rEWIC)va1 ·of. : 
. . . . '•' ~'" 
ttM .debri·s· ts - ·cle.~~~.;· a~- .a~·~a~ta.ge fn.-,a· study. Jn - ~hlch .',t · ~i~· deslr~.d ' · 
' ' I , ' • ,• ' . ' ' ~ t • I : I '• • 
. to stud_y as few varlables•.as.posslble a~ any tlme~i · ... , :· 
The propelis I ty for. deb r I~ . .'to be ·aIr_ borne;·.· s~ that . as m.uch as . 
,; • ' • .. • c ' 
.:.- • • · ' " • ' • . • I I 
· - ··7.0% of all · debi-i .s produced can -escape · collection on a ·tray; below test . . 
o~j~cts_ t_n~l .cat~s. t~at · ~~~ .~o~~t. m~s1. b~ ~~·~own · _upOn··.:an~ . ~~~ntl.t~·tt~e. · 1 
a~aly~J ·:; of'·.t·h~ d\b·r:i~· compo~J~_ion~·: ·in whi~,~·'-Jf ·has : ~o·t been '.~e·ri.fled ·.' ~ . 
• :- ' ~ • , • ' , , • ,' • • '. , , 1 ' ~ : ' , \ . • , 
1 
, _ I '. ' ' 0 
.. . . t~at . the . debrl_~ ·'ana1ys~t;l {s:. repr~senta.ttve· ·c,~.: all the' 'd'eb'r1 s p'rodu~ed.: ~· 
•• 
' { l ' • ' ' • : t ' l • • • • • I '. I • ' • • "'.~ . "' • ~ • ~-
'Thfs means· that ·almost. all . tf1~- · de~rls . produced m~st .. be -~~1lected even .. : . . 
• 1 ' • . ~ ' ' I ', ·- ! I ' ~ • , • • , • " '< • ~ • " 
." t. f · tt~e debrIs . 1 s i..i'.r-:i,~'rne. . · · . · .: -' · · · · .. . . 
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, , ' · ~' 
In :Fig !i.3(f) ~ ch~ng~s In slopes. of slldlhg spee_d v~rsus wea~~·~ · -~_.._, ..... . . 
n • • • \.. 
volume per urii t distance plof were :observed at slIding speeds of : _. . 
o. 772 m/s- ~nd I 1.158 ~Is: - i~~- wear._ de&ri~ particles ~er:~ -id~nti.fi 'ed 
as roostly ~~:fe ~nd ' .c*Fe~03 uptQ a,_~pe~~ of-0.386 m/s. Traces of '.-
Fe3o4 were found a~ 0.386 m/s, howeyer .th'e i~tenslty . of .. diffractio~ 
'• 
~ - ... 
: J:· 
\ 
-~- 1 in~s we_re f~ l_rly weak _ ( _ne~xceedi ~g .1_0% of, ~the ~xi mum -· I nteris:t-ty -- ~ - · 
(1~0%) ob.served for «.Fe). for ·.o. 772 ::rr~s, Fe304 was · pr_e~en't in the -
I ' - :. L ~ 
wear debris. particles. :. When speed was lncre~sed from 0.772 .m/s to 
' , ''· . . . 
:~ I . 
1:o6r n_t/s; ,the -colour of the· w~ar debris ·particles changed ·from dark 
br~n. to almost black. Hawever·,'_ the. wear ::de~rl.s particles were . ~ 
I · : 
__ .tdentt.fteci as ·O(..'re, o<.·F~2o3 an~~e3o4 for ~ll .. th~~-~ ~~n~_ ~ · . At~ - .. 
t ~ ' ' ' • ' ' ' ' • I • ' ;•! , 
speed of 1.158 m/s, where the :·second · cbarige in the slope,:.Js noticed~ · 
. ~ . ' . . . . 
. . 
.. FeO",,was found In the wear deb rh_ par t_l c 1 e!r. _. ,, 
•' 
I" 
: _It .seeme,d log'fcal ' to assume that· the o:xfdatton ·o,f the wearing 
I •, • ' ' • ~,. • ' ' .. • " • '"!.'•::i • ,·:, ~ ,' ; ' .. ,. • ' : • • 
surfaces is affecting these changes in s,1ope-of .'the plots-of sliding· 
. - ' -~ . .. . ' . . . ' . ' ·. 
.. speed vers.us· we~t rate · (expresse~ .as wear . Jolu~ per unit distance):·. · .. 
. . , . . ' , . . • . . • . : , . ~" . ~ . I 
Sine~ oxfd~tion is a fu~~tio~ _ of' tl~, ::rath~r : tha·n-· sll~fl~-g di _stance ·· -~··, :· ... · . ·-.~ -
, ' ' • I : • ,• I • '• • I 'a 
the wear rate value, expressed' 'as Wei!_r ... . I!ISSS 'per unft :tfme i-s: plotted 
.(' 
' ' ~ ••• 'J ' :, 
•• l .. 
I . , 
,' · ., 
,'o ' I I 
·. ' ' · 
_, 
''. 
/ . . ,·, 
• • < \: 
' . 
-. . . 
-. ' 
,' , , 
ft'f . . ' 
~· ~ I I 
. ' .. , /: . 
~ ... ~ . : . ' . 
·- ' ' . . . . . 
.... 
j' ; ~ 










(ref' Ta~·Je 9.5) lncrea'sed with the · - lncreas~~ In sltd Jng speed 'which was · .. 
as expec~ed, s.lnce the tota1 . heat . produced ~~ - the wearrng l$urface h!'l~ 
Increased. 
• • I ~ I • ' '" • 
. \ 
~· 'At o. 7~2 m/s, ~~3ob. ·appeared .at -the S\Jrface. i=e3~4 .has ·.a sp.in.e) 1 4 • 7 I T r • 
_ structure ·a.nd a 1~er -~-~~·ar .stre~gth than 0( · •, Fe2o3. whlch' ·h~s~ · an 'or.t;ho- · . 
• I • • •• • I - •· •. I c -
---:-·-_______ __ __, _ _ ,romb.t_Lstr.uc.ture, . rna~lng .Fe
3
o4 more plastic than d( ·Fe2?3 .. For - this :... __ _ -.----- - - ----.-:· 
_ . • .. ·· ·. 'feas~m. ~~ .harpness of FejOJ. Is 64_5 kg_imm~· ~~a I nst 1-1~5_,kg/mm2. of · 
!.) 
... 
• • • f 
. ' .. ·- . . 
. I · 
. ' 
. , , . 
' . ' 
' • I 
· . . ' 
t . ',• 
I ' • 
• 
- . . 
. . .  -·
.. ·-
·' ·. "-:fe2b( Once Fe3o4 has for'med :~~ th~ surfa~f. H ~~to to ~orne. ~xtent: ... . '· 
.• 
. ' 
' . . 
.,Hke a lubricant while o(·Fe2oj, . ~ld1 is th~ ·· predomlnant .oxide1 · ~t the · 
,Jower sp~~ds; a·cts 1 ~ke _an abrasive.. , ,. · ;· ., 
1 
-The low values .of the c~eff.ICient of. f/tc.tlon.1'2rt ·o.772 rJ~ - -c~~ 
. ' $ ' . '': • ' ' ·, ': : ' ' • • • ', ' • ' : - > - • • I ' • • ' : ' ~' • ' 
_b~ .. -; ttrl buted ' to· the 1ubrl ~~~-1 ng · ~~op~rt f.es ;·of : F_e3o4•. ·· Th~ I nc;~e~se · 




-~·· \., ~~ 
. ;,, :.. f , 
I· . 
'" 
_. ·:.;· .• .'J'n t"f1e ex~r-a:p~la'ted .. _~ ·ur·t~·c:. tempera~~ · ~--~ · .fh:L~.j'~e with l~creas~ ~ ln ., .. 
. l • . -~~e·_ pr9du~t .df c~ef~lct .e~~.' of ·f:rlctlcin (~). a·nd. ·slfdl~:g · yeloCtty~ (V'~), 
(f :~ v~)-, the .q~antiW·. ·proP<>rtt~hal , to· the · t~a _l \. h~~--~ :-~e~~·rated .~t· ~ _· . 
• ' , • • ... • ~ ,_-- • ' ' o J I 
' I 
: • ~~;7-:, I 
. - - / 




., • • ~ ... • • ' ' • ' ' • • .. ~ • ~.t • ' 
In fully· oxidati ve wear, .' the wear· rate must ·equa·l ,t~e oxldatfon .. 
.:: . ' - -· ... -- - . . . . . , . . .. ·' ' : , 
· rate. With .a parabollc .?xlda_tton ·l.aw it)s .Possfbl_e)n .s .tanda·rd o;{Jd- · 
• • . 11'1 • ~ . . IP ' - • • I I • .. • • • ~ I '" ·.. ~·~ • 
·atlon··. expettments to have·· two ·sJmilar· slopes . for, oxidation takfn'g . placet..· 
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pondJng to\.he -~xtdatlon · a_t .a .hfghe~ -tempe.rlt~·re ; ts' gr~at.er ·'.than th'e "'' · 
. ' . ·. · . . ; ·, .:· · ' .. .. 
thkk.r~ess of the film ~ot'resp~·ndlng·' t:o ·a i~we-~ .t:e~pera.ture (re·f. ·F'Ig . .- 10 .'2) . 
• ., J • • • . ' • • • I • • • ..... "' . ' - .. • • • l 'I 
The grow~h and ~emov~l ?f · oxr'd~s ... fram wearing· 'surfac,es for. the ~~ar ·,test~ . 
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~·peed of. 1.0~1 'm/s. there wer.e .th!~ke~ oxtdes, :and a re~~ttvely larger 
' ' . fAt . 
~rea · was cGvered by oxides. 
', • I ·.. ' , , I 
The increased thickness o~. qxtde Jay'er.s at high tempe~atures 
' , . 
· (e.'g. at 1.061 m/s} eoufd very well torr,e.spond to oxldat'lon 1 rates · 
0 -t I}..... :r-~.-..1 . . 
' ' ·iti:·.··~""., .. . . II • -
similar to ·.thos.e occurrl_IJ..Q-~.wtth the relatively 'thl'n oxide. layers 
' •• , ; .... ~,4. ~ • • 
• I . I ~~ ~ . . • 
at lower te~peratures (e.g. at 0.965 m/s and. 0.772 m/s). 
. . ·- -· -- · ·- -· _____ · ______ -----
'The observat'ton .of the change ln .- colour of ttie wear d~brls 
' I · • • , I ' 
part fetes from da.rk brown at',~ speed of 0. f72 'm/s to'· al~st black 
at a 'speed.9f L06{ m/s can be lnterpretted as -Increasing 
- . ~ .. • ,~ , r . . ., , 
pro'portlon. 
of _Fe3~4 In: the total debr1~ p~r-t1cl1 es · ~o·11~cted. . , 
When the sl. tdrng : sp~t!d was · ·tnc.r~ased ·to .. _l:.l58 .m(s ·: fro~ ~ ._0:61. -~ 
'. . ~ . , , - ' " . 
·m/s there . was an· abru~~ Increase·. In the . coeffl'cierrt"'"of >i~lctlo; (see . 
• I , ' ' . .; • ' . ' 1 ''):.:'' • , • 
rabte . 9 .'4r. and .. th~ ·ex~-~~p~tate~ · ~urf!'ac~- t:e~pe ·ra.t~r~ .<sf~ . ~ab_ t e . .'9 .• s) • 
• · · ,,._ · · • 1 I , . 
and FeO appe.ared In the 'weiu debrls partlc1es ··-(£ee T~b1~ :9~G).- The.- . 
• ~ •' • ~ • • ~ ' • ~ : o;.. • • ' . ' • : · : ~ . .l : . ·. :· . i : . 
' ~ .. 
' ' . 
•' 
.· 
I ' , .• 
' · ' 
"' ' . . 
-... 1 .: 
. ' . 
· ·"' .. 
' .,.. .· 
. ' 
' · 
' ' ' ~ 
. ... : 
expl anatfon for thls sudden rl se ·in. ·the ·.coefff ct ent of" .fr.lctl on .Is 
attrl,bu'ted ' to .. frlcttorf 6~~ee~· -,d~ni.t~a'l.' ~x.~es.:_ .~w~'~h .'~~ ; lncr~~-~e .· ~ . .,, < =--
. . . . . .. . ' '. , 
... . . 
' ' 
tn the :s,t I dIng speed : fro~. o.:7J2 'mls: t~ 1. lSS ' rnfs·,. 'the ~roport·l~n· of,. " :._ '" 
, , , . : . .· ·.. .. :, ·. , ,•, . \ '\ '/I , :-. ... . . . '. •; 
F~3o4· on the wear surfaces witl . increa;Se ~ntf,l .both the - surf~ces : ~.r~·-~t'.;. 
' .. 
.. 
' . r~ ' a 1mos~ fu1 _1v'.~o.vered ·with. f~394'.. the_· ~bse_rvati ~~·;· of .·~- -~~ah~~ 2 n ' . . . . : .... '• : colou~ of ,the wear -'d~br:is ·· pa~tlcles : In a.n 'evldende _ ·ln · ·f:avo.u~ .of this ~ .. '4' , • "::. • • ' I , ' • • , • :: '• • ," '' •' ' ' . • I'': . • • ,' ' . • , . .: . ·~ . ·' . 
" ·r.~ }·· l argu~nt'. ·. TheJ.~entt~aJ .o~td~ ·- la_yer.s," .wi _ll th~n - be ·rubbl~g ~gai'~~t . . . ' ,. 
' ? ' 
' ' 
. . . - ··· . ' ';.· . . . .' . . . . . .· 
~each other giv.ll")g rhe-to adheslo.t"' and· 'henc'e a htgh cdefifclen't of ' ... 
~· • • • ' t '.. , • ' • • ' ' • • ' • "' :1 ' .' ~ • ' ; ~ :, I " • ' ~ ' : ~ ' ~ ' ~ 
· , frJction~ whfch In turn wl11 ' res.ult i'n hlg~ heat<g~.nerate~ at the'. · . - ~ .. 
. ' .. : . . 
• :- I 
. r .. ' -: 
··- I 
• ~·i ': : 
' ;I 
· ~:surface. . . ' 
.. 
\ ·. _. ~ . ~ -· . . ~ . •' 
I , , 
• ~ • • ,' I • ~ • j ..... . 
' . -- · . ' ,, 
' ' , ,. I 
, ,. . '. ~ 
. '. 
' • ;'I < ' ' ., . 
. . .. . ' 
\ .' ' . ~ 
· ' ' 
., 
,. 
• ? • • 
: I . ·' 
' .. 
.. ~ ... _ · ~ . :· .· 
' .. 
:.: . :; 
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. . ' 
The · product of t~e co~ff'l c.l en~ ~-  c t I o~1· (f.).'~ ~n~ . ~he · s i I ding 
. ~ . 
' ' ·' 1': • 1 
· . speed ~(v5 )',- . the func~,fon proportional to th~: h~at gen~rated at :.~a. · . • 
':. ':" , • ; - ' • • - t 
' <gtveh load, Increased by altnosf 25% at, 1.1'58-;.m/s 'frc;>m the ,corres-
' pan~ing:, v~ue .. for·-" J .061 -~Is ~~~·rlmen~~. ·:Tht's.,_ incteaSE;\· in the to~a-1 
~ ' '' . u' ' ' • • I , • ' ·. ' . ., 
· heat. prod~~_ed ~ cl,ul d have - ~a . used . the· te~perature·s of ~erta in areas 
- ' ....... .. 
to rl se above 570°C and hence FeO was no,t··i ced . In. the ·wear · deb~h 
' 











.  '· •' 
I . 
I' 
. pard cl es. . . . 
' 
·•. -.Out o-f the,- three ' stabl~ oxl~.~s- ·of - i'J;o~· , F'~~-' - F.~3o4 and . . D( · ·Fe2o3,' 
p • ' • I I ' • • • ' ' - ..... , • } ' . 
:FeO is the roost plastic oxide. ·· It has a cublc structure ·and 'tts· · · 
, • , r _ , , I , . • • ,• • , .... ~ • 
. ' ' 
g • 
. . ' . . . 2 ' . ' . ' ' . . 
hard,.,~s-5 df S40 kg/11111 .'Is. the -1 east ~f(- the Jla rdru!!SS «?f ~ the three ' ox 1 des : ' 
, , 'l 
0 
' { ' f "'1 a: •, '• ,· ' •' ' 10' , •• ' ; t • I• ' '. 1 
- . When' the s 1i d r hg speed w~s· f.!lcreased t:t(-t..54lt m/.~ ,. fr~m . 1 ~ 1'58 ~~~- ,' -~ . 
0 
. ' · 
i · . 
- Jaye·r ci~ - F~~. \ t~J 'cker ·~il~n'.- ~h~·;_ tay~'-r . produ~ed. a·t'···1· .1.5S ~~ - ~C:utd ,have 
, " I • . ' ' rl . • :•" ' I • I ' • 
s:- Jol', , .. •' , • ' \ -<,'1 • ~ , • : ' ; ' I • ~. • 
. ·. 
been produc-ed .·.· Caplan and. Col:ten (1969) db-served . that for oxidation .· · '"' 
' " ·\- - • • • • • -' ~ ,. • ~ I • , • I ' • ·,, ' ,· 
·_of. ·i· ro.n . . ·~~br~ded __ .\./t .th 8 ·f~ ·s.t ·~~·- ·cit~~~d Pow~.e~) ·_the_ ·i:~l ~kn~s~::;~~ ·~eo .· ·:;~. · .. .. ·.: ·: '_ i ~ 
. . , .I . . . . .. . . , ' . . 
. fllfu tn.crea~ed: f~om -~~out· 2 pm.to 3~ -,~:·~~e~ ,. t~e ·: ~empe~~~u~e- ,_~~s - .r~l,sed:::·.:· : .. ~ .. · .·:. · , 
· :fro~ - sSo0c t6 6S0°C·.. · ..... 71:. \ . . : ~ ~·· :: - · . · .. .-: · .. :: ·.· ·,.· --. ·. · -' ··. :·./ . · 
.; ~ . ~ -· .· . ' . '1 •J • • • ·. · ·, ••• • • •• : '. • . ... ·' • .- : • • • •• ~ ; . >:)::·; 
... Even tho~~~ .fhe e>ct~a_polated rurfac:~..-·tefRJ?_~ratu~e of .th~ ; ~~~elmen~-, •· .... ··· " 
""~ 
0 






I • • ( ... 
0 
0 , ' , I 
at ; this sp,eed,- ~~~?es no~ tndi~~-~e .. a.; '·\ t'gnl _ffcant ~ha.nge,_ ·-~~~ ~~Qdu~t ~~ ·· .. · .. · .·· .. ·:··. :~ 
the .coeff.tcl ent of ,.\IJ-J ctlon (f) ·'8nd ·tht_ ·s 11 ding . SP,.~ed · ·(Vgl; (f. ·x ·V'5.-); ·:· 'J·,· ~· .,  
. "'' . .. . \ . ' . "''>t .. . th·~ f~nc ~ 1 on .pro~r t t.~ria 1 ~ heat· pro~~ce~ . ·at' the :·i-~~ fac~ a.t ',a :~t:V~'n . . . . -: . \ · .· . 
load, has. ro~~~si.a by -~~t is% ,from . th~ ~8:~; ~ai~~ . ; 1.n ,p~o_t~~ . , . ' • 
• · ' · , ' · : .. .- : .J '-...;,__ • . • • , • . , : · I 
.graph ; ~ ·- t _f1.e' Y.JI.n laye'r~f ~he o~tde • . co~plete·~sme~r;ed on' the. . .. .. . :·· 
surface alld · ·~ 17~ t : a ~a r t(a~k · fr~e: ~~f.f&ce, _c~~ b~~ / , . , • :. · ~ 
_ .. . ·, . _·r~us_. the~ h~gh~.Y l>l'a_s._~ -~~ ox~ci:, · ~1'' -- ~~e~~e_nt ·.~·t:'th~ $urr~~- ~ -}_:_. ~ :_ t~e .• 11 d I n9 . sPe~d o f 1. 5~ml s CoUi d b~ 0ff0~ti ng th~ r~d~ced. wear . :-' \ . . : . : 
._ ". .. - " . , . , ·.· - .· . . . r' . . ' • . .. . , . . ~ 
rate at this_s.peed· •. · . . ·\ / : .; . . ; .. , . ' .. - ~ · . ; . . ' '· · ·· .  - ~ , .. 
.. , .. t'\ ,.. , a, , , •. ·r · , • 
•. 1 • . ~ • . • ( ') •· :.A . _;. - .; :_ .. ~- ' ~ 
) . . . "' . . \"' . \· ·: . ' ~ . . ·: - · ~· 
·:; .. ·· ·. - - ~ ~.... ·: .. -' . ,.: ·. · ' : ,·:·· ~-.. ·:··. > ' .:· ·:·:. ' ·" .... ;·., .. ·.,;·~-
. ~ :· · : ' • ~ ... .. • • ' ' _,;' • '• ' , .. • ·, ·. ;· " , ol ' · . · ,.. . ~ - • ' : · •• • : ·· ; . ' <' ' .I ' , ' .. . .. : ~- :~'):~.:.. 
·I . . · ::;,.  . .-!'> , _ __ ... !":, • ' ~- ~ • • I ' ~ ' . I •• .r-- . ·~ t ._ , • • ~. ~ " :~:~ • 
. , ,, ·' .. . : . .. . . . : ·.· .: .. :i ·.·. : ; ' <; : '>:• ~ ·~:';0:; . .-. ,:: ; •• ,. ·::: .~.} ; ··./ :· ·> .. :... {. :~ .. \/~; 
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,-. . 20.3 . ,. 
. ' 
I' f ~ 
• •,• I 
; ' . I 
~' 
. .. 
\·It·~ . 0 ' · . •• 
'a 
, .. 
1 • 0 , , . ,: • • • 1 • • , : • I l. , - , , 
:.) _·The"product of the coeff'icten~ of friction (f) and ~he slldtng . 
... · "" - . . ·. . . . .. ·. : : . ·' . ·:, .· : :· .. .. ' ., ·. ..J. ... . :· · . .• . 
spe~~ . (V5), th~ functl,orl. proportlonal .~o: the h~a~-' generat~d at a .. 
• <. ,1.:.. • - t ' • • . ' "' ' " ,· • 
g~-~~~., )~ad~. rncr~as~·d 'by_.a~~st 2.5% ·at f~ 158 m/s_ ~ro·m ·the corres-:-
poridt~-g value for ' l :o61 m/s experlnfen~f. ·Thts .'increase~ ln the~"~~t~l 
0 t 0 ... .. q ~ I 
, ~ ... ~ • I , • •' • Ill ' ~ f) I 
, "~ I , • I ,.•": ~eal pro~uced,, could have caused the ' teinperatures of ·certain area5 
• • I • •• ~ ':': ' ••• • • • • ~ • I • . ' 
to .. r,~ se above 570°C, ·a~.d hence Fe~ was noticed in the .. ~ear .de~r"~s" . "~ 
\ ' .. . ~ ... . # ~ .. . . -
partlcte's.-~ · ' .. _: ·'.. · .: _;_:. • ., .. 
.. I ~ . 
t . ,•Q 
~ tl ' • 
,. ;. ' 
, ··' 
' •• ''to - .~,.. .: ' • , ~ • l I ...._ I I ' ' 0 ' 
~: .~ . , Ou~ ·: J:: .t~e ~h_r~e .sta~~e o~~des . ~-f..:_fron, -~eO, .F~{~~ ·a~~d· ... D{· ;~e2~3 ~-' . ~ :.< . . ... ·:.r . 
,-FeD. h · ~tfe ~st\.:plast .i ·~ .. oxld~·.; . .It ha .~ .. - ~:.-.~-~ruc~d~e:a~di·t~ _ .. · .-. -· . . __ .'·. ' · ~.:.: 
, h~ rdn~s.~' ~ ~ ~40: ~g!rm? ~: t~: I ..... ~ t tf: ~h.;, lia ;d~ i'J~ ? f, the ~ t~ re;, :rId~: . ·• • · <. 
· ~hen _ 't·~·~ sl.ld . ln~ spe~d -~~f; in~re~~ed\ t~~;·Slt~ ~~~·_}[o~ _ 1:·.1~8 m/~/~ ~ · ... ~ · ;· 
} ~y-er~'of . ~~~· ,; · t~~-c~~r ;tha~.·· the~ _ J'av~\ Ph>duced ~ ;t::1. 1.5_8 · ~~~:·-~oui·d ·;a~~ · · ~ ,_ :~ .. .· . ~ -' 
. l~n :.prc!tlr'~e~!· :·cap.lan :~rid Cohe!l >c1966), · ciils.~rv~~- th~~ · ~ f~~·~xtdatt~~ · · · ·:i· · · 
'J4r"· '\ • ~ ' • • ,., J . . '•.. ' 
. :~f :.· ~~ ro~ .. (~,'t)~~-de~ wfi:h~ s(r.m _.:~,:-.~~ . d! a.~·~~ ~~~~)· : ~h·e .. _. thl'ck~.?~~- ::~~ ;F~O ~= ' .. :_- -~ ~ · · .. ·. ~ . :-.. ~~~~--:~ 
--: .. . f_l ~m-:11nct~,~sed. ~r~m.·1~bo'~7~2 -}Jm ~o· :3~)1m_ when~~h~ ~e~e:~~t~~:e . \'IBS - ra~~ed~ : .': ,· . ; .,-.: 
·:, ",o ' 0 \ • 0 ,' ( ·/ o "" I. I o ", ;.. • • ' ' 'I • \ I "" , : cS • ' • ., , ' < ~!"' 
from . sao c to. 6 0 c. ' . · .. ·· .· ... ~~.,.... . . . . . : . . -- . . : . ' ' .' ' r-;--
. · \.·- :~:·E~en tho ·gh th:e· :~~tradrated ~~~fac~\_: ·t~m~~r~~-re ·c~the.·~sp~~; -~~~~:~: : : ~: .·L >: 
; .. • I " I • • I 1 .- ~ o : ~-.. ' ~ · .~ ; ~~·:, , 
, .. .. . ··; ,. -.: . _ ; .' . . ·- .. >~···· . . . ·,. .' • ~- · .- - ~· , · . . .. ··. 
IJ . ~ . ,., · • . , . 
· · .at'· thls ~pee(!, oes ·not;. l'rtdlcate ·any_slgni-fr.cant · chan'ge," ~he .. produ~t .. o.f _· · ·~ · -·. · · .. :->; 
·, . ;·"' , ~ ··~ : ·· . .. ~. "' ... . : .... ~ . . ' . . .. ,. · . ~. ·. ·,' ' . ~·. · ·, ' -: ." . .. ,.-:·, ... =.· ~r.. . ~-- . · :·\· t · l ·'·· 
'_·:: the .£~~ffJcl~rat of .f.r:t~ff~~ ·. (f) .. ·a~·d_. th~ ~ll(fJo·g SPt!~d : (V~), , : {f x· .~S): ,:: .. :· ... ·. · ~'··>.,,·_ ·~·\. 
~ ? ' J ~:~ · - - ' ~ • f• I , :..: , .. ,·~ : ~ ~ b' '•\ ,· 4 J >~ ' • • ;•,. I • • • , .' ' · , ' r I ' . • ' ' ~ ' • ... ~ . ' ::.~ • 
· the· f~tlon proi>ort.lonal to·. heat prpdu-~d'.~Fthe ~~urfa~e · a~ a·. g·l. v~ri· · . ,. · : ~ .-·· : .... . <· 
p . l . ~ ~· · ... ' . ,. •• ·; · · . .... if~~- · , ~ · ·~ . '"')....- · .... ~- . , &.' " ·: ,_ ~ : . . . ... : = ~ · - .~·-:·:· · .. · .. ' . •;)\ :~, 
:: load·. ·has increased :by a.PoiJt·25%··.from .the . .-1.'158 ·m/s .va.hie • . ·:~ ·tn· · photo- ·. · ·" :::'~ 
•• • . J . . . • • . ' . . .. •• ' . . ' ." . ' . ·; ~ . " :· ' •. \ ·.~··. ' . • .-- . ;.: • . .... , _. ' •· • . :. . ·.; ·,t ,.- -::- :. :_ ' 
. -i< l '· gr~~h ·.• .... _~; t~~ ~-~~~-~ l~~~r :~~ ._.tft.~ ~_9~':~e-~ .... c~·~·l·:~te~y· ~~:1:. _o~ · - ~~: ·: . ... _. .. ·~~-: _ ·: ,;:,: :_ ·~· .' · .. ··_-'5}: 
·. r '.': ".J . ~. ·.·' "surface and.Cl'lm'osf a W«:!ar fra·ck ·.:f'ree ' su~face·t_ can ~e· 'seen.- ·· · · · · · .. .. .. ·. -~ ::-
' ' 
. ·' • . .• _. . ... . · . . .... ,· . . ' · .· · . . • ;::i-': ·· ··.·.· .. . . '::.:··_:. ·. s.· ··:· .. ·c • . • : ·. - . ' · , · , : • , • • · . ·-::· ; . : . - ··. ~ 
· ·· . ·1··. · . ·.· . .. · ,Thus th~· hlghly,.plastJ'c . .'Qxlc:te, . F~O, ' prese-nt.at the· _$ur·face .at,·:.:: ·.- .. ·. ':.-:.:,'.~ ~· ~-: L-L-!-· _:~ •· • .. ·.· . __ ,, · . . :. · .:. : · . ·~ · ~ :·' ·· . -':: ·. _·.:., _; .· .. .. . :.:_ . 1: .... --:- -•. · · - . - ·.· .• ·_-:·. · : , • ·· ··,·:·<·.: • .. :··- .• .... r::·.: 
:. ··,;!.! . .. , .. the sliding 'sp_e~d or 1.~'44 lJI/5 couid.'~e .. af..,f~t~lr~g .. the red~~~-~ -- ~~r._ · ... · .. .-. .. i ; '.· ~:: - ~ - -'~(; 
... : . · •. . 7-rate· · ..a.. · · th--i· s·:·_· ·s· ·~-...e.d ·. -.. ·..,· ' . ... .-- •. ·.· .·. : · ·_, : · : · : ~ '-: .. : . ·.::· -~----. 
.. •' .J tal. ·., > Cl~ t";;: .~ . • ~ · . · .. , . , . :· .· i. ~ -~·J~ . 
... • I · · , - ·-
,. I .J .. ; : • · .! ~ r I . • ~ , ' , . , r' v , · · .I, : "• ~ .;· , .' . • ':~ : 'e· • I :~ ~ ·., , •. - ' . _. •; .. /~ ~.':' 
... ! -i . .. ,. . ·· ..... · . ..- . ·.· ' . ' ' ._·. -~-:-· ' :- ' .. .' .·.. .. , ,,•. ~ 
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. Changing oxygan(argon· gas ra.tios in the forced ·ga.~ flow .does 
ft • • • • • .. ' • • ~!. ' . .. . 
-~ ~S~·· .-$~ ~:~o~~ p_rom.Jse"..as: t~_ol. _fo:r e~-~cida.tio~;-·a~ ttie. ro.le o~ ga~eous 
u' 
• ~·-: 1 • · envi ronm~nt upor;~ wectr processes,. ~ Slo . ' \ 0 I 

















0 ~ . ~ . , ., . ~· ' ; ':;·· • (. • '-: • ' . <>: ' ' ,_){· ' 
det_ermined tn the . tra~~tiona~ ~x(·datlon experiments,, depen .. ds some 
r1 t \ • ') • ",.,-., ( • • 
1 
• · , ' ,r ~ . 'If' • 
. f · I - 'r . ·r-~~~~ ~Qn the· temperature. The · r~sults of· Fi~v9.~, ·-~.~.d 9·"7 ar·e· .beileved 
'
1
·to re~late- ~0 t~mre!t~tur~s in th~ rang~ of lt_~o to:' 65,,o~c . . ,· ~ ·,·:· 
. . ~~ ' ~ , ... ... . 
The .Jnfer~re'tatlpn .. of _data, ~.U.ch as 'that in Figs 9 ~6; .: :9~7 ·and __ , 
' 11 .. • • ·1-- . J • ·~ ' • T~ble$ c-2.9· and C.-,30 ;··~epend~ ot; th~ mode-l .~do~u~~· .for thew;~~- proc~ss· , 
• ... .. . . • ,_ ' • 0 ! ... \. ' • ' , • 
6 ....,: I • • ' \ ~ ' 
which uridouotedly Jnvo1ve.s· . a ~ number· Qf interrelated mechan,ism· • . For 
(:, ' <l ' ' '• 0 I \ ' .~ .' 0 : ' I D, ~ •' , '\:J ' 0 ),.. I I 
~ the pres~n0t·~~ts.cuss_l?n It ":fll~:. _s~,fftce :to lndicate 'Jtl~t ·~t~e ,obs'er.vat.ions 
0 
• ·,, _I • • " (1. ', 'J •. I - . ' I • 0 .' • ., • ~ : • .. • , .'• , 
· on th'e effect.of tH~ oxygen .. cohtent ··of the .envlronment ·on the ·wear"rate 
1 
D I ' · - '0 ": ' ( ' ' " • ~ b~ ., • • • • ,.a· , • '" ,., t f ', "'":" • .., ' 
·as .shown· In Fig~ 9.6 arid 9.7 ~nd Tables C·-29 and c .. ·3o are ·reasonabte~·. · . -:~ · 
. . . • . . ~-... I • • : i 
• p : ~ 1 ., ~·, "'<" • c I ~ • 
; anc;t p~te~t)a)~ v0.useful ! . ~h a ·~ed~~tto,n . ..-~ .~ t~e· oxygen ~onte.nt 'fr~m· 20% . ~ 0 ' .... () • • £,. • • \o I !) • • 0 ; ; '; 1 
de>Wh . to -: 2% ... there was ~o sign I fl.cant change :J .~ the .. ~ear. 'tate .,value.~ 
• ~ • , "' •'(' · , I 
• .. . t ~ • ' "' 0 • 1.1 • • 
... 
... ' How~v~r, below .'2% to 0:02% 1.t appears that . ·~he ·. oxygeri content co'ntrol~ 
•J . .. • • • ( 0 .. . 0 • t' 
f'D • • ' o ~ • • • ' o f( .. ' • 
. th~ . w.ear ·~ate v~lue·.' 'The r.elatfonshl.p ~between ' the o)tygeo content and 
' :; '' ~-· (} t 4 t> i ~ )~ ' !;:). '• ' ' >J I • - ' I • : ' '0 ' • ( r Q • ' ', .: • ' • • • .. ' I • ' I I ~ ' 
· wear" •rllte" indicates ·that the oxidation of ' the sur-faces H; a. linear ·· 
' ; , ill ' 1 ~ • ' 
1 
Q,' ' • 1 • # 
~f , t; ' ,. . II ' " p ~ C • 1 • ' ' 
. ·. fupctiC?n or time., · as t _ht,.s·. Is usually the cas·e .. when oxl'datlon ra.~es 
• • 
0 ~ • - • ' .o • t ., \l • ,, .
1 
' • •o , ' · ~ 
depend. _upon .9xygen· pressure... . · , -
··;,.. ~ ..  . ; ·P~~~ fter a~·d: La.ubme~er. (19~·5) · Jn 'thir.- s tu~f~s. ;,f_ oxidation bf' ~ 
•...,. ~ • ' ' '" - :1 • • • .? • • r ~ ' • ' 
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.? -~.' '· ·~· . 
rate\~. Bit ow 10 torr ,._; the oxidation 
I 
·. {.. . 
r . .· >;< • • 
'.' 
I , 
I 0 • , 
of th~ surraces followed the f - . 
~.,.. Unear rate equatldn · ~nd.th·e linear 
~ .1 ' ;• ~.· :.. ... •f .. 
J • :;.; ... - -
rate consta'n( (k_l >. wrur.re lated 
• 0 . 
•, 
to the partial pressur-e of . oxyge~ by the .equatlon 
. ; . ..., r .. ~- , . 
/1. 
where t<, ;> 1 i ne.~r -~ate con~~a~t ,· . 
& P~_;..\rti~· j _Pressure of/xygen ':_ -· 
:, Rahmel & Enge11 · (1-959) .t-n ~thetr study of 







ox1dat16n.of pure. iron· I . , r . . ' . 
' lrt,~r-02 mixtures at. ternperatur~ of ·7QO~C, · o · · ·o · 800 c and 950 c observed 
1 
. . . . ., . i 
. '. that the:partlal "pressure of· oxygen 'does not ·affect:. the .oxidation rate r • 
~ ") • • • I . . I . . . I • : # ;' ' • ' • • - • • ,\"·~ ;~; • , .. 
' ' ' , I ' > t 'o ; 0 · ~or ~02 values. ~f 1%, 1.-1% . ~n-~ 2% at temperatures of 1~,, c, _8oo1 .C and 
0 0 • L :~ 4- .. 6... -'-t, ~ , ') 
950 C re-spectively~ ·'· 








r ·' . -
: 4.. · : .. . 
_;.:(·. • ' At!i ~~Hoh·efi:···~arl J er, the resu\:~s of .~ 1 gs ~ ~ 6- ~~~d 9. 7 ~re be.lleved 







.~t_o rela.~e to tel'!lperature .In the · range :of-.450 lto; 6S0°C. ···· The~~.)s not . 
\ ·- . ' ' .: . :~ ~·:"' . . . ~ ·~ •.. ;~,1 . f • . • • ;- . • ..... • • ., ~ . 
el'lo.ugh .'data · rn 'the ava i 1 able · ·11 terature· on . th 1 s ·stath: oxf dation e>.<P.er-
' • • ' :: • :-, • ' ' o ' ' • I • .,. • ' · ~ r •I •, t • 
,, 
. Tments performed to st~dy the effect of th~ · par.tra·l pressur~ 1of oxyge~· ; 
. . ' . . , • 
• ' p ' • ( 
. fn this. temper.:aure zQhe. · _However, the resutts . seem 'to. c~thdde. ·wl th --~\ 
. . . ' . ·t, ~ ,. .• . ~. ,.· .. . ,_-.: , ... . - t • • • • '. ~ • • • 
the flndi.ngs ,of Pf¢lffer ·e .laub.meyer- .<1955).' .a.nd ."'Ralltne'J. .G\ ·¢1"!9ell 0959), 
' • ,. I> '" • • • • •I • ' • • ' . ( • - • ~-, ~o o o ' 
even .thou_g~ the temperature ' ranges iJn the oxld.atlon ' experfmettts are . 
,;;.- different. 




i .- . 
. ( . 
. ~ , 
. -. 
. ( 
,· f · - · , l .; ""~ : ... . . . ~ 
. ~ ~ 
• • ' • ' I , .. ~I .·.. ~o •. • '· • 
.o. 1.5. ·The. dl:fference .fn the ·mean · surface · ~~peratur~ .. of the'' t\-.0 
rc..tbbfng. specimens and Its _Influence on ttle · we~r- rate of 
.. ·.r -
. . ' 
. -
--=.- - each . sp~clmen: · · . ... .. . · · 
. T~-~-- e.xtr~~ol.~ted I s~rfa1~ .. ~emp~ra.tu~~ :-of· .-·t~~ st~ttoruiry ·spectmJn'.: /_ .. \ ·. : c 
, · . . I . . . . . , . . . .:. . , . . ,_"•.i ,, . . . • )( : .. 
c was . a-lways higtl'er than tl'tat of the_. rotattng specimen •. However f this 
j • I ~ • I ~ . . ' . . ,\. ' ' . . 
"' 'II ' J ,,,_ ~ ' .._.."1 . ... , ~ ' . " 0 •.-f - I ; ~ : • • ' i ' 
dlff-erence ·never-.exceeded 3'5 c_. · ·.Another"· ~lntere_stltlg observation was 
~ • " , ;; o • ', ~ • J < j o ' o -' o I •' .. ,,_ ' o ' , ' ' ' ' • : • o ~ • o -
' that the wear rate of the.' stationar-y sp,eciinen was alway~ . lower': than.· . .. 
. I .. ' - . ' 1::· .~ .; -' . < . •. • '.. . . , ' . ~ < : .. ...... •· ,• > : :·: :• ", , .. 
I' ' " ' ( i• 
; ' 
·. ' 
. ' ... . 
·" 
. '' 
, . IJ} • J.' • 
' . ti' t '. : · .. 
. .. . . 
1' ,' I • 
- ··~ ,i 
• . . 't,,. ' 
• I • . ,, 
• \ • • • : , ; r ·~ , 
' 'I~~ T' 
: :."' . __;~. {\: <:·~ /:\ 
t . f' - ' ~ . 
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1 
I .. ~ 
) . . -
_ .- the wear ~ate of the rotating speci~ns. 
. . 
The reduced wear·' rate o'f: 
' .• 






layer abqut 7s pm thick I~ the :tailonary specimen •. .Both ·r.otatlng · 
. • ' ........ " .. 
..! . i 
and ~.he statlo.nary,lpeclinen were . cove-red· w(t~ ,this hard layer {see' ·l.. 
·~- . ~ . . . . .·, . . 
_Figs 9.~·3 and 9 .• 4~.) but . l'n the first trans1t1on.'zone, the ' stationary 
sp·e~i~n was ~lways· h~~~e~r th~n t~e rotatl.;~9-../pecJme.n.· · "\. 
. ·'.. - . •, . 
·, A hard s~rfac~- 1ayer has ,been not(ced .)efore sometimes seen 
. ' , . - .1 /,. • ? • .. : 




r ' , 
. . -, ' . . 
. . ~ . . : . · .· 
·. the sut:facie · tayer. did -not etch .w_hite, b~t Is obviously hard. 
~ , ' 
; 
To ~or~elate the hh;~her. tempera~iire ·~f the stationary spec1men I 
1 
.. r ' • ~. 1 , . ' • , ' > - ,. 11 , ' I , , 
• · surfac~. wlth the tncre~sed hardness ·and reduced wear,~, rtlQre ~rk Is · · 1.) • 
...:., ~need~ci. Ho.:..ver. the t ren~ !t I ower we~r ra t~s 'at hI g~~r tem~~ra ture ' 
:.;":"' ! • , . • I · , • .\I\ . • ' I . , 
. ..are notice.ab1e In all the graphs where a reduction In wear rate ts 
-.......... ,_,_ , . . ; . . . . . 
· - "\" rfot.ice.d wi~h . lncrease/tn tbe s·tidlng speed. 
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Only in the lnt.erval between L06·1-· m/s· and 1..158 ' m/s is there 
, ' ' 
' ., ~.1 
a rise In wear rate with an Increase In temperature. The virtue of 
1 • ·. ' 'f . • ' . 
ch~osing , 1.061 m/s a~d . 1.158 m/s · for a c·alc.ulation of activat.lon· 
l • ' • " . ; fJ ',""' .. 
energy is that- we,ar~ de~iing ~1th two ~eeds ~hich , are practically 
. 
the same and all other conditions are simi \ar and It iS tmpllci t In 
' tbe. ana,lysls that the thickn~ss of oxide layer is the same- In both 
' ....,_,.w 
d ~ • • 
due' to simi 1ar mechanical cl rcumstances_. 
' . 
For the 
I e~peri~nts wlth air forced. tDrough ~he specimens 
.. I. ,, I - • 
load of 490 N,-· for a sliding speed of 1.061 m/s no· 
I I ~ . . 
_and a constant 
.  
I . 
· FeO was ~otlced; ·howe.ver.,'.FeO .was_not'tced ~t a ~peed of · 1.158 m/s~ 
. U~lng ~he ~del de:c·ribed ~n t~~ p;evious ~ect.lon, th~ :sourc;e . .- ,_ 
, ' ' . ·. • .' I , • .· ' ' 
te~perature .( S5)., at -the 'speed of 1.o_6r ~/s ·, was estimated as 52~C. 
By-~s~ng Qufnn•s .. model fo·r the , . p~rabollc oxldatfon (Equ~1t._f~n · 
. , . , .~. I 
· 3.~) . and rnsertfng .. wea.r rate$; slfd!ng speeds and calculated s~orce 
(, . • . . . . . • ' a , . . / , 
te~pera~u.re~. fo~ _the spe.e4~ of 1·.061 _ ~s anj _ 1. ·~-~8 m/s~ -~n. __ .ac(lva~lo~ 
energy'was calculated. 
Three values of .9s,' for experlments at 1.158 m/s were trie,d, · 
~ 550°C~ S]O~C .and, 6oo?c (~s per oxidation theory·FeO appears at 570°C 
I > • 'I..'""-\. • • • • ' ' 1,' (; o- • 
· · but the~e - may ~e 'st;>me ~~certainty jjnder . _thes~ - condlt"ton.s). ·tt . 
~ . . ( . . .. . . ' . '. . . ' 
Th~ values of activation energy correspon~lng · to these .temper-. 
~ • , • I 
. . 
J 
atures are 'gi ven._be1ow. 
-. 
• I 
·-· · I 
. ·~ 
. ' 
ASsumed source t -emperature· . 
f9r 1.158_m/s experlmen~ 
(~C) ., ._ 
. 550· • 
' 
~- - ·. 
·~ · ' 
·. Actlyat.lon ~n~rgy , 
· · · :{K ~a1/mo1~). 
. ' 
, • 
. '23 .. . 
. .: I ~. • ·' 
570 . . ' I I fl.""•••.· ~ 32 j t , • • 
600 ,• ·: 6~ - .. 
·I 
' ~ . . · .. 
- .. . · . . 
.·· ''• . . .. ' 
( . 
. ~ . { 
, 
' . ~ . ' 
0 ,. .. • / • r l: 
0 
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0 ~ 0 
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· .: -· t • ' 
The value of the activation energy for oxidation of. Fft.- has .been. 
found as 24 K. Ca i /mode . In the. temperature 1range of 4SQ0G·-580°C and 
' . . 
31 K Ca 1/mode in the temperatur~ range -of 580°C-65o°C-by kaplan ( 1966) • 
• 
. ' 
10~1.7. Particle Size . 
. . 
. The wear- debris particles were analysed to· see rf there was 
·Qany slgntflcaf1.ce. lt · was . th~ught that.there mtght be a:· c~)rrelation 
between the mean partl cle 5 l ze and the voxf.de formed at t~e rubbing 
• • • ., • -c . • • / • 
surface. However, no such coft-:elation was found. 
'. 
The mean s·l ze of the .patt.lc\es. was of 'th-~ order of- 1 )Jm. • . -. . • • 
Using. Rabl.nowlcz Par~icl·e ·· ~· fze .Equa~i~n (Ra~lnow.lcz, .1965) the 
' ' ·. . . . .1 ; 
avera.g~ partld:e ~_lze for __ ~e203 P.art·icles was estl~ate~ 'as ._2 )Jm.-
' , • , 1 ' ~ • • J 1 , 1 ' 
Rablnowlcz 1n his dry .wear experiments found the average·stze as 
• . , I . ' 
1 pm for ._the_wear d~bris. particles·. whic_h were · predom1n~~tly · F_e2o3 ; 
. · . . . , .. I ,~ ~ . · l 
I. 
•' . 
10.1.8. Comparlslon ·.of thes·e wear. results with the results :·of 
some . ottier. workers· •. . ' 
' • • • I • • 
• I l > ' > • < ' 
f1?st of ·the exper:lments .. by ~arle.s were performed at high · · 
. . ' ' . . . 
• ,._ ~ • • - • >a. • 
_sl tdl!lg speeds. (5 in/s., -: 1SO,,m/s)." and 1ow ' 19a~s (2.2 N • 1?~ N),. _ 
Alsp · ln ~Is -~rk Earles has u~ed. th~ fu~ctl:.on .((LtJAo)112 • VELOCIT.~) . · 
~ '~ . 
. to c~rre la~e ':wltb ~aflous_· par~meters. '. ~.i}s hard);: pos~ ·l bl·e~ · · 
\' \ Q 1 ' .~ ,l ' I ( • 
com~a~e -th~·· ·pre-sent wO~~ ~i~·h ~arles sind~ ~reater empha~" is, . tr; ~he . -· 
~ . . - . ' • 
' I '' ' 
\ I ~ f • 
present work, . was o~ ya_rylng ~peed rather. than· load. · 
. . ' 










. . . 
t ' • . • • 
. \ ' 







. - , , . ~· :. ' • ~- ' ' . I ' ' • . , ' . • ! ' . < 
. . was frqm o.l'N to 400 N and the · speed was varied ·frqm o·,oo2 m/s to . · 
. . . - ·. . . . -. . .. · . . , . . . ·. . I , ' ' - . 
l " • 
. ' ·• ""' ' 
2~~6 .. m/s. Mostly 'varlatfon .of to.ad was' sto_dJ ed." .. It would-appear .··that · .- · ·· 
• 6 . • ' • • • . ' • ' • . • • 
oost of" mv· wC?rk us~d . l_o~~s .. and . ~peeds . ~bove .. we l~_h 1 s- _T 
2 
. trans t .t'iof~· 'lo~d~ . ~ . . .. · _, : 
'· . 
•. 
~ • f - ~ 
. ' 
.... . ,, 
. . 
'- ·· ~ .· 
·· . . 
i I - o\ 
' . 
·- "I . . 
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I\. 
~ . . 
for which wear r~tes' were 1 ; _ 10.':" 1 ~ m3/~of .sllllng: for a J'oad ~f . ,' 
' ' • A ' 1 ' ' 'I 
4oo N _and .a _speed_' of '1'. m/s fo~ .SAE;1078 st~el and o.8 x . Jo- 11 ni3/m 
' . ' .. 
. 
of sliding for a !oad of 400 Nand a speed- of 2 m/s for SAET078 
I 
I•. I 
steel. This wear. rate rs of'' the 'same order as· the wear rates observed 
~·) , 
here. I 
~ the exp~rlrnE;nts _by ' Gr~s~e~g and Holgaard (1967) a s lmrJar. 
·va~i~t'f~n of we~r'rate,'. with' the black oxide d~brfs formed <?n othe 
' • ' \ o-
s·u~·face, was' ·notl'ced.' .Rubbing speeds ·wer1! .. 9~neraily higher than 
2t m/s wl th we~~·r . t~ in the · range ~~ 1 to .J.; x .. 1o- 13 · m3tm of s 1 Jdl ng 
" ~· , . I 
. . • . . ., . . I , 
for .. a load of 3 N; but the specimen sizes used' were an order lower •. · . 
• .... \ f 
. . . 
All these experhi~nts were with Pin on Disc or Ring tests ahd, I 
' •, . . ~ 
. ' 
·· therefore~ -':asynmetrlcal~ · , · 
' .' 
. . ...... 
Possible Wear ·fo\odel . . I . I • 
' 
• ~ • 0. 1 "t , , I \ I, · , , ' ,·, 
:·_Host of the · ~ffort .• . lti . the pre~ent :tnvestfgation·t. ~as channeled '.t-
... ·· ~~~to1 ~evel~pf~g the t~st ~qi,ilpmen.t.) The data obtained from these 
_The .. appe,ara.nce of th.e w"ear spec.tmens~ ':1n· partic~l~r; · _sugge~t -·'_ 
that ·dxld~tlon ~n~ ... the ·tran~fer' or ox~de ts t·ln~r,ta~t ..  ·~~o~det~~r ·~ith~<·\· ·~ 
I • , • ' , ~ • ' ' • ' ~ • ~ • ~ • ' • • • • : ' ' • t ,' • ' 1 • • • : •r • • ' 
. some abrasion ln. the speed .'rar:19e 0~77- · 1.~44 .m/s. .· . . . : . 
0 • • 
0 
I . · . . . . . · · . .. I . :·. •· .· • • , .. :' ' · . . . • • . ' · ' • .. ~~ .J Q ~ 
. ·· The 'appearance . of~eo · f·fld~cated it tha·t the ·significant · tempera,ture · ·. ,. 




· o · · · · · : ·- ,· · o · · • · 
_was· ,between f50 and _ 6~0 C - (~x~d~tion theo_ry · lnd ~cates ·.57~ C,) aJ:. the. '> 
<iii' . ' v sp~ed of · 0.965 . m/~ ~~d ·~ i_~ad. ~~. · 49o. ~ ·,. wl'ite~~w~~ ~~·~arly~ ~·~~~e . ttte · : ·: · ~ 
I ' ' 
mean surface · temperature~ 
' ' ... 
I ' 
. . 
• L ., 
' ' I I 
---.- --.~. ,.---,-;--.---:---.---~---- .- .. - . 
. ' • 
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\ -J .· ·' I . ' ~-
, A :simple, ·appllca.ti~n of Ar_chard'~ ·treatment to_-calcu.l~te the 
. . ' 
theon~tfca1 hot spot temperature, assurrflng only~one· hot spot, gives .'. · 
a.: temperatu_re .of .2675°C, ·· ignc;>rl:ng ~~y oxide layers w·hich . wout~ mak~ 
. . • ' . . . . I .. 
the contact temperature evc::h h t gher on th~ _surface .of . the' oxi_de. 
\ For · a larger number of points of cont"act, lower hot spc)t 
' . 
\ . . ' ~ . . 




· Number 'of 'contacts 







Hot Spot Temperature 
. 1 i§o -.. 
' I ., •, 
570 ; ' 
' l ~ • . ' : : )00 I 
. . .. ~. . . -
. -
How~ver. tt se.ems un:teason~61e· that oxygen has .. ~ccess/to 'ttie · 
~on~8ctl~g; rx:~~~~ ~du:r,~'g ,~ia_n.taC~ •. ~ls'!,~,}~_s un;easOnab le t~sm,;, 
tha't ,. oxfdatron 'takes~ place at the, outer surface of.a·n .oxlde. ' \ · 
I : ' ' •: • < 0 : I o) (j • c, ' • l < ' I ~ ,\ I \ 
,. ~ . 
. ' 
,. 
"' ,, • ·· ··Oxldatlon' ~s' ' a · dlffuslon c;ontrolled :process, t~erefore, . ~.-
- . :~, diffusion at ,~the\1 0XId~~m~t~1 ,_~t~,~~rfa~e ,-l'~ ~\ 1kely t~ b~ rate control lin~ ,' .. : ·.· 
'" { ) ~~ • • • • ' ' ~ I •..,;. I -::...: ._, ' " ., . 
as ~h:Js is , tht\' .coo-~er· std~ . of., a·;, oxide ~aver · during slIding. :Also, ,. ·111 · • 
- - ... , , , , ' I · • .' • ~ • • • ~ < ' • • I . . .I 
-~ · th~· -_dlffusto~ ~f ~,·l~on fs ' thotigh' t .~t~ b~ 1j,~ ·~ate .contr~ll ·ln·g .'mechan'tsin ' .' ;· 
'' • • • ' ' .. If -~!~ • •.; • # ' \;: • • ' ' • I 




· ' ' 
. . 
' ' 
. ·,·,j,· ' . - , o.' V<"~- \~.. . . , .. . .. ~. ' . -
· · ., . . : ,;· : . A . s·tmple · pi~tu.~e -wo~~d sr~~ to_·b_~-~ that. an_ ox_Jde : 11ayer . for~s, . · ... . /·· 
• 1 • 0 . ' , _ • .... .. cP4,\ t .."' J .. ·\.\ • .:· ~ l • ' •• • ... .. • • • I · ' ' I 
-. 
...... ·. 
·--{ ) ~ . 
. \ . :. 
parts ?f ·i .t may be:._transfetred_ an'!,:!"p~rh~r• . re·t~an~,f:er~e~ ~~tween_ t~.e .· .. . · . . .' .:. ·, ·· . ... 
spe.fh~n~-! · l _n~-r~ii~ng· ~h~ , Jay~;:·,:·t~J c~n~~~- Jo,ea 1 J~·:· ·. Fu.r:th:e( ·ox.idat·l~m · · ~- , ··. , , ·: _:: /_ . 
·- -~·y ~J~ur· •lle1~• ,:t~~s~~-.t.ra~s~~;;~~ - lay~rs·>' ie· • . :· 6y . diffus~o~ ~~ .. ~c,~- · -. · . ' ·_- .-./.:< 
• •• \ .... : : · · • • _ J.~ . \ ~ . - •• • •• : • .. ; ~ • · ;~-~~z: ·- : .. : .·: .. . .. ··. : ~- -__. : ... ·: .. >= . . . ... : >"~· ··.' 
·-tons. tiirou9ti _._the lay~r~ .a~d, .. _~h,'e .-~f.fect~v~ . t_emper~ture _o_f -.9~r~a'tlcni .is.· ·: .. . :; 
.. = ·, ·" ·. ·. . - 2 • ' ' '. ' < • : •• • .-. ' • • '.' • : ' :' : ~;-, ~ . ... , · ·,. • :· ~,., ' , ·· ' ._ . ' • --~ 
' . 
. . -.· 
... ' . . . ' • . .Ji''• .. • . . ~ # ; , ~ 1•• • , ! ,' • ' 0 1 , , • • I ' .. . , • O' , • ' ; ~ · • , ~ •,'; 
\ .:. .' .. · 
.i 
q ' (·-' . . . 





• • .'~ ~ - I 
.. , 
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·:-·•, . : : . ' 
0 ~ A 
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that' of an extended region below the points · of 'contact~ Wear occurs 
. ., I I ' 
~<>th by abr~s·ton of the ·sur.f·ace and by lo~al detac.hment of parts 'of 
the oxide. I ayer, ~:roba~ i y prev; ~s I~ .trans ~erred pOrti o~~t . ·.  . • 
. · . More work .is needed to substantf ate thls picture d to verify 
. ., 
~ I ' \ • l , 
the' possible ·tn~erpre~atlons ~f, .th'r~suHs_of.Ftgs 9 •. ~(a). 9.3 .(b), · 
9.6 a':ld 9.7_-,. discussed In s~ctlons· 10:1.3. and 10.1.4; Addltl'ona1 
: . \ .. . ' . . . . . . ~ 
: lnfdr4a}~n ~~- the ~h! cknes~ of the ~xtde fflm1~r,pho1ogy 'of · the 
·" .. . .. ' ~ . Ac;.) ,_ . .,. ~ . . • 
· Oll1·de>an'd t~ proportional analysis 'of all the constituents . In the · · 
~.. \ ~ •, 4.: . . 1 • 
. t ~ ... ?~ . . . 
·· ·wear. d!brls particles Is needed to· support . the most plausible ,pfc~ure 
. •'' . .., ' . ~ . ' . 
' . . 
• t , . --
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DISCUSSION :oF. THE WEAR. TEST MACHINE. & SUGGESTIONS 
• I 
FOR FURTHER WORK / . 
·j . . 
. I 
11.1. Performance of the Wear-Test Machine 
\' ( ' ~ 
. I . 
. 
With the e'xcep_tlon ·of desig~ criteria set fortl'lfor v,lb-
\ 
. . 
. ration, ~~1 other design criteria described ' In Chapter 4 were 1· 
I \ • . "' , I 
met: 
• ... ' • \ 1) ~ 
Vibration· was r~duced d.uri ng deve 1 opment of the equi pinent 
by incr~a~lng the stiffness _of, t~e_ sy·s~~m on the. statlonar~ 'side. 
. '· 
. I 
HoWever a,t the· bearin~s In the lathe head ~tack, hlgh~r vibration· 
. '· . • ' 
was recorded than on the st,~tl~ary specimen moun,ttng. Also; .. 
'vibration ·of the· crossbeam, beca~se of a heavy,. mass,· flffe.ct~ the 
• I 
overall vtbration of the machine .durin9_ ,we~r tests. 
· The . r~cord 0f a wl de 1 y ·fl uctuatfng . force .. of reaction 
. ' I 
I . .•' 
/between the rub.bi.ng objects causes some .concern. ·. This is an 
1 
apparatus dependent effect. The .stiffer the suspension, the less 
. - ~ . . 
th.e amplitude of vibration will l>e, but on the other hand t~e 
' . ' 
. . ~ . . . . . . . 
greater t.he no~mal reaction fluctua .ti~ns wi11 be. ' · From the point 
. . . 
0 
of view of Interpreting wear studies, the force fluctuations repre-
• ' 
. : , . . 
sent a complication: a departure from ,pn ideal steady .. normal force. r. · 
.. . . I . . ·. , ' · . .. . . . . ' . . . . 
It is pre.feraQ.le to have as ~tiff a ~est' eql,lipment as · is 
' ' ." I • 
•.· . . • ·. . -. . . I 
feasible, ·with. 6oth:vibrcu,o.n ar:~d the· norma' reaction reeor.ded,. · as 
- -: 
. I 
•' the force fluctuations" and vibr~ti~n, .along . wlth oxidation- and ' 
I , , I , , · ~ , • .., , 
. ' . ' 
other a~spects, in the interpretation of wear studies . 
I ' . 'I• . ( .. . .·,. I • I · 
· .' 
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A wear tester has ~een 1 developed which controls .the env'iron-




apparatus also incorporates some · control Over test surface temper._ 
. . . 
atures. 
~t • I • I In addition, -vibration generated . in the equ_ipment Is 
recorded~ 
·' 
The var.ious parts ·of the equipment are not novel. , Neverthe-
• I <I' 
less, as a unit~ this represents an approach to the most appropriate 
technique' f6r a ·. general study' of·.oxidatlve wear under conditt~ns 
' . -
Which c9me. cl_ose· to ·practlcal circumstances .of slidir\,g met~, l sur-
, - . 
. ' ... 
faces in _macHinery~?· yet ~ 11 ow· for. eva l.uat I on of ~o 1 e o~ .sev·e ra 1 
parameter"s affe.cffng oxidative we:,r. 
11.2. Suggestions fOr Further .Work 
I . l 
·As mbntloned in a previous ~ect i.on, more work is needed to. 
provide a defl n i. te piCture of the wea-r process. over· a wide range I •• 
~ I 
.. 
' ' . 
I ' 
of. con eli t ions. 
. " 
The 'foll01r1ing sug·gestlons are made for· further work to pro-
vide -answers to' some of the question~ posed by this work·. 
' 
· Tlie surface layers. on both the· stationary and the rotating ;. ·. 
• ~ ,. . - . • • . ' '~ f Ill \I 
specimen need to be analysed- quantitatively and rellabte 'measure_. . ... 
ments made of the thlckn~ss of .the oxide hyers. The proportion 
of the differen"t oxides, either .embedded in thE; surface ·or s~ared 
I 
·on ,the surface, · seem to influence the. w~ar rate. This can ·only 
. ' . 
be determi,ned lby much llbre detailed ana·lysis of the tran'sferr~d 
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at high I t·oads and speeds is s t 111 a cons t r a i n t , ~ 11 m I t i n g 
. 
the performance o.f the machine. 
' On the Ins t rumen tat ion side, there is a need fo.r · recording . · 




the specl men i, nterf~ce, in order to ge.t iJ ~.!Jant i t i;ve estimate of . 
' 
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The objectives set forth for· the 'work have been achleved 
I 
In general ~erms. 
It appears likely that wear rate ts governed 
of an area at a little distance fro!ll_the ' hot sp,ot · 
' 
0 
hot spot or general 'surface itself: 
.. 
_The area in qu~sti~n could, 
. 
In fact~ be on the . metal-oxide Inte-rface. '(Section 10.1.2) 
A correlation has been . found between '-_the. '51 I ding s·peed, 
... 
which in· turn affects the surface temp~rature, with the wear rate. 
. • I 
• • 1 
The appear~nce of FeO·is assoclated'wl,th a ' jump in the wear rate·. 
The. surface -topography is shown to be a functIon of spe'ed. 
<1- • .... • 
. I , 
lsect ion to·: 1. 3~ 
.I 
In ·an a,trnosphe_re of an Inert gas, wear Is of a severe 
type. When different ·mlxtJres·of o~ygen ;~d argon gas are forced 
' . 
through the spec!men,. a sigoHi~ant change in tlie ·wear rate Is 
observed which is similar to observations In static -oxidation 
' . . . 
· tests. (Section 10. l.. 4) 
-The wear rate of the sped mens· is affected by forcing al r 
ttl'r6ugh the sp~c,Jme~s. Al low s'lldlng speeds the wear: rate ts 
in~teased, whi'le ~thigh slidirig .s~.e~ds It decrease~. . ~: Air pro-. 
I · 
vi des a s,ufface fre~ of loose, oxi ~e debrl s at ·. I ow~r speeds and 
.. 
hence· the s 1 i dl ng. surface~ ·mare readily come into direct contact ·. 
I . ' . 
' . 
p rote'< ted i nadequ~ te I y. ·by very th I n ~xi de I~'/.; ~s • ' 4--ve '\-, at :- / ·' 
t, i gher 'spe~ds · the remova 1 .. of oxide de!>rl~ partlc~lessens the 
. .. ~ ' 
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oxides which remain fntact for longe.r periods. ( Sec t I on " 1 0 • I ; 3) 
· The difference -in mean temperature of the two rubb~ng 
' ... 
specimens lnf_1~-ences the wear rate_.: The specimen at ,higher te~p~ 
erature shows lower wear rate, except where. the higher temperature 
Is such that "reo Is 1 ikely to ~be produced, whl. ~e the lower temp- · 
erature is below this · value. 
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Extrapp tat I on of _Mean Surface Temperature From the Recorded Body 
Q • • • 
Temperatures 
.>1 • • 
-.For _ Rota't i ng Spec I men 
--- ·--· - ~ 




. , ... 
. { 
·; 
I c . 
• 0 ' - -----~- ~--- ................ ---. .. ~w~..__,.. ~..:lo...!:.,_ 
For simplicity of calcul'ations the rubbing surface is assumed --' =- - 4 - --= 
. . 
. -
· perpendicular to the longt tudtnal axis of the ·specimen . 
. I . I 
\ ' ,... -~ 
. ' 
In fJ gs. A-1 and A-f, actua 1 and s i mpll fi ed geometry of the 
··. . :' . I . ;- . I q . I 
··rotat lng specimen surface. are shown. / 
• I ' ' 
. " 
. ' ; • 
• 4 ' -
3 2 ' 1 . 
ACTUAl ·c~OMETJ\V OF TH£ SPECIMEN . 
f . 
.!!1 I J • 
I . ·' 
--. 
. -
• J .... l , -
R3R2R1. 
MODI FI.ED. GEOMETRY OF THE SPEC I MEN 
I 
. . 
·' ; r 
... 
•-.;:.-r:;-- •• ' . 














•• • Q 
R1, R~ & R3 ar~ th~ ·~dli 
specimen, the outsid~ sur.f..acjof 
of the -outermost surface of the 
cr. , 
wear face and the Inside surface 
. . . 
of the wear face. ·A1 & A2 are areas normal to the axis of t~e • 












!-f • ' 
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An equiva-lent analogy for heat flow t.s . given In Fig: A-3 . 
I ' -. 









Fl g •. A-3 
. . I 
ivlty of the material of test specimens, T3 -
. ( 
. ~ 
nd Tlt _·are t.he temp~r- · 
. . ~ 
atur.es recorded by the thermocoup l ies. . N is the temperature at step 
in th~ speclme~ ; s T EXTP is the surface ~emp~ratu~e, which Is to be 
extrapo 1 at_ed •. 
. I 
An ·estimat'ion of~heat lost by specimen · surface over the dJs- . 
• • I • 
t~n~e .(AX1 +~Xi+_· 6X_3~ ln~lc;ated that a ~axtmum' of\ 3% of heat coul~ 
be· lost •. Since, the loss of heat would b~·- ~ · function of ·sliding _ 
' . . 
· I speed, - ~orm.al load and ga·s thro~gh the.' rubbing specl~ns., ·t't was 
. . . 
'I 
.. assumed that in steady· state the heat lost ~~.specimen over t~~s 
. distance _(maxim_u·m 3% of tot~l produ~~d) fs ~_mal' t and could. be_neg1ected • 
.. 
• \ - ' ' (> ~ 
, Jhe he~t ,fJI'ng)hro~gh ~he s~ecl~~ (q) Is given by: .· 
, . . 
q = TEXTP-TN 
· (4Xl) 
KA2 
o:: TN"7 T3 ct T3-T4 ' . • .. .. • • • (Eq0.: A-1) 
(4)(2) . {AX3) 




~ '• . 




225 ': · 
. I 
---- - - · ~ ~. ~- .-·--~ u- · 
A.3 




from Equation (A-1) : 
~ 
-TN-T3 = T3-T4 ' 




· • KAJ 
I. p 
or, TN = T3 + llXZ 
4X3 - (T3-:4> I (Eq_n A-2) 





. . - .. 
.· 
• 
= TN ~ !~~- . .'~ : (TJ-Tlt) or, TEXTP 
'. 
• • • t 
From geometry of the spec4men Al _ 2 15 







• .TN + ~~~ : . (2. 15) (T3-T4) ' 1; 
= .. T3 + 1 '.(~X2 _'+ 2. f 5t1X1) (T3-T4) . (Eqn, A-3) .. 
m .. 
• ' •I 
~-
. .:.,. .. . 
•,' 
0 
FIG. A-4 .. 
'· 
MODIFIED GEOMETRY OF STATION.ARY SPECIMEN 
Working along 
. , ' • . I . 
the same lines as for; the rQta.ting sp~_cJmen - the .· 
• I . - r _. ; ' , 
extrapolated surface 
. . . . . ' . . 'I . . 
temperature -(TEXTP') -for the stationary specimen;, 
• l • . 
_TEXTP' .= .TS.-+ · l (dXS + 2~ 154Xlt) (TS-T6) 







' . .: ~· . , ~· .. 
. . 
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t:or new specimens . (i.e. specimens ,which wer' not. refaced ~md 
' . . ~ ~ . 
' . 
repolished from a previous run);.6.X4 =AXt• Ax5 e::AX~ ·andAX~ =AX3 
I 
and the · _equa~ion (A-4) modifies to 
- ·-- -\ 
TEXTP 1 = T~ +·11.!3 (Ll~2 + 2.:15 Ax'1 )!T5-T6.) 
" j I 
I I 
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Est.lmation of mean va'lco~ a par~meter from the . records 






















• (0 ,0) 
.,. 
~ N - . 
_1/2 L (YN-1, 









Where Y M'ean =Mean, value of the parameter over the· entire duration I 
.,. 
· I 
of the ~un· ' • 
XN are numb~r" of rev,olutlons: where record was made and 
. 
YN are 'vatues of ·the parameter at .x1, x2 , 
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. MEAN VALUE·S AND STA~DARQ...D.EVIATION OF WEAR RATE'9 ./~ /1 . . -











l l .VOLUME/UNIT DISTANCE 
\ 
ROTATING STATIONARY TOT~L t 
SPECIM~N S-PEC I MEN WEAR 
' - I . . 
I 




8. 20' t 6.35 14.55 
I ~ 
3. 1_5 \.- 2.95 6.10 
'' 
-1. 45·-\ 2.-45 - 1.00 
' 
' 
1. 30 -\ 0.90 2.20 
- 1. 25 0.89 ' ·2. 14 
- ' 1.95 1.65 3.60 





















. UNH ATED SPECIMENS, NO AIR, NORMAL ~LOAD: 490N 
' - ' 
-
WEAR RATE. COEFFI C 1 ENT 
s. oiME~.u OF FRI CT I 0~~ • MASS/UNIT TIME 
• 
ROTATING · ST A Tl ONARY TOTAL ROTATING STATIONARY 
SPECIMEN SPE:C)MEN. WEAR . SPEC I MEN SPECIMEN 
I 
' 
MEAN ~.D . 




-].4 - 5.s· · 13,2 . 3-31 3? o.ss 0.02 















-6.2 4.5 6.5 6.0 0.45 10.7 0 •. 01 ~ • 4 
. 
-
9-7 8.2 17.9 ' 4.2 2.2 .0.62 0.01 
. 
\ '(."' 
. 8.9 __ . 7-3 u~.2 11. 1 5.5 0.65 0.01 
- f' . 






























ROTATIN-G STAT I ONARY I SIDE SIDE 





-, '· 105 6 · 120 7 
150 6 160 6 I 
-
I 
1 225 4 21JO. 8 . .. .4 250 265 . 0 
240 .• 4 260 3 
320 4 330' q 
. 
300 8 330 q 
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NT OF FRICTION & EXTRAPOLATED" SURFACE TEMPERATURE· 
NORMAL LOAD; 490N 
-
I 
"l , , 
l . ~ 
I 
• I 
.• .: I 
- I 
.. I 
. , ' 
. 
6 EXTRAPOLATED WEAR RATE -
'• SURFACE TEMPERATURE SLIDING TEST W~AR VOLUME PER UN IT Dl SiANCE. WEAR MASS. PER UNIT TIME COEFF 1 C 1 ENr 
NO . ' • OF. .. SPEED ROTATING STATfONARV .TOTAL . ROTATING STATIONARY TOTAL ROT~T I NG STATIONARY 
SPECIMEN SPECIMEN WEAR SPECIMEN SPECIMEN .WEAR FRI CT I'ON '~PEC I MEN :SPEC I MEN. 
r , I 
-1 <xio- 11 M3/M OFSL i"DI NG) ·(xJo~~ Kg/min) . _ __.,~· ... _ 1~. - . oc . -- I ms . 
.. ~ 
... 
"· ' I --;. . . .. - - -- ~ . , - -- -
-
\ 
0. 193 22 ' 8. 70 . ~ 6 ~ 65 . 15.35 _7.9 6.0 · 13'.9 0.57 110 130 
'-i. - 23. 8. 15 . 6·~·:37 14.62 ].4 5.8 ·n.2 Q . S~ ! 105 ;lll 
- 24 8.05. ,.... 6 ~ 30 . f4 . 35 ].3 5-7 '· 13.0 - - I lQ,O . 12 
6.00 ].2 ~ s. 4.' ' I 25 7.90 13.90 ' 12.6 o~.ss 95 110 . I 
110:. '~ 41 8.20 6.4:> 14.63 ] . 4 s.8 1}·. ~ . 0. ,55 I 125 .. . 
' I 
. ~ . . ' 4 
- 0. 386 ' - r - I tss ~ 27 -. 3. 15 2.90 6.05 5.7 5-3 11.0 o. 51 I t 60 
28 \ 3.25 2.85 6.10 5.9 5. 2 11. 1 0. 51 i 155 I 165 : . - I 
-
, I 29 2. 90) 2.80 5. 70 5.3 _ ·s - 1~ · 10.4 0.52 thO 150 
40 3.30 3.25 . 
' 












I , . 0. 772 . 30 -1 .30 -0.82 2.12 4.8 3.0 ] . 8' -- - i\220 ·_ 235. 
-3 J,~ I ' -1..64 1.01 2.65 6.0 3•7 9.7 0.45 240 . ! 230 -
1.34 - 4-:'9 3.6 a.s '1225 "" 32 0.97 2 ~ 31 0.44 230 ' 
' 33 1. 39 . 1.05 2. Ji4 . 5. 1 3. 9 - 9.0 0.44 I - - 245 '" - ---
' 
. 34 1.3'3. · - 0 .. 95 .. 2~ 28 4.9 3.5 8.4 0. 42 1-220 225 
I ~ 42 1. 70 1. 29 2_.90. , 6.2 4.4 . 1'0 . 6 - 0. 46 't230 .245 . -• 
. > 
-
' . . .. . 
-
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• ~ : .., • ·~ ' • •• : - ' ' • I• '•' • • ., • • 
- EFF~CT OF SL1DING SPEED ON WEAR· RATE, COEFFICIENT OF fRICTION & EXTRAPOLATED SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
' ' Vo . p· ~ , I . • 
UNHEATED SPEC U1f;NS, NO -AIR, NORMAL LOAD: 490N . 





, Q ' -
-
-
WEAR RATE - ·. EX1:J"RAPOLAT.ED 
~ 
Ot'STANCE UN.IT TIME SURFACE -TEMPERATURE TEST WEAR VOLUME PER UNIT WEAR MASS PER COEFF I C I ENT' SLID_ING NO. . Of; I 
SPEED ROTATING STATIONARY TO"(AL ROTATING STATIONARY -_~A~ FR I_C_T l ON. ROTATING STATiONARY SPECIMEN SPECIMEN WEAR SPEC-IMEN SPECIMEN WE R SPECIMEN SPECH\EN · 
0 
--
"-1 -(XlO-ll M3 /J+ OFSL I [}I NG) (X 1 0-~ ;·Kg/m_i n}. oc· ms t -
. 
nt, 
2-ss J - ·. '265 0".965 . 63 1.34 0.94 " -· :·2;28 6.1 ' 4.2 10.3 . 0. 46, ' I ' 
-
.64 1.32 . 0.92 . 2.24 6.0 4. 1 10. -l 0.45 ?e:n . - 265 




-1. 061 68 1.15 0 '.82 . 1.97 5-7 4.1 . - 9 . 8 0.44 · -· 240 260 -· 
69 1.85 ' -t. 62 ·J~:q] 9;2 8.0 0.61 3~5 . . 
. ' 
. . 17.2 325 
70 · 1-.95 1.63 3.58 0 9. 7 8. 1 1].8 0.62 320_- 330 
I 71 2.05 ·. 1. 70 3-75 10.2 . t 8.4 16.6 0.63 325 "335 ' 
"' 
& 
72 1.35 0.95 . - 2.30 6.7 - 4.7 11.4 o·.46 2~5 - ·265- . 
--







-. "' 35 1.62 1. 36 • 2.96 -8-.7 7-3 16'.0 0.64 ' 300 -
36 L46 1.24'. 2. 7-0 6.'7 
. 11.,,;5 0.64 295 .. 33.0 - <i' .... 7-9 0 
0 37 '1 _. 57 - 1,.35 2.92< 8.5 7-.3 15.8 ·0.65 - 325 . 





. ~",.. 1-a . 
. ,• 7 --~ .. , . 544 44 ' 1.01 · • .. ' 1). 64- 1.65 4.] 12.1 0,: -58 j 320 340 ' ..._ 
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_J • . -• . - TABLE C-.12 
.. . \ ' . . . ·.· . 
. EFFECT OF P-REHEATING AIR TO. 2Q0°C'Otl-WEAR RATE; COEFFIC·I.EU:( OF •FRl CTiON: ' : 
j 
. · -~·-.. &. EXTRAPOLATED SURFACE TE'MPERATURE . 
.I UNHEATED ' SPE.CIMENS,-. VARIOus suDiiiG SPEEDS, NORM~L LOAD ·490N' 
. ~ 




WEAR RATE ~ • EXTRAPOLATED 
TEST WEAR VOLUME PER UNIT DISTANCE WEAR MASS PER UNIT TlMEc COEFFICIENr SURfACE TEMPE~~TURE .. · 
· . .. -~ 
NO OF 
. ' ROIATJNG STATIONARY 'TOTAL • ' ROTATING STATION.ARV TOTAL . FRICTION RO.TAT-ING STAT IONARY'": ~-·· 





M·S-l , (Xl0-,1 ~ -.M3/~ OFSLIOIN.G) <. - • • (XlO-~ Kginlf~) 
, I • , • 
' .. o· 
. - ·. . r- . 0. 386 62 2. 90 - 2.30 
0.49 
0.45 
0. 98~ ¢ 
.. •• 5.20 s.-3 · 
4:4 
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TABLE ' C-B 
: .. 
. I . 
·EFFECT OF PREHEATING AIR TO i00°C ON ' COMPOS IT JON 
' . ' 
AND SIZE OF WEAR DEBRIS PARTICLES 
. . 
'UNHEATED SPECI,MENS, N&RMAL t.dAD: 49oN 
VARIOUS SLIDING SPEEDS, FU)W RAtE OF PREHEATED AI~= 7~~-10-6M3S-l 
I ' I' ~ SIZE OF 80% OF 
I COMPOSITION WEAR DEBRIS gARTIC~ES ' 
. i 
' OF ~ I 
TEST WEAR DEBRIS PARTICLES COLLECTED COLL~CTED 
NO. ti. -UNDER THE SPECIMEN ON FILTER PAP.ER 
Fs. -· FeO .Fe
3
o4 ' - ~/)3 STANDARo,l ~ .. MEDIAN ~ED IAN STANDARD ' 
DEV IATION·: 1 DEVIATION 
~ 
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TABLE C~ 14 .• 
. \ 
. 
MEAN VALUES AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF WEAR RATE, 
. . . 
·. COEFFICIENT OF FRICTfON & EXTRAPOLATED SURFACE TEMPERATURE . <.;. . ,. 
. UNHEATED SPECIMEI~S. AtR;·NORMAL LOAD: 490N 
' . ~ ;. 
' ~-now RATE 75XJo-6M3is -DIFFERENT GAS MIXTURES SL-IDING SPEE-D 0.965 Ms~ 1 
·- ' .. ' 
.. 
~ : I . - , PERC~NT - ·~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~W;E~A~R-~R~A~T~E~~~~~~~~~~~- ~~~~~ ~EF8CIEN1 -EX~RA?OLATED _ 
VOLlJME/UiHT DISiANCE NASS/UNIT ·TJME . . s·. -D/J·!Eil.U OF FRICTIO~·L SUf'FACE T~t-IPERATUP,E 
{V/V) . ROTATING STATIONARY · ·TOTAL 
o2 . in A~ SPEC I MEN s·PEC I MEN , WEAR 
ROTATING STATIONARY TOTAL · ROTATING. STAT10NARY 
SPECIMEN SPECIMEN WEAR -SPECIMEN SPECIMEN 
MEA~~ S.D. 





MEAN s ~ o. 
oc oc_ 
1 
STAT I ONARY ., 
SIDE 
I MEANtS.D. 
oc OC' · 
en 0. 1. 84 ' -0. 37 . __, 1. 47 1.65 0 400 ._ 




_0 •. 15 
o. 42 
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TABLE C-15 
EF-fECT~· .OF Dl FFERENT GAS Ml XTUREs· ON WEAR RATE, COEFF(C rENT OF FRI CTTON 
~& EXTRAPOLATED SURFAO€ TEMPERATURE 
- ·-.. I ~ • 
• UNHEATED SPECIMENs: NORMAL LOAD .490N 
SLIDING SPEED 
, 
:.; - ' 
~ 
I -








WEAR RATE . - . ·1 .. - _ ... 1-- I SMtAPOLATE1> - . p 
.TEST . WEAR VOLUME PER ·uNIT DISTANCE WEAR MASS PER .UNIT'\ T,ME COEFFICIEN['. ,_ · suR~ACE; T£MPERATUR'J 
NO. ~ROTATING STATIONARY TOTAL ROTATiNG STA;rtOW~RY · ~TAL'·· fRI~~ION ROTATING. _STATIONARY ; 
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TABLE- C- 16 -
. •, 
~-- · I .. -
EFF£C'r OF DIFFERENT GAS MIXTURES ON COMPOSITI-ON 
AND SIZE OF WEAR DEBRIS PARTICLES. 
UNHEATED "s--EC I MENS, . NORM~L LOAD: 490N · 
· , ~"· 
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"SIZE O,F 80% OF. I .. 
~ WEAR DEBRIS PARTICLES 
I 
-
COLLECTED J ~OLLECTEO ~---' ~-' ...UtiDER THE SPECIMEN ON FILTER PAPER 
) MEDIAN STANDARD J- MED r.AN STANDARD 
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' I '" ' 
. LINEAR DISPLACEHENT'(Af.iPLITUDE) AT ·LOWEST FR.EQUEN.CIES OF 
VIBRATION & INTEGRATED POWER SPECTRAl' DENS ITY 






(•/o}VjV_ 81 '. ·LINEAR 0 I SPLACEMENT (AMPLITUDE} ' " I ~I' IN JnM FOR A.CCElEROHETE RAT # 
r 02. TEST FREq. OF· J PSD I 
----
,- .. 
In NO. . VISR'AT~ON . 







300 . 7* 25* · - 1* 4* ' 
480- 520 ~ 13 1* 1 - .. •! 
94 650-670 - 2 . . - ;- J· . 
. 800-850 . . 1 ' I ' . _ , -· - ~ 
/ 
95!)-lTOO .. 3 - - . - •I--. . . 
' I 
', 
0.02 - · 1300:.: 1700' .. •• 1 - - -
.. , I I 
·-
A 0.~6 I I 
;21'0.,.2]0 14*. 35* ' 
I 
·a e· 1. 0 
- -
ll ~ I -310-340 9 - lp'r 2 B' - ' 
95 480 - 21 . - - . li . a 0.01 -I 4' 520-600 5 - . -~- 5 .. b - . . 650-700 1 6 I { 2 2 b' 0.01 
: 900-TOOO 1 4 · _ .... ,. .. 1 
1300-1409 
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1 .,, 320 4* - . - - -., 
'$ . 
90 400-480 ' 4 ·l~ '4 J -
520 4* · 4 '-.. - -
~ 
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' 670-700' 1 1 1 . I ~ -
~ 850. - -:; " - -I . 
\ 300-360 ... ·3* 7 1 -
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-
520-560111\ . ~l 11 * ':"· 1* . 9'1 600-650 2 "* 1 ' . . . Boo - - - -. I 
' 950 - - - - I 0.20 I I 
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TABLE-C-18 · 
. .. · .... 
~~ J ' b • 
COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION's--.EXTRA?OLATED ·su.RFAC.E "TEMPERATURE 
·. - UNHEATED SPECIMENS, . --·--
....... . 
. '~ NO-RMAL lOAD: 490N ' . 
DIFFERENT GA~ MIXTURES SLIDING SPEED 1. 15S HS·-l . . . . I • ,. 
• Q ' . 
. • .. 
~ , 
.. · . 
-·~~~~~~- ~~~~~~-W~E~A~R~R~A~T~E~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~-~-- I CO~FFIC ! E'~ . EX~A?OLATEO PERCENT _ ,.. f :·~-
(V/Vf' VOLUME/tJNIT DISTANCE - ~iASS/UNIT TIME - S.D/MEfl.H vF_ R. IC.TIO{~ SURFAC~ TH1PERATU'~.E 
















. o .~lr1 
0.65 
0. 77 






· --6 (XIO kg/min) · 
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.2; 7 -. ! 
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L7 ' .. . 
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--3.5 
15:2 
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TABLE C-19 , • -
0 
. 
' EFFECt OF VARIOUS GAS MIXTURES. ON WEAR .RATE,"COEFFICIENT OF FRICTrQN 
•' -""\ . . 
• ~ & EXTRAPifLATED SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
" . ' • 
_ • UNHEATED SPECIMENS, · 
. NORMAL -LOAD 4~0N . 
'FLOW RATE: 75 x .' lo-6 M3 ·s1 SLIDING SPEED: • 1.158 MS-1 . . 
•,, 
. .. 
' ~ - ~ 
~~~~--~------~--~--~----~·~------~-------.~~--~~~--~~~ 
PERCENT 'wEAR . RATE , 
0 
...,. EXTRAPOLATED :_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~. ~~ - SURF~E TEMPE~T~E 
(.'tl/V) TEST WEAR .VOLUME PER . U~!T DISTANCE WEA~ MASS PER UNIT TIME COEFFICIENI"' · .. . 
I' o: NO. ROTATING ..STATiONARY T.OTAL · · ROTATJ NG' STATIONARY TOTAL tRig~ I ON ROTATING STAr! ONARY 0z in Ar SPECIMEN SPECIMEN . WEAR SPECJMEN SPE~IMEN , WEAR SPECIMEN SPECIMEN 
0 - 87 1. 03 
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TABi.E c.:.2o 
\ 
EFFECT OF VARIOUS GAS MIXTURES ON COMPOSITION 
AND SIZE OF ~EAR DEB~IS ~ARTICLES 
-UNHEATED SPECIMENS, NO'RMAL LOAD: 490N 
. FLOW RATE: · · 7; x 10-£M3S-l. ' sli~ING SPEED 1 1. ~5·8.MS.-l· 
I \ 7 
\ COMPOSITION ' · 
- OF 
TE·sT WEAR DEBRIS PARTICLES. 
-NO. 
Fe FeO 
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SIZE OF 80% OF .. 
. 
,WEAR, DEBRIS PARTICLES• . 
. 
-COLLECTED COLLECTED 
UNDER THE SPECIMEN ON1 FILT£R PAPER 
STANDARD.! MEDIAN ~AN STANDARD 
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. , .• 2'-57 . c 
. TABLE c:21 
Ll NEAR Dl SPLACEMENT1 (AMPLITUDE) AT LOWEST FREQU,ENC I ES OF 
VIBRATION & INTEGRATED POWER SPECTRAL- DENSITY 
LOAD 490N, UNHEATED SPECIMENS, SPEED 1.15BMS-l z V~RIOUS .GAS MIXTURES . 
; ~ . 
' ' 
I 
' LINEAR DISPLACEMENT (AMPLITUDE) % lV/V) I N}A/111 ;; FOR ACCELEROMETERAT i 
I TEST' .·(REQ. OF PSD 




' 14~ 210 1 - • - - ·9* .. 
' 250-280 - 35* - 14* -
320-340 10 - ~ 4 8 
96 I 480- 520 . 13 13 6* 3 -
650 - - ,. - 4, ' 
7.0_D.= aoo . \ 
. 
' 
3 2 1 
_, 
1 
1100-1300 1 2 1 
. ,
0.02 . 1 ' - .. , 
20* 
< 




' 11 * 1* 4* . · 1 ' 
' 97-1 ' 700-750 - - - 1 -
1 100-1150 1 ) 2 - ·- /:' : 1300 1 2 - ... ~ 
1400-1700 1 1 - . - -
,/ 
' 
~ 270-300 34* 1 - -
4oo-44o 27 2* - -
-
480 ~ I 4* 1* - 1- \ 
·~ 98- 1 700-750 2 -. :.-'1 1 -
800-850 1 1 1 --' 
' 
-I 
' ftoo . - I . ' 





. I 210- 25 - - - 3 ,, I 
\ . I 300:..320· 41* 48* . 1* - . 3* 
99-1 ' 400-440 14 15 . 1 1 1 
,- 52~ ··, 26 . 26 
' 
-
... 1 : 
-
\ 4 700-725 3 - - -
1050- 1200 2 4 I _, ·'t -
I 
. ~ 
I 280 ' - 22.* - 5 
\ 
' 320-340 19*· - 3 I - · I I . --
550 13 10 6* - . , 
2.00 100-1 675 4 ,;.. . ' - ; - ' 
-
775 - 2' - 2 ' I . 
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.. ~ , .· 
MEAN VAlUES AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF WEAR -RATE; 
• - - I" 
. - "" . j . . 
. . , 
COEF.f.·l C lENT OF FRICT'I ON & EXTRAPOLATED · SURFACE TEHPEAAl}JRE · 
>" 
. .' 
~. ' . • . • d . - • 
- UN~EATED SPEC I HENS·, ·. ~0. . AIR, -NO-RMAL .LOAD: ~95N - > 
J • • / . ' 
su o'r NG.·SPEED ~.9Gs · Hs-1, VARIous sf>Ec I HEN- HOLDER TEMPERATURES. 
' . ; .. 
-. 
··: J I .. . " : ·-- WEAR RA"fE" COEFFICIENT , ·-
, \ · 
., ' -:. . ., OF 'fR I CTION • VOLUl'\E/UNIT 01 STANCEU" HASS/UNlT TIME . - ' ' - s:o/HEAtl 





. ... """, .,I ROTATING STATIONARY ,roTA~ ROTATING ·sTATIONARY TOTAL ROTAT-ING STATI_ONARY 0 .... 
-. . ':' SPECIMEN SP~CIHEN - ''WEAR SPECIHE.N SPECJH~N WEAR SPE'CIHEN -SPECIMEN SPEiif:! . ' •• • ~ I ' 
-
.. 
. . '" .. ' MEAN S.D. ,~ - .. 
- -· · -
(Xlo- 11m3/mofs·l iding) 
I 
'(xto-6 -kg/mi-n) -
-HS-l % ' ~·t · , 
~ . I ., . 
. N 
1 , . 
.. 




- . ~ . 
.. 
, . o, 
l-.158 0.83 1:60 4.5 4. l 8.-6 JS:-6 o ;~4 0.77 ·-12. 3 .0.02 
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TABLE ..C-23 . 
• I, . . . . -
I . ~- . . . 
l ~-- ·-'· 
.j _, 
I · - ' , 
EFFECT.OF· S[JDiNG SPEED ON WEAR RATE, COEF.f'ICfEtJT.OF fRICTIOt~ 
• • ""n} 




WEAR. RATE ' 
. . . . 
. -· 
VOLUM!i . PER· UNIT DISTANt'E MASS,--f.ER 
....... : 
WEAR WEAR UNIT TIME COEFF I Cj ENr OF'. . '· . i ~·· .. 
· ROTATING STATI.ONARY TOTAL ROTATl!<IG STATIONARY TOTAL FRICTION . 
'SPECIMEN .. 
., 
.SPECIMEN- WEA~ . - SPECIMEN SPECIMEN WEAR. 
> r ... 







0.58 . 0. 52' ..... . 1. 10 2.6 2 ;·1j' ' s.o o. 35· 
e:sz 0.48 1 .oo·· 2.4 ' 2.2 - 4.6 0.37 . .. 1. -. 
. 0. 55 ·o. s.o .::..Los - 2.5 . -2..~,3 - 4 •. 8 o: 39 .-
. . . 
- : . . 
. .. 
0.85 . ; 0.80 1.65 . 4.5 4. ;r ., 8.8 - 0.65 
' 
l'; OQ .. J o:9o - 1 •. ~o- -- 5.4 . 4. 8 1~2 0. 66· ~. .. 
0'. 72 0.64 .. 1.36 i 7 ~ 3 . .. 3.9 ;:-- 3.4 o·. 63 




0.48 - · z·:s 6'?3· 0.38 1}.86 3~5 
-
0.54 
o.4o 0.34 0.74 2.9 z.·s s .. 4 0.56 .. 
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-r 
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. -...·: . 
ROTAT I NG . STAT IONARY· ._ 
SPECI MEN- SPECIMEN 
0 . ~-· . 
. c 
" p 
-, A• t :,''. • 
..:....- ~ 
--
,1 40 ~~~ 
150 : -
-
. \40' ·j 
,. 
' - - . 
205 - . . I 
- 2l5 . 
195 . 210 
.__ 
. .. ·. 
.220 20.5 
·z io ·220 
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S.U Ql NG . 
~ SPEED . I 
' •. 
"· 
·" · 26o -~ ". 
I ' TABLE~ ·C-24·--
. ~ 
EFF~CT OF SLtDING SPEED ON COMPOSITION 
•., AND SIZE. OF WEAR DEB~IS : PARTJ .CLES· 
' · ' \ . . . 
UNHEATED SPECIMENS, ·NO AIR, .N;ORMAL LOAD~ 295N · 
\, 





~OMPOS I T I 0~ ~ ~EAR DEBRI~ PARTICLES 
OF , 
'I 
. : .TE~T WEAR DEBRI,S . PA~TICLES I COL~ECfED . COLLECTED 
•:.. , 
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. r 
- . -
-: I. • ,/ 
,, 
-. 




: Fe · feO 'Fe3o4 . ~o3 _ 
\ . 
,\ 
· 1 ·1~--( v 
111-2 .... 
·- " . J.J{-3- ..... 
l12.-1 . .., 
112-2 ..... 
, · 112-3 ,. 
113-1 : , 
. Ls~It ·. · 1 1·:14-1 ·.,.,, 
114'-2. :, 
. .. 1\1) , , \ ... 
' . ,, ... -
t.'' 0 • p 
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1.5 12.0 1,.5 
1.,? 
0/ 75 
6'. a·. L5 
3.0 1. 5 . 
1.00 4. 0 J..O 
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. 0 .. 75 · 3~j}r < 1.0 
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·. 'TABLE C-25 
- . : 
. . ·' 
·MEAN VALUES AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF WEAR RATE, 
. . . . 
COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION & EXTRAPOLATED SURFAGE TEMPERATURE 
, .· 
...... UNHEATED SPEC I MENS, WI.TH AIR, NORMAL· LOAD:·· 2.95N 
' . 
·"'·-FLow RATE ·OF-AtR ?5 x lo-"6 ff3 .s-.1 
. ' 
···'(·; . . . 
. 
\JEAR RATE . l-
' VOLUME/UNIT DISTANCE . t-lASS/UN IT TiME "\ · ' S. D/MEIIJJ 
COEFF I C I EN~ 
OF· F~ICTIQ:J 
l ' ' 
-ROl'ATI NG S.TATI ONARY TO.tAL ROT.AT I NG STAT! ONARY TOTAL .ROTATING . STAT~ ONARY • 
SPECIMEN 4SPECIMEN WEAR SPECIMEN SPECIMEN • . WEAR. SPECIMEN · sPEG~}\EN . 
. ·-
• (XIO- ~ ~.Dl3 /mofs 1 i ding) (x10,:6 kg/min) . % - % ' 
. \ 
. 0. 965 ' 0. 4.~ . • 2·. 0 4. r 3-7 - \ 0.39 .-. -0· 
. . : 
, 




























-. \ . , 
. ·e. 
. .. l 




SU?.FACE TENPERA7U~E • 
.. 
. ' 
ROTATING · STATIONARY ~., 
SLOE SIDE f · 
I · . , 
MEAN G.O. · MEAN I S.D. 
0~ oc OC- roc 
1 11 ·':""' - • : 
1 35 " 5 1_4~ • ' 5 1.: 
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' TABLE C-25 -.... . 
• • 
. ·. 
o , • • I • .... .., ' 
UNHEATED SPECIMENS, WI.TH .'AIR. · NORMAL LOAD':· . 295N-- -~.i.--.~:-:-:-,_ · •'' 
,., 
FLOW RATE ~FAIR 7S x 10-~ M3 s- 1 
··-
•. -' 
. ~ .. 
. .
.·.· : 
" WEAR ' . ; ' .·- ·RATE .: . 
' 
>(,; , 
VO LUHE fiJN IT. 0 I STANCE t-iASS/UNIT Tfr1E S. D/MEJl.N 
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/ . . ·· TAB~ C-26 
. . ' 
EFFECT~F SLIDING SPEED ON ~/EAR RATE, COEFFICIENT OF FRICT 
& EXTRA~OLATED SURFACE TEMPERATURE . . 
- . 
UNHEAJED SPEC I MENS,_. WITH AIR, NORMAL . LOAD:' -295N 
-
.. .,.. 






WEAR VOLUME PER UNIT DISTANCE WE~SS·PER' UNIT ~iME COEFF I C I ENf . 
' STAT I OMARY .QF . ·----ROTATING STATIONARY. TOTAL ROTATING TOTAL FRICTION SPECIMEN SPECIMEN WEAR - SPECIMEN SPECIMEN WEAR 
--
(XlO-:J t M3/M " 
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0.50 . 0 .. 46 0~96' . 2.3 · 2. 1 4.4 ... 
--0.40 0.42 0. 82-" _. 1.8 _,. -1".9 3-7 :; o. 39~ 
' 
. 0.48 0~ 44 '0.92. 2._2 2'.0 4.2 ·_.. 0. 39 
. . 
.. j ... _ 
., 
0~45' 0.46 0.~ . 't;? · 0·. 92 2.5. 2. 5 . 5. Oj 0-.59 o~ o.-9_8 0 2.6 0. 45. 2., 1 5-3 
0.48 - o.4T 0.95 2.6 .2. 5 5. 1, 0. 45 
- ! 
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0.22 Q.20 0.42 1.6 1.5 3. ~ 0.41 
0.32 0.25 ·o. 57 '2. 3 • :.1 . 9 4. 2 0 .. 40 ~ . . 
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£FFECT .OF SLIOrf-lG SPEED ON . COMPOS'ITION 
. . 
' AND SIZE OF WEAR DEBRIS . PARTICLES 
.. 
- . . . ., 
·uNHEATED. SPECIMEN'S, ·WITH AIR, NORMAL LOAD:· Z95N 
FLOW RATE OF AIR 75 x 10~6 M3/S . 
- · • . 1 . l 
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~-- - .. }1m . . ·Jim I ,_ 
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TABLE C~28 \ . I . . .. 
Ll NEAR o·l SPLACEMENT (AMPLITUDE) AT LOWEST FREQUENCIES OF . 
. . . VIBRATION & IN'FEGRA~ED POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY 
LOAD "295N,- WITH AIR,- UNHEATED SPEC11MENS, VARIOUS SLIDING SPEEDS 


























































' ' ' LINEAR DISPLACEMENT (AMPLITUDE) I -• ·~) ~ FO~ AC~ELEROMETERAT ;# 
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'TABLE C-29· • 
• J '* . .,... . ~ ·· .t. 
MEAN VALUES AND .'STA_NOARD DEVIATION OF WEAR RATE, 
_ cOEFFICIENT OF FRICTION & EXTRAPOLATED suRFACE TEM.PERAT·u~'E . ... -
I - • -~ 
UNHEATED SP~CitjENS, '- NORMAL LOAD:- 295.N · 
.. 
. ' . . 
.~' . 
DtFFE,RENT· GAS · MIXTURES Sl:IDING SPE·E.D 1'.158MS- l 
4() l -. 
r - t 
~ 
. . 
.- - ·· 
.. --
0 inAr ROTATING' STATIONARY TOTAt 
2 SPECiMEN , sPECI-MEN . WEA'R 
' 
ROTATING STATIONARY TOTAL • 0 • ROTATINtr s,TATIONARY 








t<r~~ ... _$1 -~E - _ _,SfDE --
.; 4 
_MEAN S.D •. ME~ - .D. -MEAN I s.o .. 
,(xto- 11 m3/rr.orslidin9) (~lo--6 -~9/min) ::. %_ • % • - .• 0c , l~c 0:{:. 0$- ' -~~~ -------r--~-~- --r--------------.-.-_ -----+------~--~~-----;-------+-~~~~--------4~---4~---+--~~~--~~~~-+---1 
~ - 1 · 0 
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·a. 48 
0.47 .01 
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· TABL:E C- 3b 
.' 
EF.FECT ~F . DIFFERENT GAS.MIXTURES ON WE,AR~ RATE', COEFFI'CtENT OF.F-RlCTION ~r . .. 
~ .:. · 
· & EXTRAPOLATED SURFACE' TEMPERATURE . 
. •' 
UNHEATED SPECIMENS, NORMAL LOAD .295N . . ' : " 
. - ·· 





WEAR RATE E"?<T~PO LATE J>'. ·-
. SURFACE .TEMP-ERATURE WEAR VOLUME PER UNIT DISTANCE·· WE~R MASS PER UNIT TI~E COEFF I Cl ENf 
. ~ 
··rqtAl OF· ROTATLNG ~"-sTATIONARY ROTATING· STATIONARY • TOTAL ' ROTATING STATIONARY FRICTION . 
. SPEC I MEN' 'SPECIMEN WEAR ~PECIMEN SPE~MEN . .WEAR ~PECI HEN SPECIMEN. · 
. ' . 
~--
. , ___ -· 
n I 






·i -/ ,r. r .. . . 
\ 
: 
e. 33- -0 . .14 0. f9 - '• ·- - -1. 75· 375 -.,. 
·i ... -~ - ·- -
--- -
,-I ,r G -- ----- ~2.8 ' -. \ . 0.2]• 0 .. 25 0~52 1.5 ·. 1. 3 .. 0 .. 60 - 290 305 . . 
·0. 3.Q 0.26 0.56 1.6 I 1.4 3.0 o:s9 285 300 
0.27 0.24 0_.51 1.5 I _1. 3 - 2.8 - b.61 




-.:_ . .. 
0.27 ~.24 0.51 1 ,. 5 , ·,r i . .3 ~·~ 8 0.50 245 ~ . 0.32 0.27 0.59 -1.7 .]. 5. 3.2 0; 44 . . - 244 0. 3~ 0.25 0~56 1 • 7: 1. 3, 3.0 . 0.52 255 . 
0.2] . 
. if. 26 0.53 1.5 r.4 2. 9::-...,;. o.so 240 250 
·o. 33 0.28 0.61 1.8 . . .. 0. 4lf 1.5 3-3 -
-· .. ., 
• 
. 
- . • .. 0.44 ~ 0. 39 0.83 2.4 2. 1 4.-s - ~ .- ... - .. . 235 
' 0.42 ·0.37 0.79 2.3 r:. 2.0 4.3 0.116 220 230 
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. TAB~E C-31 
EFFECT OF D I FFE.RENT ·GAS MIXTURES ON. COMPOS I T.l ON 
AN~o srzE OF' WEAR . ·DEB~I ·s PARTICLES 
• t -~, 
UNHEATED SPEC'IMENS, NORMAL LOADi 295N -. 
· now RATE: · 75 ·x 1 o -G M3s.- 1 






... SIZE- OF 8'0% OF -· 




WEAR DEBRIS PARTICLES COLLECTED COLLECTED 
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; ·UNDER n~E' SPEC I MEN ON FJLTER PAPER/ 
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TABLE- ' C-32 ' I . . '• 
' , I : 
' 
LINEJ\R DISPLACEMENT \(AMPLITUDE) AT LOWEST -FREQUENCIES OF 
· vis~TION & IN~EGRATED POWER. SPECTRA.L DENSITY ;I 
.. . 
" . . LOAD 295N,, UNHEATED SPECif-1ENS 1 SPEED 1.158MS-l, VARIOUS --GAS MIXTURES 





.. \ I ll NEAR DISPL~CEMENT (AMP ll TUDE) ., !. I t 
.. IN ,MillFOR ACCE LE ROMETE RAT ! 
Ot \,f n_ •Ar TEST FREQ. OF '"' Pso· NO .. VIBRATION f ; 30002 . ' 
. (HZ) · A PB 8' .· \ a b b' fo g ~HZ 
I . \ • •. , · ~ I '• 
/ 
. , .. 
. 
0 290~ 30'0 . " 24 29 4' 
v I . sbo 16 ~ 22 7 0.02 107-1 
--
650-675 7 4 3 
-0 120Q~1400 2 ·' J 1 ... . -~ .. 
I . 1700 ' 1 1 - 1 ' . } . -
r 2100:.2300 ' -- - - -
~ 
\ 
. 280-33'5 20 16 ' 4 -4 .. ·5 
0 
475-550 15 .. ' 4 ' c 23 20 2 
I 108-1 675-725 ' 4 ".'4 '1 2 1 I 
1_000-1156' - '1- ~1 1 1 
1300-1400 2 - - f - -- 1-· ~ ... .. .. 
\ · !. 
280-320 4' , 6 12 - 7 
' , 440 = 12 " - .:. 2 . . - . 
109- 1 
"' 
520-540 - 6· 3 2 3 
650-700 - 2 3 1 : 1 1 
·8oo-8so. 1 - 1 . 1 -
.' .. ~ 1<;150-1200 2 






300-320 1 1 1 4 ·-. ·2 - -0 
• -440 .. I 3 2 - - . .... ' ' 
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. - 800-850 . '1 2. 1 1 . 2 I' ' I ( 
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TABLE. C-3l ._ -·-
.. 
COEFFI C I'ENT OF'. FRICTION ·& ·EXTRAPOLATED SURFACE· TEMPERATURE~ . 
UNHEATED SPECIMENS, ·NO 
0 
r I . • ..!:w 0 
A I R ~ NOR11Al:. LOAD: 9i80N . ·. ' . . , . 





SPEE.D I. , WEAR RATE .. COEFFIC IENT - EXTRA?OLATED VOLUME/UNIT DISTANCE l"iASS/UNIT 'TINE. ,. -~ -s. oi.v.EJlJJ I OF FRitTIO~t S·U?.Ft.CC: TEHPERATUF.E . 
. L----!--'" -ROIAT~ STAT~I O.NAR'( _· f,) R.OTATI NG STATIONARY . TOTAL ROTAT I NG STATIONARY TOTAL ·ROTATitlG ~·m~Q'l. 
. SPECIMEN -SPECIMEN \.lEAR .SPECIMEN SPEC I~EN' WEAR SP.ECIMEN 'SPEOHEN .. SIDED isfoE· .· 
- I 
- -
. . . . tJ1EAN .s. D. . MEAN ME. AN S. D .
-
-
; . 15.0 ~ I 
-1 ('X 10 _.....11m3 /rr,c;fs J i ding) . (XJ0- 6 kg/min) % % .. ' d oc I ~c oc mS. . I 
I ,I ~ ~- . 0 . 0.772 2.02 • !-- 1.93 ' 3.95 ] •. 4 ],. 1 r\'-s_· 3-5 6.3 0 . 46' ;o1 330 - '340 5 I - : . ~ - l. '2 _~ ,,..... ! I -0.965 1.:53 1.47 ·3.00 7 oO I .. 6.7 '13. 7 ' 1.5 0 ~ 48 . - 450 11 '"' 475 15 . I 
. i' 
·1. 158 1. 80 
-
1 ~ 70. 3_.50 -9.8 . 9. 3 19. 1· - - - 0.70 :r - . 600 
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~. ..... ' TABLE C-JZ, 
EFFECT OF SLIDING SPEED-ON WEAR RATE ; COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION·& EXTRAPOLAT&ti · SURFACE TEMPERATURE·· I of\ 
- . 
UNHEATED SPECIMENS, NO AIR ~RMAL LOAD 980N 
-. . -
-. " 
· . .. · 
,---· 
. 
RAT E ·-- - -- EXTRAPOLATED~ WEAR - ~ 
-
SLIDING I ·. SURFACE TEMPERATURE TEST' 'WEAR VOLUME PER .UNIT DISTANCE WEAR MASS PER UN IT TI ME . COEFF I C I ENr .. . §PEED NO. . . .OF 
·STATl ONA'RY 
-ROTATING STATIONARY; TOTAL ROTATING STATrDNARY '"(OTAL 
-· FR ICTIOtt ROTATI NG · 











-0-. 772 115-1 2:02 1. 98 - 4.00 . 7 ~ 4 7.3 14 .7 0. 47 - - I 345 
---: 115-2 2.-05 1.95 4.00 7-5 ' 7 .2 14.7 o·. 45 -. 335 
- ' •1.91 3.64 . ' ].0 '6. 3 13.3 - '345 115~3 1. 73 ' - -
-
115-4 2 . 10 2.06 . 4 :·t6 7-7 7.5 15 . 2 
' 
0. 46 33'0 . 33~ . 
0~965 116-1 1.62 ].4 6 . 8 1!~. 2 0'. 48 t 1.50 3 . 12 435 -~ 
. 1'16-2 . (. 40 1.45 2.85 6 . 4 6.6 13.0 460 460· -
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' . 9.F SLIDING SPEED ON COMPOSITION AND SIZE OF-WEAR DEBRIS PARTICLES · 
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MEAN ·VALU~S· A~W ~~D~~D D~~t~~-ION .O·F WEAR 
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" COEF~lCIENT OF FRICTION &;EXTPA?OLATED.SURFAC~ TEMPERATURE 
4 ; - . ' 
\ '" . 
. < 
• (-· . .;> 
- HEATED sP,ECIMErls'. WITH. AIR,' NORMAL LOAD: ~BON :. · .- . . \ , . ' 
' • f 
·' FLOW RATE OF .AI.R -75 x . to""6 in~s-t 
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WEAR ·RATE. 
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. , .~ I 
UNHEATfD SPECi-MENS, WITH AIR, '}~ORHAL LOAD 980N 
k · :- · I • 
.· FLOW RA~E OF AtR, 1~75 x .. _lo-6 ~3s:.. 1 . .. 
~"' • • • ~ '1.. 
t 
! . h . . '• ,, 
. . 
. 1\.. 
:\. i\ .. . ' 
.--·-- . 
h. • WEAR. RATE • I\. ':· j f EXTRAPOLATED : ~ WEAR ·VOlUME P'ER lJN IT DI ·S.TANCE c WEAR MASS PER UN1JT Tr ME I . COEFF I C (ENr SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
hr---~-:------.--.----o;...,..--:+----_;....:..-,-_.._..:._....._--'-.;:.;.;;:....,.....--t . 
o NO: 1 ROTAHNG STATIONARY TOTA!.. .. ROTATING :STATlO~ARY TOrAL FRI~~IO~ RO_JA_TJ NG~ STAT~,O~ARY_ 
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• -, TABLE c-38 . """ _ 
. . . . ' . . . . ' . "'- . . . 
·. -~ :E'FF.ECT_ OF ' SLIQING SPEED. ON COMPOSni'QN AND SIZE OF WEAR DEBRIS PARTICLES 
... . .. ... . . ; , . . .~ 
:, .. : -~­,, 
_. . · ,-\J~HEATED SPECIMEN·s, · Wl'ftl A!R, NORMAL LOAD: 980N. 
. ' 
FLOW RATE OF' AIR 75 x·.1~:6m3s -l· 
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SIZE, -OF 80% OF 
COMP'OS IT I ON WEAR DE~RIS PARTICLES 
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. . , - _TA'BL~;C::39 ~ . 
• . ·· ·l·l NEAR. Dl SPLACEMENT ~AM~!:' !TUDE) A~ •LOWEST FREQ~EN~ES OF.· 
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L.OAD ,980N WITH AIR UNHEATED SPECIMENS, VARIOUS S_l:·fDING SPEEDS 
• I 
LINEAR DISPLACE~ENT (AMPLIT-UDE} · 
. IN ~mFOR ACCE LE ROMETE RAT TEST FREQ. ' OF ~SD .. 
NO. VI BRAT\ ON . . 30002 
(HZ) A 6 B' b bl a fo g /KZ: . 
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